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Part One: Types of Reading
Comprehension Questions
The source for the sample passage on lie detectors used in the chapters is
Psychology, by Carole Wade and Carol Tavris (Harper & Row, 1990).
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The passage on hermit crabs is based on information from Tbe Encydr;Jpedia of
Aquatic Life, edited by Dr. Keith Banister and Dr. Andrew Campbell (Facts
on File, 1986).
The passage about African-American literature was based on information in
Benet's Reader's Encyclopedia of American Literature, edited by George
Perkins, Barbara Perkins, and Philip Leininger (HarperCollins, 1991).
The source for molecular crystals is based on information from " Building
Molecular Crystals," by Paul Fagan and Michael Ward, in Scientific
American , July 1992.
The passage about education for the colonists and the passage on corporate
colonies are based on information in United States History to 1877, by
Arnold Rice, John Krou~, and C. M. Harris (Harper Perennial, 1991).
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The source for the passage on cybernetics is based on information from
New Book of Popular Science, volume 6 (Grolkr; ·1987).
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The passage on cowboys is based on information ft])m Q)wboy Culture: A Saga
of Five Centuries, by David Dary (Alfred A. Knopf, 1981).
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The passage on Mt. St. Helens is based on information from Mt. St. Helens: Tbe
Volcano Explodes, by Prof. Leonard Palmer and KOIN-1V Newsroom
(Northwest Illustrated, 1980).

The passage on the movie Star Wars was based on information in Slrywallting;_
The Life and Fams of George Lucas, by Dale Pollock (Harmony Books,
1983).
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The passage on sedimentary rocks is based on information from 1be PracNCal
Paleontologist, by Steve Parker; Raymond Bemor, editor (Simon cl:
Schuster, 1990).
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The source for the passage on tennis is from Tennis: Stroltes for Success, by
Doug MacCurdy and Shawn Tully (Sports Rlustrated Winner's Circle
Books, 1988).
The passage on El Nino is based on information from 1be Weather Book, by
Jack WiUiams (Vintage Books, 1992).
The passage on seahorscs is based on information from 1be Audubon Society
Encyclopedia of Animal Life (Oarkson N. Potter, 1982).
The passage on planes is based on information from 1be New Boolt of Popular
Science, volume 6 (Grolier, 1987).
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The passage on cartography is based on information in 1be Mapmakers, :1y
John Noble Wilford (Alfred A. Knopf, 1981).

The passage on California's earthquakes and the passage on Powell's expedition
are based on information in 1be Shape of tbe World, by Simon Berthon
and Andrew Robinson (Rand McNally, 1991).

The passage on forests is based on information in Plant Science, by Jules Janick,
Robert Schery, Frank Woods, and Vernon Ruttan (W. H. Freeman, 1981).
The
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for bird songs and cans is based on inform:ltion in Tbe Audubon
Society Pocket Guides, edited by Ann H. Whitman (Alfred A. Knopf, 1991).

The passage on Hawaii Is based on information lu Hawaii Cookbook &
Backyard Luau, by Elizabeth Toupin (Silvermine Publishers, 1967).
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The passage on the history of American painting in the 1820s and 1830s is based
on information in Tbe Story of American Painting, by Abraham A.
Davidson (Hany N. Abr.uns, 1974).

The passage on the de\telopment of railroads is based on information in the
Encyclopedia of American History, 6th ed., edited by Richard B. Morris
(Harper & Row).
The passage on Alaska is based on information in Wild Alaska, by Dale Brown
and the editors of Time-Life Books (rime-Life Books, 1972).
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The passage on the American tradition in literature is based on information in
Benet's Reader's Encyclopedia of American Literature, edited by George
Perkins, Barbara Pedcins, and Philip Leininger (HarpcrCollins, 1991).
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The passage on rock and roll is based on information from Music: An
Appreciation, by Roger Kamien (McGraw-Hill, 1980).
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The source for the passage on early immigrants and the passage on the early
inhabitants of America are based on information from United States
History to 1877, by Arnold Rice, John Krout, and C. M. Harris (Harper
Perennial, 1991).
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The passage on dinosaurs is based on information from Tbe Complete T Rex, by
John R. Homer and Don Lcsscm (Simon & Schuster, 1993).
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The passage on electronic mail is based pn information from 1be New Book of
Popular Science, volume 6 (Grolier, 1987).
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The passage on brown bears is based on information from Wild Alaska, by Dale
Brown and the editors of Time-Life Books (Ttme·Life Books, 1972).

The source for the passage on energy is based on information from Energy
Alternatives, by Barbara Keeler (Lucent Books, 1990).
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The passage ~n fog is 'based on information from 1be Complete Book of Sailing,
by Robert Bond (G2l.lery Books, 1990).
The source for the passages on hunger, instinct in human behavior, and mental
tests are based on information from Psychology, by Carole Wade and Carol
Tavris (Harper & Row, 1990).
The passage on the compact disc is based on information from 1be New Book of
Science, volume 6 (Grolier, 1987).

The passage on John Muir is based on the article "TI1e john Muir Trail," by
Galen Rowell, in National Geographic, April1989.
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The passage on African-American culture is based on information in Benet's
Reader's Encyclopedia of American Literature, edited by George Perldns,
Barbara Perkins, and Phillip Leininger (HarperCollins, 1991).
The passage on the industrial robot is based on information in 1be New Book of
Popular Science, volume 6 (Grolier, 1987).
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The passage on forest frres and the passage on vitamins are based on information
in Plant Science, by Jules Janick, Robert Schery, Frank Woods, and Vernon
Ruttan (W. H. Freeman, 1981).

Reading Comprehension Practice Tests

PRACTICE TEST I
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The source for the sample passage is Psychology, by Carole Wade and Carol
Tavris (Harper & Row, 1990).
The passage on supernovas is based on information in 1be Guinness Book of
Astronomy, by Patrick Moore (Guinness).
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The passage on Horace Pippin is based on information in 1be Story ofAmerican
Painting, by Abraham A. Davidson (Harry N. Abrams, 1974).
The passage on the spadefoot toad is based on information in Arid lAnds, by
Jake Page (Time-Life Books, 1984).
The passage on the origin of banking in the United States is based on
information in the Encydo~dta of American History, 6th ed., edited by
Richard B. Morris (Harper & Row).
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The passage on the telegraph is based on information in United States History
to 1877, by Arnold Rice, John Krout, and C. M. Harris (Harper Perennial,
1991).

PRACTICE TEST 2
The passage on Sylvia Earle i$. based on information in Current Biography
Yearbook 1992, edited by Judith Graham (H. W. Wilson, 1992).
The passage on tiumhouses is based on information in 1be American
Farmhouse, by Henry}. K2uffman (Hawthorne ,Books, 1975).
The passage on geckos is based on information in 1be Audubon Soctttty
Encydopedla of Animal Life (Clarkson N. Potter, 1982).

PRACTICE TEST 3
The passage on dyslexia is from an article by John Rennie in Scientific
American, July 1992.
The passage on bam owls is based on information from the Audubon Society
Encydopedia of Animal Life (Clarkson N. Potter, 1982).
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The passage on the laser is based on information in 7be New Book of Popular
Science, volume 6 (Grolier, 1987).
The passage on the America s Cup is based on information In 7be Complete
Book of Sailing, by Robert Bond (Gallery Books, 1990).
The passage on President Lyndon B. Johruion is based on information in the
Encyclopedia of American History, 6th ed., edited by Richard B. Morris
(Harper & Row).
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The passage on ragtime is based on information in Music: An Appreciation, by
Roger Kamien (McGraw-Hill, 1980).
The passage on the bison is based on information in 7be Audubon Society
Encyclopedia of Animal Life (Clarkson N. Potter, 1982).
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The passage on the planet Jupiter is based on information in 7be Gutnness Book
of Astronomy, by Patrick Moore (Guinness).
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the passage on computer graphics is based on information in Computer
Grapblcs, by Donald Hearn and M. Pauline Baker (Prentice Hall, 1986).
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The passage on the Chumash is based on information in 7be Cbumasb, by
Robert 0. Gibson (Chelsea Hollse, 1991).
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The passage on fiberscopes is based on information in 7be New Book of
Popular Science, volume 6 (Grolier, 1987).
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The passage on Amy Tan is based on information in Current Biography
Yearbook 1992, edited by Judith Graham (H. W. Wilson, 1992).
The passage on the continental shelf is based on information in 7be Northeast
Coast, by Maitland A. Edey (fime-Ufe Books, 1972).
The passage on the Constitution is based on information in United States
History to 1877, by Arnold Rice, John Krout, and C. M. Harris (lhrper
Perennial, 1991).
The passage on tortoises is based on information in Tbe Audubon Society
Encyclopedia of .AntmaJ· Life (Clarkson N. Potter. 1982).

⏪ پس از استقبال گرم زبان آموزان عزیز ،ویرایش دوم کتاب

Grammar

( Fastگرامر جامع آزمونهای زبان) تألیف استاد

مهرداد زنگیهوندی

(باکیفیتترین برند تحصیالت تکمیلی)

در دو رنگ به بازار آمد...
کاملترین منبع آزمونهای زبان
✔ با بیش از  057تست و سؤاالت واقعی آزمونهای  ،MHLE ،EPT ،MSRTارشد و
دکتری همۀ رشتهها تا اردیبهشت  69با پاسخ کامـــلا تشریحـی و تحلیل همۀ گزینهها ...

شامل:

Fast Grammar

☑ آموزش کامل نکات به زبان ساده در  ۶۱بخش

کالس درس همراه

☑ مباحث و تستهای کتابهای تافل النگمن ،تافل بارونز و  Kitبا
پاسخهای کاملا تشریحی و تحلیل همۀ گزینهها

☑ آموزش گرامر از طریق کالبدشکافی اجزا جمله مانند فاعل ،فعل ،مفعول ،صفت،
قید ... ،و نشانههای تشخیص سادۀ آنها در جمله و جایگاه و ترتیب قرار گرفتن آنها
در جمله
☑ تستهای مبحثی و جامع هدفمند

☑ مشخص کردن مباحث مهم آزمون

چاپ انتشارات جنگل

☑ نکات تست زنی سریعتر بصورت ابداعی و انحصاری که در کتابهای مشابه
نخواهید دید...
☑ تستهای منتخب از مباحث پرتکرار آزمونها

☑ قرار دادن مباحث به ترتیبی که یک سیر آموزشی منسجم ،هدفمند و آکادمیک
دنبال میشود

☑ آموزش پسوندهای کلمه و نحوۀ استفاده از آنها برای پاسخ صحیح به سؤاالت و...
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The TOEFL• Reading Flasb is a preparation book for the Reading
Comprehension section of the TOEFL•. It can be both used in a classroom and
assigned for self-study to a srudent who needs more work on reading. It can also
be used in the classroom with assignments being given for homework.
The fmt section of the book concentrates on the types of reading
questions on the TOEFL• . Each chapter in this section is devoted to a certain
type of question. The first chapters cover aU the types of questions found on the
TOEFL• test. These have been sequenced in order of difficulty, beginning with
the easiest types of questions, "Reading for Details," and ending with the most
difficult, "Reading for Inference." Although the reading questions reflect skills
needed for the test, they are also basic reading skills: reading for main ideas,
reading for dctaUs, makiilg inferences, vocabulary in context, and so on. T.1ere
are numerous readings in the cxerdscs that follow each type of question to
provide the student with plenty of practice in reading on a variety of topics
typical of those fowtd on the actual exam. The reading passages have been
se~cted to reflect the ones on the actual exam in terms of length, style,
vocabulary, and content.
The second section of the book contains five Reading Comprehension
practice tests. These may be used as assessment tests through a period of study.
An answer key is provided, with annotations give for one comp~te test.

Structure of Each Chapter

st

A. Introduction

Fa

• Pn:readin& Questions ~reading questions that will involve the
students in thinking about and anticipating the topic precede the
reading passage.
• Readfna Passage A reading passage that is not like the TOEFL•

introduces the chapter to provide a topic of discussion or interest.

• Comprehension Questions General comprehension questions,
including the question type to be practiced in the chapter, are
introduced. The questions in this part are not.like those of the
TOEFL•. They can be answered orally or in writing or used in group
work.
The question types following each passage are accumulative as
one advances through the chapters. In other words, the first chapter
has detail questions following the passage; the second chapter has

xJ
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TOEFL READING FLASH
n:fcrcnce and vocabulary as weU as detail questions foUowing the
passage.
• DJscusslon Discussion questions on the n:adintt topic provide
classroom interaction.

B. The Question Type

• Definition The question type is explained, and examples of the
questions are give.

m

• Sample Passage One sample reading passage is used through aU the
chapters. An example question and an annotated answer are given.

co

• Strategies Strategies or helpful tips are provided for the student
befon: he or she starts on the exercises.
C. Exercises

quesdoos Passages on a variety of topics similar to
those found on the TOEFL• followed by questions of the type coven:d
in the chapter make up the exercises.
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You can use this book alone or with a teacher to prepare for the Reading
Comprehension Section of the TOEFL®. Each chapter covers a type of reading
question that you will find on the: TOEFL®. The first part of each chapter
introduces the question through a reading passage. Tills passage is easier than
the passages on the TOEFL®. Its purpose is to introduce you to the type of
question you will study in the chapter. Then, the second part of each chapter
tells you in detail about the type of question, givi.,g examples and suggesting
strategies. It is important that you read this part carefully before doing the
exercises that foUow. Finally, the: exercises in the third part will give you plenty
of practice in reading on a variety of topics and in answering questions similar to
those found on the TOEFL® test.
To practice: for the Reading Comprehension section of the exam, it is
important to take practice tests. There are five practice Reading Comprehension
tests in this book. Each time you tilke a test, pretend it is the: actual exam. Time
yourself. Do not spend more than 1 minute (60 seconds) on a question. After
you have finished a test, check the: answers at the: back of the book. Leam from
your mistakes so that the next time you take the: test you will not make the: same:
mistake again.
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This section contains five or six reading passages, each foUowed by 4 to 8
questions for a total of 30 questions. The passages vary in length from about 800
words to about 1,500. The topics of the passages cover subjects that might be
studied in an American university, such as American history, geography,
astronomy, geology, literature, art, economics, psychology, sociology, zoology,
and biographies of historical figures or famous scientists or artiSts.

General Strategies

To improve your reading speed and comprehension, remember these general
points:

What is the main idea?

Za

What arc the details?

ba

n.

• Read as widely as possible. Read on as many topics as you can. The more
you read the better a reader you will be. You will in this way be exposed to
a greater vocabulary.
• Read carefuUy and critically. Ask yourself reading comprehension
questions as you are reading.

What can be inferred?

st

What conclusions can be drawn?
What can this word mean?

Fa

What is the purpose of the author?

The foUowing are some strategies to help you with the Reading Comprehension
questions.

XV
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Strategies for Answering Reading
Comprehension Questions
• Read the question first. Read the question, not the answer choices.
When you know the kinds of questions you must answer, it will be
easier to find the answers.
• Skim or read tbe passaae quickly. Do not read word for word or
in detail. Read quickly to find the main idea and general organization.
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• Go bllc:.k to the passaae to answer questions. II you know .the
answer, you do not need to go back to the passage.
• Leaft tbe dJfBcuJt questions undllast.
• • Take a aue- when you do not know the answer. If you do not
know the answer, take a guess. When you are taking a guess, first use
a process of elimination. How can you eliminate the wrong answer
on a multiple<boice item?
All multlple<hoice questions on the TOEFL• follow the same
principle. There is one stem and four answer choices. One choice is
correct, and the three incorrect choices are distractcrs. In other
words, they distract you. or take your attention away · from the
correct answer.
Stem ...
(A) Incorrect
(B) Correct
(C) Incorrect
(D) Incorrect

st

One of the distractcrs is a.l.rnost correct, and the other two arc more

clca.rty Incorrect. You can cUm.inate these two dearly incorrect choices.
.

Fa

Stem ..
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Almost correct
Correct
Incorrect
Incorrect

II you cannot decide between the a.l.rnost correct answer and the correct
answer, take a guess. You may have an intuitive or unexplained feeling
that one answer is correct. Use your intuition when you cannot decide.
If you do not knpw the answer and do not have a feeling about
the correct answer, use a guess letter (A, 8, c. or D). Use the same letter
to answer every item you do not know. Using the same Jetter will give
you a better chance to get a correct answer.
qucsdoos. Never leave any items unanswered. If you
• An8wa'
have no time left, use your guess lener.

an
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READING FOR
DETAILS

n.
co

Answer the following questions.

m

Introducing Details
PRERIADING QUimONS

1. What do you know about hairstyles in ancient times?
2. What kinds of things to do you think people did to their hair in ancient
times?

Fa

10

Za

5

People have been concerned with their hair since ancient times. In
I ';OO B.C.. the Assyrians, inhabiting the area know today as Northern Iraq,
were the world's first true hairstylists. Their skills at cutting, curling,
layering and dyeing hair were known throughout the Middle East. In fact,
they were obsessed with their hair, which was oiled, perfumed, and
tinted. A fashionable courtier wore his hair cut in neat geometric layers.
Kings, soldiers. and noblewomen had their hair curled with a fire-heated
iron har. probably the world 's first curling iron. So important was hair
styling in Assyria that law dictated certain types of hairstyles according to
a person ·s position and employment. Facial hair was also important. Men
grew beards down to their chests and had them clipped in layers.
High-ranking women in both Egypt and Assryia wore fake: beards during
official court business to show their equal authority with men.
like the Assyrians. the early Greeks liked long. scented, curly hair.
Fair hair was favored over dark, so those who were not "natural blonds"
lightened or reddened their hair with soaps and bleaches. The Romans, on
the other hand. favored dark hair for men for high social or political rank.
Early Saxon men were neither blonds nor brunets but dyed their hair and
beards blue. red, green. and orange.
Over the centuries, societies have combed, curled, waved, powLiercd, dyed. cut. coiffed. and sculpted their hair, or someone else's during
times of wig crazes. Churches and lawmakers have sometimes tried to put
a stop to the human obsession with hair. but with little success. It seems
hairstyling is here to stay. and the future will likely prove no exception.

st

Line

ba

3. Do you think that hairstyles and colors were important for both men
and women?

15

20

2
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EXERCISE

3

1

SKIMMING
Read the passage quickly once again.

.c
om

1. What is the passage about?
SCANNING
Look over the anicle again to fmd the answers to questions 2-13.

Complete the following sentences with details from the passage.

2. The hairstyling skills of the Assyrians were known all over - - - - -

ba
n

3. An Assyrian counier had his hair - - - - 4. The Assyrians had laws for certain types of hairstyles according to
people's

and-----

5. During official coun business women in Egypt wore _ _ _ __
preferred fair hair.

Za

6.

7. _ _ _ _ _ preferred dark hair for men of high rank.
Locate the following details in the passage. Give the line numbers.

st

8. In which lines does the author explain how people curled their hair?

Fa

9. In which lines does the author first mention changing the color of hair?
10. At what point in the passage does the author discuss the wearing of
wigs?

Underline the detail that is NOT mentioned in the passage in each of the
sentences below.
11. The kings, soldiers, and women of Assyria curled their hair.
12. The Assyrians and the Greeks liked long, perfumed, blond, curly hair.
13. Beards were imponant for the Assyrians. Egyptians, and Greeks.
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Detail Questions

Detail questions ask you about specific information in the passage. Detail

questions usually begin with the words

m

ACCORDING TO 11IE PASSAGE •••
To answer detail questions, focus on the key word or words used in the
question. Then you must scan the passage. When you scan a passage, you move
your eyes quickly over the passage until you find the key words that you arc
looking for: a name, a date, a number. It is not necessary to read the whole
passage again-just locate the key words. Once you find the key words, you can
read the sentences that foUow or come before to make sure you have found the

ba

n.
co

right information.
Tile correct answer to a detail question will not usually use the CDCt
words as found in the passage but synonyms or a restatement of what is stated
a
in the passage. For example, if the passage states that "Eugene O'Neill was
weU-known dramatist," the answer to a question about the kind of work he was
known for might state that "his plays won him bme."
Detail questions usually appear in the order of the information presented
in the passage. This means that the answer to the first detail question will come
near the beginning of the passage and the information for the second question
will come after that.

Za

Sample Reading Passage

Fa

st

Line Although "lie detectors" arc being used by governmc:nts, police
departments, and businesses that aU want guaranteed ways of detecting
the truth, the results arc not always accurate. lie detectors are properly
called emotion detectors, for their aim is to measure bodily changes that
contradict what a person says. The polygraph machine records changes in
5
heart rate, breathing, blood pressure, and the dectrlcal activiry of the sk.ln
(galvanic skin response, or GSR). In the first part of the polygraph test, you
arc electronically connected to the machine and asked a few neutral
questions ("What is your name?" "Where do you live?"). Your physical
reactions serve as the standard (baseline) for evaluating what comes next.
10
Then you are asked a few critical questions among the neutral ones
('"When did you rob the bank?"). The assumption is that if you are guilry,
your body will reveal the truth, even if you try to deny it. Your heart rate,
respiration, and GSR will change abruptly as you respond to the
15

20
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incrimWutingquestions.
That is the theory; but psychologists have found that lie detectors arc
simply not reliable. Since most physical changes are the same across all
emotions, machines cannot tell whether you arc feeling guilty, angry,
nervous, thrilled, or revved up from an cxdting day. Innocent people may
be: tense and nervous about the whole procedure. They may react
physiologically to a certain word ("bank") not because they robbed it, but
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5

because they recently bounced a check. In either case the machine will
record a "Ue." The reverse mistake is also common. Some practiced liars
can lie without ftinching, and others learn to beat the machine by tensing
I1UI5C1es or thinking about an exdting experience during neutral
questions.

QUFSI'ION

co
m

1. According to the passage, polygraph tests
(A) record a person's physical reactions
(B) measure a person's thoughts
(C) always reveal the truth about a person
(D) make guilty people angry

QUESDON

ba

n.

ANSWER
Answer (A) is correct because it is a rewording of "bodily changes." Answer (B)
is incorrect because the polygraph measures physical changes; thoughts are not
physical changes. Answer (C) is also Incorrect since the passage states that lie
detectors are "simply not reliable." Answer (D) is incorrect since the polygraph
does not make guilty people nervous; it makes innocent people nervous.

Critical
Unimportant
lncriminating
Emodooal

Fa

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

st
Za

1. According to the passage, what kind of questions are asked on the first
part of the polygraph test?

ANSWER
Answer (A) is not correct because critical questions are asked on the second
part of the test. Answer (C) is also not com:ct since incriminating questions are
not ~ on the first part of the test. Answer (D) is also incorrect since "What
is your name?" and "Where do you Uvc?" are not emotional questions. The best
answer is (B), which is another word for "neuttal."
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DETAIL QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT IS NOT IN
THE PASSAGE
This type of detail question asks about what is not in the passage or what is not
true according to the passage. These questions have the word NOT or EXCEPT
in capital letters. The following are examples of such questions:
Which of the following is NOT mentioned in the passage?
According to the passage, all of the following are true EXCEPT ....

Za
ba
n.
co

m

In this type of question, three of the answers are true and one of the answers is
not mentioned in the passage or is not true. Scan the passage to find the answers
that are true or stated in the passage. The answer that is not_ mentioned in the
passage or is not true is the correct one.
Read the sample reading passage again.
QUESTION

1. Which of the following is NOT mentioned as something that is measured
by a polygraph machine?
(A) Blood pressure
(B) Heart rate
(C) Breathing
(D) Eye movement
Remember, three of the answers are mentioned and one Is not mentioned.
ANSWER

Fa

st

(A) is mentioned because the passage states that the polygraph records changes
in blood pressure. Because (A) is mentioned, it is not the correct answer. (B) is
also mentioned because the passage states that the polygraph machine records
changes in heart rate. Since (B) is mentioned, it is not correct. Answer (C) is also
mentioned, because the passage states that the polygraph machine records
breathing. Since (C) is mentioned it is not correct. The best answer to the
question is therefore (D) because it is not mentioned.

,strateSies_for Answering Detail Questions
,

.

,

'

<''-.

CY}'"';:,_;

·:<

4

·

• The answers to detail questions,will follow the ,order of infomia~on ·
presented in the p_assage.
.
·,
. , - _ " w:~< _·
··+' The correct answet"S to detail questions·. are often a restatement of
i whatis stated in the passage.
.
-: ,lf the9"ucst.i<m has the word NOTpr EXCEPT, _choose the! answert~'
is not (rut· or not mentiotwd in the pa."'uge. Answers that are
. menti<!nt:d in the p;tssage _are npt correct . .
.
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Exercises on Details
EXERCISE

2

n.
co
m

Read the possagea and answer the detail questions that
follow each one.

Fa

st
Za
ba

QUESTIONS 1~
Hermit crabs occupy the empty shells of dead sea snails for protection
while still retaining their mobility. The}' are capable of discriminating among a
selection of shells of various sizes and species, and they choose the one that fits
the body most closely. Hermit crabs change shells as they grow, although in
some marine environments a large enough variety of shells may not he available
and the hermit crab may be forced to occupy a smaller-than-ideal 'house."
When a shell becomes too small for the hermit crab to occupy, it will sometimes
become aggressive and ftght other hermit crabs to gain a larger shell.
Hermit crabs may encounter empty shells in the course of their daily
activity, but the vacant shell is usually spotted by sight. The hermit crab's visual
response increases with the size of an object and its contrast against the
background. The hermit crab then seizes the shell with its walking legs and
dimhs on it, monitoring its size. It the size is right, the crab investigates its
shape and texture by rolling it over between its walking legs and running its
daws over the surface. Once the shell's opening has been located, the crab lL'iCS
its claws to remove any foreign material before preparing to enter. The crab
rises above the opening, flexes its abdomen, and enters the shell backward. The
shell interior is monitored by the abdomen as the crab repeatedly enters and
withdraws. When completely satisfied with its new mobile home, the: hermit
crab will emerge one last time, turn the shell over and make a final entrance.
1. According to the passage. hermit crabs occupy vacant shells for

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

mobility
flexibility
protection
discrimination

2. According to the passage, a hermit crab changes shells when it
(A)
(8)
(C)
(D)

زﺑﺎن ﮐﻨﮑﻮرى ﻣﻘﺎﻃﻊ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ

outgrows the one it has
hunts for food
becomes aAAressive
locates any vacant shell
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3. According to the . . . - . . the way in whidl beraUt aa locate empcy
shells is ttuoup wbich of the

followiaa ICOSCS?

(A) llearin8
(B) Touch
(C) Taste
(D) Sight

-'· A crab investigates a vacant sbdl foe all of the following EXCEPT

m

(A) size
(B) type

n.
co

(C) shape
(D) texturt'

5. According to the passage. a hermit cnb enters a new sbeU
(A) head first
(B) claws first
(C) backward
(D) with its walkina legs

ba

6. According to the paaase, a hemUt crab llettles Into its new "mobile
~tomt••

Za

(A) after entering and leaving several times
(B) without inspecdng the interior first
(C:) immediately after loc•ting the sbeB opening
(D) after fi8bdn8 other hermit crabs foe a laqer sbeB

Fa

st

QUES110NS 7-13
The first black literature in America was DOt written but was preserved in
an oral tradition, in a rich body of folklore, soop and ~. many from African
origins. There are hwrorous tales, BibUcal stories, animal stories, and stories of
natural phenomena. of good and bad people, and of the Wile and foolish. Many
rdlect how Afrioul Americans viewed tbem8dves and their ~. The lyrics of
blues, spirituals, and wort sonp speak of suft"edng and hope, joy and pain,
loved ones, and religious &Jth, and are an iDU!pal put of the early literature of
black people in America.
The earliest aistin& written black lltcrature was Lucy Terry's poem "Bars
Fight," written in 17'"'. Other ~ black poets include Jupiter
Hammon and George Moses Horton. The first African American to publish a
book in American wu PbiiUs Wbeadey. Black poecry lllo flourilbed 10 the
nineteenth<entury, during which the writiop of almost forty poets were
printed, the mo&t notable of whom wu Paul Uureoc:e Duabar, the tint black
American to achJeve nadonal acda1m foe his work. Duobar pubUsbcd ef8bt
volumes of poetry and eight novels and collections of stories.
More than three dozen novels were written by blacks betw~ 1853 and
1899, but autobiography dominated Afric:an..Amerlcan literature in the
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Dinetec:otb<entury, as it bad in the cf8btttnth In the twentieth century,
howew:r, ficdon has praided, with Owles W. Chestnutt, America's first black
man of lcUcn, succc:ssfplly ~ the two centuries. He began publishing
short fiction in the ~wrote two books that appeared in 1899, and had
three books published ~ 1900 and 1905. He was a pioneer of the "new
literature" of the early 1900s, which aimed to persuade readers oftbe worth and
equality of African Americ:aos.

7. Which of the following is NOT mentioned In the passage as part ofthe
oral tndJtion of African Americans? ·

co
m

(A) Humorous tales
.(B) Tales of adventure

(C) BibHcal stories
(D) Animal stories

st
Za
ba

n.

8. According to the passage, the lyrics of blues and spirituals are often
conccmcd with
(A) ilic pain and joy in Ufe
· (B) loved ones and animalS
(C) religion and nature
(D) wise and foolish people

9. According to the passage, an important part of easty African-American
literature was
(A) novels
(B) . short fiction stories
(C) blofp'aphles
(D) songs

Fa

10. According to the PISIIIC, when did the lint written African.Amerlcan
literature appear?
(A) In the 1600s
(B) In the 1700s
(C) In dac 1800s
(D) In tbe 1900s

11. AccOrding to the passage, who was the first African American to

~

natiooal rccognitJon for his writing?
(A) Paul Dunbar
(B) George Horton

(C) Lucy Terry
(D) Phillis Wheatley
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1:Z. According to the passage, what form dominated African-American
literature in the nineteenth century?
(A) Poetry

(B) Novels
(C) Autobiography
(D) Fiction

13. According to the passage, Charles W. Chestnutt

W2S

one the first writers

to

m

write about the suffering of Mrican Americans
publish short fiction in the early 1990s
write persuasiv'-~Y about the worth of African Americans
dominate the Mrican-American literary tradition

n.
co

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Fa

st

Za

ba

QUES'DONS 14-:ZO
A snowflake originates from countless water molecules that initially come
together in saW.I groups a5 a result of a weak attractive force between oxygen
. and hydrogen atoms. The same forces subsequently organize the groups into a
frozen molecular crystal, a perfectly organized Janice of molecules. Finally,
several molecular crystals join to form a snowflake. Scientists have realized for
some time that the forces that assemble molecules into natural crystals can be
utilize~ to produce a variety of important materials. They have determined the
structure of more than 90,000 different molecular crystals, the most common
examples of which are aspirin and mothballs.
In recent years, researchers have studied how molecules organize
themselves- to form crystals in the hope of better understanding what types of
molecules and what conditions will produce molecular crystals with unusual
and useful properties. Scientists are aware that .the material.properties of a
crystal depend in large part on the organization of the molecules'in the crystal,
yet they know little about the factors controlling the assembly of such crystals.
Synthesizing a mOlecular crystal is similar to designing a building. Before
construction can begin, the architect must specify the shapes and sizes of the
gilders and the number and placement of the rivets. Simllarly, to produce new
molecular crystals, chemists must choose molecules of the appropriate sizes and
shapes and select the molecular forces that will hold the crystals together. A
chemist can·normally find many molecules of VlldOus shapes and sizes, but the
challenge is to find ones that assemble in a predictable manner.

14. According to the passage, a snowflake is formed by
(A) the attractive force between oxygen and hydrogen
(B) molecular crystals with new and useful properties
(C) the synthesiziitg of molecular crystals
(D) the joining of several molecular crystals
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IS. Accordifl8 to the passage, water molecules join together as a result of
(A) an attraction between oxygen and hydrogen atoms
(B) the organization of the molecules in a crystal
(C) a strong force that assembles crystal atoms
(D) the unusual and useful properties of molecular crystals

16. By making use of forces that assembk molecules into natural crystals,
scientists can

find molecules of various shapes and sizes
detetmine the strUcture of different molecular crystals
organize molecules Into a perfect lattice
cn:atc new and useful materials

co
m

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

st
Za
ba

n.

17. Accordifl8 to the passage, w112t reason do researchers have for studying
how molecules organize themselves to form crystals?
(A.) To assemble molcculcs Into natural crystals
(B) To learn how to synthesize molecular crystals
(C) To make aspirin and mothbaUs
(D) To change the material properties of a crystal
18. Accordifl8 to the passage, wl12t do scientists still need to learn about the
organization of molcculcs?
(A.) What detennlncs the material property of a crystal
(B) The molecular forces that hold molecules together
(C) The Conditions that produce mokcular ·crystals
(D) The factors controlling the way cryst2ls are assembled

19. To produce new molecular crystals, chemists must choose all of the
following EXCEPT

Fa

(A) molecu1cs of the right size

(B) mokcules of the appropriate shape
(C) the right ·molecular organization
(D) the proper molecular forces

20. Accordifl8 to the passage, the task of synthesizing a molecular crystal
can be compared to
(A) designing a building
(B) building a bouse
(C) making materials
(D) constructing a lattice
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m

QUES110NS 21-ZS
Education was of primary importance to the English colonists and was
conducted at home as well as in established schools. Regardless of geographic
location-or finances, most Americans IC2med to read and compute numbers. For
many, the Bible and other religious tracts were their only books; however, the
excellent language contained in such works usually made them good primers.
Many families owned one or more of Shakespeare's works, a copy of John
Bunyan's classic A Pilgrim's Progress, and sometimes collections of English
literary essays, poems, or historical speeches.
In 1647 the Massachusetts School Law required every town of at least 50
households to maintain a .P l'aJIUIW" school. The law was the first to mandate
public education in America. In the middle colonies at the time, schools were
often dependent on religious societies, such as the Quakers and other private
organizations. In the South, families employed private tutors or relied on the
clergy to conduct education. At the outset, most elementary schools were for
boys, but schools for girls were established in the eighteenth century in most
dties and large towns. In spite of the informal atmosphere of most American
schools, the literacy rate in the colonies of middghteenth- century America was
equal to or higher than in most European countries.
Before the American Revolution, nine colleges had been founded,
including Harvard, William and Mary, Yale, the College of New Jersey (now
Princeton), Brown, Rutgers, Dartmouth, and Kings College (later Columbia
University). By 1720 the natural sciences and modem languages were being
taught, as well as courses in practical subjects such as mechanics and
agriculture. At the end of the eighteenth century, medical schools were
established at the College of Philadelphia and at King's College.

Indifferent

Fa

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

st

21. Which of the following words best describes the English colonists'
attitude toward education?
Distrustful

Enthusiastic
Casual

22. According to the passage, most Americans learned bow to

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

write
read

farm
speak a foreign language

23. According to the passage, all of the following sometimes substituted for
school books EXCEPT
historical speeches
works of Shakespeare
literary essays
biographies

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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24. According to the passage, the Massachusetts School uw applied to
every town with how many households?
(A) Less tlwi fifty
(B) EDctly fifty
(C) Fifty or more
(D) Fifteen

25. According to the passage, the middle colonies often depended upon
which group to provide education?
Priv:ue organizations

Colleges
Established primary schools
Businesses

co
m

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(A) Public school teachers
(B) Doctors
(C) Clergy
(D) Politicians

n.

26. According to the passage, who often conducted education in the South?

st
Za
ba

27. How well educated were Americans in comparison to most European
countries?
(A) Much worse
(B) The same or better
(C) Far better
(D) Less or equal
28. According to the passage, all the following subjects are mentioned as
being taught in colleges in the 1700s EXCEPT

languages

science

Fa

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

medicine
economics

QUES110NS 29-36
The study of control processes in electronic, mechanical, and biological
systems is known as cybernetics. The word was coined in 1948 by the A.meric2n
mathenwician Norbert Wiener from the Greek word meaning pilot or
steersman. Cybernetics is concerned with the analysis of the flow of i.Oformation
in both living organisms and machines, but it is particularly concerned with
systems that are capable of regulating their own operations without human
control.
Automatic regulation is accomplished by using information about the state
of the end product that is fed back to the regulating device; causing it to modify
or correct production procedures if necessary. The concept of feedback is at the
very bcart of cybernetics and is what makes a system automatic and
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n.
co

m

seJ(-regulating. A simple example of a self-regulating machine is a thcnnOSillt,
which reacts to continual feedback about the outside temperature and responds
accordingly to achieve the temperature that has been programmed into it.
The applications of cybernetics are wide reaching, appearing in science,
engineering, technology, sociology, economics, education, and medicine.
Computers can keep a patient alive during a surgical operation, making
instantaneous modifications based on a constant flow of infonnation. In
education, teaching machines. usc cybernetic principles to instruct students on
an individual tnsis: In . the home, automation is present in such everyday
products as refrigerators, coffeemakcrs, and' dishwashers. In industry, automation is increasing its applications, although it is currently applied priowily to
the large-scale production of single units. In industries in which a brealc in the
flow of production can ruin the product, automatic controls are ·invaluable.
Chemical and petroleum plants are now almost completely automatic, as are
industries involved in the production of chemicals and atomic energy.
Automation has become the answer when human safety is the number one
priority.

29. Cybernetics is the study of control processes in all of the systems

Za

(C) mechanical
(D) electronic

ba

EXCEPT

(A) ecological
(B) biological

30. According to the passage, the word "cybernetics" was coined from the

Fa

st

Greek word meaning
(A) information
(B) automatic
(C) pilot
(D) regulator

31. According to the passage, cybernetics is primarily concerned with
systemS that
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

are controUed by hUmans
analyze flaws of infonnation
are self-regulating
have wide-reaching applications

32. According to the passage, how is automatic regulation accomplished?
(A) By modifying and correcting production procedures
(B) By feeding infonnation to the regulatory device
(C) By analyzing the flow of infonnatlon to the organism
(D) By making modifications in cybernetic principles
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33. According to the passage, what makes a system automatic and selfregulating?
(A) Information
(B) Production procedures
(C) Human control
(D) Feedback

34. Which of the following is NOT mentioned as an area in which cybernetics has applications?

.c
om

(A) Technology
(B) Engineering
(C) Philosophy
(D) Education

According to the passage, automation is extremely important when the
top priority is
(A) efficiency
(B) speed
(C) convenience
(D) safety

Za

36.

ba
n

3S. According to the passage, automation in industry is primarily used in
producing
(A) large quantities of a single unit
(B) everyday household products
(C) small amounts of many different products
(D) high-tech surgical instruments

Fa

st

QUES110NS 37-44
Cattle ranchers throughout the American West owe much of their
traditional culture to the Spaniards, who first i.iltroduced cattle to the New
Wortd and first developed cattle ranching in the Western Hemisphere. 1be
vaquero, or Mexican cowboy, was born of the necessity to look after the cattle
that gr:u.ed open ranges. He was not a romantic figure but a poor laborer on
horseback, who wore what clothes he had on his back and eventually found
certain types of dress more appropriate than others, a blend of Spanish dress
and that worn by the natives.
Working in the hot sun brought the adoption of Spanish sombreros and
bandannas. Because it was waterproof and wind resistant, leather was
eventually the chosen material for jackets and leggings, or botas, the
predecessor to chaps. A large pair of iron spurs were the badge of the vaquero,
and a lazo (lasso)-a rope with slipknot-was the vaquero's primary working
tool, especially on the trail drives that became commonplace by the sixteenth
century. Saddle makers added a large saddle hom to the Spanish saddle to
accommodate the lasso during the roping technique, in which the vaquero
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tossed the rope around the cow and then quickly tied and wrapped the end of
the rope around the hom. Later, American cowboys north of the Rio Grande
learned this technique.
As the size of cattle hetds grew and rUstlers became a problem, the
Spanish c:tttlemen asked the authorities to put a stop to thent. 1be Spanish
crown ~ded . with the establishment of the Mesta to enact ordinances to
benefit an<J increase the herds and to remedy and punish crimes. The Mest.a
served the special interests of cattle raisers and preceded the American West's
cattlemen's associations. Moreover the Mesta's ordinances were similar to
modem American laws relating to ranching, and today's laws, in. fact, arc
essentially variations and adaptations of the regulations first established in the
·
New World more than four centuries ago.
to the passage, wfll,.h of the following best describes the
vaquero?
(A) A romantic figure
(B) A wealthy cattle rancher
(C) A poor working man
(D) A Spanish explorer

n.
co

37. According

ba

38. According to the passage, who introduced cattle to the Western
Hemisphere?
(A) The American cowboys

Za

(B) 1be Spaniards
(C) The Mexicans
(D) The native Americans

Fa

st

39. According to the passage, what kind of clothing was worn by the
Mexican cowboy?
(A) A combination of formal and informal dress
(B) A V'.uiation on the style worn by American ~
(C) The same type of garments the cowboys wore in their villages
(D) A blend of native and Spanish dress
40. According to the passage, what dement of nature inspired the vaqueros
to wear hats and bandannas?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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41. According to the passage, leather was chosen as the material for a
cowboy's jacket and leggings because
(A) it was warm
(B) it was waterproof
(C) it made good padding for horseback riding
(D) it was good protection from the sun

42. According to the passage, whkh of-the following is NOT mentioned as
A pair of spurs
A lass.
A pair of botas
A pair of leather gloves

co
m

being among a vaquero's possessions during trail drives?

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

43. According to the passage, why did saddle makc;rs eventually put a horn

«.

st
Za
ba

n.

on the Spanish saddle?
(A) To make a place on which to tie the lasso
(B) So the cowboy would have something to hold onto
(C) To add something to hang things on
(D) To make it easier to get on and off the horse

According to the passage, the ordinances enacted by the Mesta
(A) were meant to protect the working cowboy
(B) protected the rights of the natives
(C) were to serve the interests of the cattle ranchers
(D) were eliminated when American ranching laws were passed

Fa

QUES110NS 45-49
May 18, 1980, daMICd clear and cool in the Cascades, but it would pass
into history as a momentous dty when the cataclysmic eruption of Mt. St.
Helens turned a vast area of the pristine Washington countryside into a cauldron
of devastation. Mt. St. HeleM was one of the most beautiful mountains in the
Northwat, ha.ving been ailed the FujiyaaD2 of America, but it was also, and still
·
remalns, the most active volcano in the Cascade Range.
A century of volc.!aNc inac.!tiYity has made Washingtonians complacent.
However, beneath the tranquil sylvan paradise, molten magma was slowly rising
to tbe surfilce of the earth, eventuaUy forming a mushroooHhaped lava dome
that exploded with the force of 10 million tons of TNT at 8:30 a.m, throwing
nature into upheaval. A hot plume of ash and debris rose 65,000 feet into the
sky, turning day into night_, Billowing, hot molten rock avalanches swept down
the t1anks of tbe mountairi, mowing down everything in their paths. Spirit l:.tke
boiled, and rivers turned black. On the slopes great swaths of trees were blown
away from the mountain and tossed in heaps. Fira burned everywhere. ln the
aftcnnath, what had been pristine beauty only hours before lay in total
dcvutadon. The crest of the mountain had been completely blown away and a
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thick carpet of ash covered the Landscape. Trees were strewn about like
toothpicks. There were no signs of' life.
Most people beUeved that decades, even centuries, would pass before the
land would recover. However, nature proved to be far more resilient than
expected. The return of life, both plant and animal, was remarkable, and today
undergrowth carpets the ground and wildlife Is abundant. A forest of young
trees graces the slopes and valleys below the volcano, and a delicate and serene
beauty has returned once more to this vast wilderness area.
America because of its
height
beauty
volcanic activity
cataclysmic eruption

.c

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

om

4S. According to the passage, Mt. St. Helens was called. the Fujiyama of

46. According to the passage, what was the mood of Washingtonians before

an

the eruption occurred?

(A) They had been expecting the eruption for some time.
(B) They didn't know that Mt. St. Helens was an active volcano.
(C) They knew that whatever happened, nature would recover.

ab

(D) They were not concerned about the eruption at~-

tZ

47. According to the passage, how long had Mt. St. Helens been inactive?
(A) Ten years
(B) Fifty years
(C) One hundred years
(D) Two hundred years

Fa
s

48. When Mt. St. Helens exploded, which of the following did NOT occur?
(A) Molten rock avalanches flowed down mountainsides.
(B) A plume of ash and debris rose to the sky.
(C) The earth cracked and formed a new valley.
(D) Fires burned in the forests.
49. According to the passage, what does the Mt. St. Helens area look like
today?
(A) Nature has made a surprising recovery.
(B) The Land is as devastated as it was the daY. of the eruption.
(C) Nature has not proven to be very resilient.
(D) There is undergrowth but no trees.
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LOCAftNG DnAILS
In some detail questions you ace asked where in the passage a particular piece ol
information is located. The answers to this type of question ace line numbers.
The following ace ex2mples of questions for locating details:
At what point in the passage does the author discuss . . . ?
Where in the passage does the author ftrst mention . . . ?

In which lines does the author explain . . . ?

.c
om

To answer such questions, scan the passage looking for the key words using the
same technique as for detail questions.
Read the sample reading passage again (p. 4).
QUESTION

1. Where in the passage does the author first mention how the test is given?
Lines 3-4

Unes 4-5
Unes 5-7
Unes 7-9

ba
n

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

st

Za

ANSWER
Answer (A) is incona:t because lines 3-4 only mention another name for lie
detectors. Answer (B) is also incorrect because in lines 4-5 only the purpose or
aim of lie detectors is mentioned. Answer (C) also is incorrect because lines 5-7
swe only what·the machine records, not how it works. The best answer to the
question is (D), lines 7-9, which state that "you ace electronically connected to
the machine and ·asked -a few neutral questions" and ace therefore the first
mention of how a polygraph works.

Fa

QUES110N

1. In which lines does the author explain how some people learn to trick
the polygraph?
(A}- Lines 17-19
(B) Unes-19-20
(C) Unes 20-22
(D) Unes 23-26

ANSWElt
Answer (A) is incorrect ·because lines 17-19 state how the machine can be
unreliable. Answer (B) is also incorrect since lines 19-20 mention only innocent
people and not how they can trick the machine. Answer (C) is also incorrect
because lines 20-22 only mention how innocent people may react to the
machine. The best answer is (D), lines 23-26, which state how "some practiced
liars" learn to "beat the machine" and in this way trick the polygraph.
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EXERCISE

3

Read the following passages and OMWer the quations on
locating details that follow.

Fa

st

Za

ba

n.

co

m

QUESTIONS 1-7
line Mincr.U King, located at the ·southern edge of Sequoia National Park in
California, is a glacially calVed valley situated along the headwaters of the
east fork of the Kaweah River, at an altitude of 7,800 feet. The steep,
sparsely forested slopes of rusty mineral-rich rock surrounding the valley
gave Mineral King its name and twice nearly destroyed its isolated
5
tranquility.
The first instance occurred in 1872 after a hunter named Harry
O'Farrell spied silver and mineral deposits and hastily staked his claim.
Within a year, ninety-three prospectors had filed claims and the Mineral
10 King Mining District was formed. During the rest of the decade the valley
resembled a boomtown, complete with assay office, bakeshop, barbershop. post office, general store, and cabins. and the population rose to
300. A toll road, tramway, and smelter were built, but only one silver ingot
was even produced. Moreover, year after year winter avalanches hit the
15 mines, destroying cabins, shops, the stamp mill, and the tramway.
Discouraged, the miners finally admitted defeat in 1881.
For years the area slumbered serenely in its obscurity, until 1969,
when the Forest Service granted a permit to Disney Enterprises, which had
plans for a momumental project replete with an Alpine village of hotels,
20 theaters and restaurants, a ski area designed to seiVe 10,000 people a day,
and proposals for a cog railway, an aerial tramway, and a monorail.
Environmentalists and wilderness enthusiasts were horrified, and ten years
of court battles ensued. It was Nature, however, who had the final say.
delivering avalanche after avalanche over cabins, snow deflection barriers,
25 and even a platform-mounted gun that was meant to trigger slides when
they were still small. In I 978 Disney abandoned its grand plan and Mineral
King was added to Sequoia National Park, its raw beauty and isolated
tranquility protected forever.
1. At what point in the passage does the author specifically discuss the

reasons why the miners left Mineral King?
(A) lines 10-12
(B) lines 14-16
(C) line 17
(D) lines 26-28
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Where in the passage docs the author first mention Disney's plans for
Mincr2l King?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Une 17
Uncs 18-21

Uncs 22-23
lines 26-28

Where in the passage docs the author mention the deciding factor in the
final outcome of the Disney plans?
Uncs 17-19

Uncs 22-23
Unes 23-26
Uncs

26-28

st
Za
ba

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

n.

4.

co
m

3. In which lines docs the author first dcscribc Mineral King?
(A) lines 1-3
(B) lines 3-6
(C) .Uncs 7-8
(D) lines 9-10

5. At what point in the passage docs the author describe the look of
Mineral King Valley during its occupation by the miners?
(A) Uncs 3-6
(B) lines 9-10
(C) Uncs 10-12
(D) Unes 15-16

Fa

6. Where in the passage docs the author describe the reaction of environmentalists to the Disney proposal?
(A) Unes 15-16
(B) Unes 22-23
(C) Uncs 23-26
(D) Uncs 26-28
7. In which lines docs the author explain how Mineral King got its name?
(A) UneS 1-3
(B) Unes 3-6
(C) Uncs 7-8
(D) Unes 7-10
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n.
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m

QUESTIONS ~13
Line Between 1607 and 1732 penn.anent English settlements were established
along the eastern coast of North America. The new colonies provided
havens for immigrants avoiding persecution and punishment, business
failures, or poor prospects for trade and work in the mother country. The
English government authorized the use of two kinds of agencies to
5
promote the establishment of settlements overseas: the chartered trading
company and the proprietorship.
The commercial joint-stock companies operating under royal
charters were composed of adventuresome stockholders, who shared the
10 profits and losses of their colonial venture. Two of the colonies established
by English chartered trading companies were Jamestown, Virginia, and the
Puritan colony of Massachusetts. The chief characteristic that distinguished the corporate colony from others was the large measure of
self-government it enjoyed. Qualified voters in the colonies chose the
15 governor, the governor's council, and the legislative assembly.
Of the thirteen English colonies, seven were founded as
proprietorships: Maryland, New lhmpshire, New Jersey, the Carolinas,
Pennsylvania, and Georgia. The propriety charters nonnally granted huge
tracts of land to an individual, often royalty, or a group of persons on
20 terms similar to feudal tenure. Political control was put in the hands of
those who received the royal grant, although in most cases it was
delegated in part to representatives chosen by the colonists.

Fa

st

8. Where in the passage does the author defme the commercial joint-stock
companies?
(A) Unes 4-7
(B) Unes 8-10
(C) Unes 12-14
(D) Unes 14-15
9. At what point in the passage does the author give the names of the
colonies established by proprietorship?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Unes
Unes
Unes
Unes

2-4
10-12
16-18
18-20

10. In which lines does the author explain how the corporate colony was
different from other colonies?

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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11. Where in the passage does the author indiate when pennanent English
settlements were est2bHshed in North Ameria?
(A) Unes 1-2
(B) IJnes 2-4
(C) Lines 4-6
(D) Lines 10-12

12. In what lines does the author explain proprietorships?
(A) IJnes 12-14
(B) Lines 16-18

co
m

(C) IJnes 18-20
(D) Unes 20-22

13. Where in the passage does the author discuss the reasons why immisrants came to America?
(A) Unes 1-2
(B) Unes 2-4

n.

(C) Unes4-7

Fa

st
Za

ba

(D) Unes 8-10
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READING FOR
REFERENCE AND
VOCABULARY

PREREADING QUISTIONS

n.
co

Answer the lollowi"ff questions.

m

Introducing Reference and Vocabulary

1. What type of weather predominates in your native country?

2. What kind of weather do you prefer?

ba

3. How do we predict weather today?

Fa

st

Za

line Weather is created hy the heat of the sun. When the sun shines on the
earth , the air close to the surface heats up, expands, and rises. The higher
it goes. the cooler it becomes. Meanwhile, an area of wanner,
low-pressure air forms below it. Winds are caused hy air moving from an
area of high pressure to one of low pressure. The closer the pressure
5
centers are to each other, and the greater the pressure difference between
them, the stronger the wind will he.
High· and low-pressure air masses tr-.lVel the globe and cause major
weather changes. When a cold, high-pressure polar air mass meets an
10 extremelr low-pressure tropical air mass, their combination can produce
intense storms such as typhoons. hurricanes, and tornadoes. Less severe
weather conditions are often caused by small, local pressure areas. A mild
rainstorm occurs when rising warm air combines with cool air. Clouds are
created as the moist warm air cools and condenses to form water droplets.
15 When clouds re-.tch a saturation point, or the point at which they can no
lon~er contain their moisture, the droplets fall to earth as rain or snow.
Weather forecasters look at the movement of warm and cold air
masses and try to predict how they will behave. Although weather
forecasting is not completely accurate, satellites, sophisticated instru20 mcnts, and computers make weather prediction far more accurate today
than in the past. The advantages of weather prediction are numerous, but
in the end. nature does whatever it pleases. We may attempt to predict
weather but we cannot control it.

24
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Exaau 1

SKBIMING
paM~BC

about?

om

1. What is the

SCANNING
Look over the passage apin to find the answers to these questions.
Z. What are winds ca.ed by?

.c

3. What causes major weather changes?

4. What happens when rising warin :air meets cool air?

an

5. What do weather forecasters do?

Za
b

In each of the sentences below. uodtttine the detail that.is NOT lllCfttioned in
the pusage.

6. The pasage dc8c::ribes the formadoo of winds, douds. rain, and fog.
7. When two opposing pressure syitemS meet, serious weather conditions
such as a typhoon. hurric:anc, bUzDrd. or tornado em result.

st

8. Weather fon:casters today use computers. stars, satellites, and special
1ns1ruments to predict the wadler.

Fa

JlEIII!UNCE QtJISI10NS

9. What does "il" in Une 4 refer to?

10. What does "them" in Une 7 t'der to?
11. What does "their" in Une 16 rder to?
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VOCABULARY QUimONS
12. What do you think the word "intense" in line 11 means? Find another
word with a similar meaning in the sentences near it.

13. What happens when air "condenses" according to line 14? What do you
think "condenses" means here?

14. What docs "saturation point" in line 15 mean? Where in the passage is
the meaning of the saturation point given?

m

lS. What do you think "sophisticated instruments" in line 19 means? Give
two examples of sophisticated instruments that you know.

n.
co

Reference and Vocabulary Questions
UFIRINCI QUISftONS

Za

ba

Instead of repeating words or phrases, the second time we use them we refer to
them by reference words. Reference words are in many cases pronouns such as
''it,'' ''them,'' ''they,'' or ''this.''
Reference questions ask what certain reference words, such as " they" or
"this," refer to. The incorrect answers are other nouns that are mentioned in
the passage. To answer a reference question, substitute the four choices given
to you for the reference word. The one that is the best substitute for it Is the
correct answer.

Sample Reading Passage

Fa

st

Line Although "lie detectors" are being used by governments, police
departments, and businesses that all want guaranteed ways of detecting
the truth, the results are not always accurate. Ue detectors are property
called emotion detectors, for their aim Is to measure bodily changes that
records changes In
contradict what a person says. The polygraph
5
heart rate, breathing, blood pressure, and the electrical activity of the sldn
(galvanic skin response, or GSR). In the first part of the polygraph test, you
are electronically connected to the machine and asked a few neutral
questions ("What Is your name?" " Where do you live?"). Your physical
10 reactions setve as the standard (baseline) for evaluating what comes next.
Then you are asked a few critical questions among the neutral ones
("When did you rob the bank?"). The assumption is that If you are guilty,
your body will reveal the truth. even If you try to deny it. Your heart rate,
respiration, and GSR will change abruptly as you respond to the
15 incriminating questions.
That Is the theory; but psychologists have found that lie detectors are
simply not reli2ble. Since most physical changes are the same across the
emotions, machines cannot teU whether you are feeling guilty, angry,
nervous, thrilled, or revved up from an exdting day. Innocent people may
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be tense and DCn'OUS about the whole procedure. 1bcy may ~
physiolqpcally to a ttrUJn word ("bank") DOt because tbc:y robbed it, but
because tbc:y recently bounced a cbedt. In either case the machine wiD
record a "lie." The reva.e mistake is also common. Some practiced liars
can lie without ftiacbing, and otbers &earn to beat the machine by tensing
muscles or tiUnld118 about an excitin8 experience during neutral

questions.
QUES110N

.c
om

t. In Une 11, the word "ones" refers to
(A) reacdons

(B) evaluations
(C) queltions
(D)SiaDdards

an

ANSWER
The best answer is (C); in tbe c:oatcxt 'of the passage, "ones" replaces the word

t.

Za
b

QtJESTION

The word "it" In lioe 13 refers to

00 the question

st

(B) tbe assumptJoo
(C) the truth
(D) your body

Fa

ANSWER
1be best answer Is (C); aD four cboicea are synonyms for "crtdcal," but in the
c:ootal ol. tbe .,.....: oaly the word "important.. can be logically Ulcd.
QUES110N

t. In line 12, the word "assumption" could be best replaced with
(A) statement
(B) bdid
(C) faith
(D)imapling

ANSWER
The best answer Is (B); answer (A) is not correct because If lt were a statement
~ do not know who made lt. The three other choices are syoonyms for
"assumption," but In tbe context of tbe passaae only the word "belief" can be

Jop:aUy used.
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"• ,W )le'l.~erin8 r:ef~e QUC':l'tions be aw~ that the noun clOSt'St
not always be the correct a.nSWer.
' ·to' tht ·Tekrmce·word
• Rderence wordS may refer l:o a noun or to a noun phrase made up of
several words . .
, • lfyou do notlol,ow which of the fou,r choices is the c~ answer to
the reference word.' ·'
· a rderence que5tJon; substitute the choices
• If you are ~bte to answer a vocabuJary·in<ontext question, try to
gue~s the me~ fri.Jmthe context by looking for cl~;
Scimet~i:s ' the. meaning ·of the word is given. near the word, in the
.
a synonym or paraphra-"<.'. .
form
• Sometimes clues are not given but are implied. You can guess the
the whole passage;
mean~ mer you have.
• The, :lllswer choices for ·the vocabulary·in.:Context questions may
appeU correct because: they share the literal meaning of the word,
as
but riot the meaning a.s used in the passage. Look for the
it is .used in .the passage.

·may

co
m

for

of

~?):·:

f'_ -'-· ·,

>-

mearung

ba

n.

read

2

st

EXERCISE

Za

Exercises on Reference and Vocabulary

Fa

'' lach item hen an underlined word or phra... From the four
i·• . , choic~, (A), (B), (C), and (D), choose the best word or phraM
·~·· that can

be subltitvted fOr tM uncleni~ Word or phra~ · in

. its context.

.

.

'

1. A blizzard is a severe winter storm. which occurs in North America.
(A) chronic
(B) strict
(C) painful
(D) harsh
2. A musical comedy has a plot with songs and dances connected to it .

(A) story
(B) plan
(C) piece of ground
(D) setting
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3. Drugs such as tranquilizers, high blood pressure medicines, and steroids
are often the culprits of depression.
(A) crooks
(B) offenders
(C) causes
(D) lawbreakers

4. Industries that work with asbestos and silica have made strides in
protecting their workers.
(B) Improvements
(C) walks
(D) movements

co
m

(A) paces

n.

S. Lasers can be used to create stunning visual effects.
(A) shocking
(B) striking
(C) handsome
(D) dazed

st
Za
ba

6. The olive tree is a hardy shrub that can live for 1,500 years.
(A) firm
(B) tough
(C) seasoned
(D) fit

7. Wolves live in packs in which there are strong bonds of loyalty.
(A) securities •
(B) warranties

Fa

(C) marks
(D) ties

8. Several developments contributed to the end of the cattle boom.
(A) .bonanza
(B) panic
(C) blast
(D) inflation

9. The stomach breaks down food with digestive juices.
(A) moisture
(B) saps
(C) secretions

(D) chemicals
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10. Influenza is an acute disease of the respiratory tract.
(A) a sharp
(B) an important
(C) a cutting
(D) a severe
11. Ulnguage is an important factor in the accumulation of culture.

om

(A) storage
(B) acquisition
(C) completion
(D) control

12. According to the ancient Greeks, the heart was the seat of human
intelligence.

an

.c

(A) chair
(B) situation
(C) center
(D) place

13. A star starts life as a large ball of rotating gas that slowly contracts.

(C) deflates
(D) agrees

ab

(A) catches
(B) shrinks

century~

in the 1880s.

Fa
s

tZ

14. American inunigration in the nineteenth
(A) was pointed
(B) was topped
(C) was at its highest point
(D) was sharp

Note: For more vocabulary-in<:ontext practice see Peterson's TOEFL• Word
Flash.
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3

Read the folloWing passages and a~. the~ref,ren,~
questions that follow each one: : ~; .,;, .~f~ . ,/!];'•·
QUESTIONS 1-5

Fa
st

Za
ba
n.
co

m

line George Lucas's Star Wars changed the direction of American fllm with
some of the most ingenious special effects contrived for movies of its time.
Twenty-two months were spent on the special effects, including the six
months needed to design the equipment and the more than 1,000 story
boards for the effects sequences.
5
A special computerized camera, called a Dykstraflex, was designed
to give the illusion of real screen movement. This system, controlled by
the camera operator, enabled him or her to pan, tilt, and track around the
model, always keeping it in focus. The breakthrough was the camera's
10 ability to repeat the identical movements from shot to shot; thus the
effects sequences could be built like a music track; layer upon layer. The
illusion was complete: none of the spaceships in Star Wars ever
moved-only the camera did.
The star-fleld backdrop in space was made by punching holes in
15 black plexiglass. More than 75 models were constructed, with astonishing
detail work. On the rebel blockade runner artists built a tiny cockpit, all
done to scale. The miniaturized laser canons were fully motorized to
swivel and tilt by remote control. The light sabers were four-sided blades
coated with reflective aluminum, attached to a small motor. When rotated,
20 they created a flashing light later enhanced by animation.
1. The word "some" in line 2 refers to
(A) American ftlm
(B) direction
(C) movies
(D) special effects

2. In line 2, the word "contrived" could be best replaced with which of
the following?
(A) Discovered
(B) Created
(C) Performed
(D) Utilized
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3. In line 7, "this system" refers to
(A) the creation of an illusion
(B) screen movement
(C) panning and tilting around a model
(D) a special computerized camera

(A) ' model
(B) , camera
(C) focus
(D) system

S. The word "they" in line 20 refers to the
miniaturized laser cannons
anisU

.c

four-sided blades
seventy.five models

an

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

om

4. The word "it" in line 9 refers to the

Fa
s

tZ

ab

QUESTIONS 6-10
Line There are three main types of sedimentary rocks, which are classified
according to the origin and size of their particles. One type, called
evaporites, is fonned from chemically derived sediments. For example, an
i.hland sea might evaporate and leave a deposit of rock salt.
The second type is derived entirely from organic material. Since it is
5
a fossil in its own fi8ht, it is called, foSii1iferous rock. FoSiiliferous rocks,
such as limestones and cha.lb, are focmc:d from caldum-based skeletons of
tiny org.1Jli.sms-deposited on the seabed. Some limestones arc fossilized
corais; others, known as tufa, are derived from mosses and other plants
10 that grow beside hot springs. Catbon-bascd roclcs, such as coal and jet, arc
the remains of plant material laid down in huge quantities. The remains of
sponges and microscopic diatoms constitute rocJcs such as chert and flint.
The third type of sedimentary rock is clastic. It is formed from
eroded particles of other rocJcs and is graded according to the size of these
15 particles. Fine shales are perhaps the most significant sedimentary rocks
covering the earth.
The sedimentary rocks most likely to contain fossils are those that
,were laid down in places where there, was abundant life and where
disposition was rapid enough to bury the organisms before their l>odU:s
20 were broken up and decomposed. The sandy bottoms of shallow, calm
seas, river deltas, lagoons, and deserts are the most likely places to give
rise to fossils. The fUler the sediment, the finer the detail recorded in
them, Details such as the fur of those reptilian flyers, the pterosaurs, arc
only visible because they were fossilized in exceptionally fme limestone.
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6. In line 2 the word "their" refers to
(A) particles
(B) sedimentary rocJtS
(C) origin and size
(D) classification

8. The word "others" in line 9 refers to
(A) fossilized corals
(B) limestones
(C) tiny organisms
(D) mosses

om

As used in this passage, the word "material" refers to
(A) cloth
(B) articles
(C) matter
(D) values

.c

7.

(C) Organisms
(D) Fine shales

ba
n

9. To which of the following docs the word "those" in line 17 refer?
(A) Sedimentary rocks
(B) Fossils

Za

10. The word "them" in line 23 refers to

st

(A) sediments
(B) fossils
(C) details
(D) limestones

Fa

QUESTIONS 11-lS
line On a drop shot, a tennis player "drops" the ball just over the net, hoping
that his or her opponent won't get to it at all or will just barely reach it,
thus making a weak return. The drop shot works well in a number of
situations. It can be used to tire an opponent, to bring baseline player to
5
the net, to win points outright when an opponent is slow in mavins
forward or is out of position, or to substitute for the approach shot.
A perfect situation for a drop shot occurs when a player's opponent
is far out of court and hits well to the inside of the service line. A good
drop shot is a sure winner, but a bad one is equally cert2in disaster. The
10 opponent who gets to the ball early has been handed the net position,
which is a distinct advantage for .the net rusher who will usually win the
point in short order.

a
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15

There are two types of drop shots, each requiring a distinct stroke.
The first is used te drop slow balls descending from the peak of the
bounce. The second is used on rising balls. These shots require excellent
timing and a simple stroke, such as the swing on waist-high volleys.

11. The word "it" in line 2 refers to

(A) his or her opponent
(B) the ball

12. In line 9, the word "one" refers to

(A) a disaster
(B) a sure winner
(C) the service line
(D) a drop shot

ba

(C) the atlvantage
(D) the opponent

n.

13. The word "who" in line 10 refers to
(A) the net rusher
(B) the net position

co
m

(C) the net
(D) a weak return

st

Za

14. In line ll the word "which." refers &o
(A) the opponent
(B) a distinct advantage
(C) the net position
(D) the winning point

Fa

15. The word "distinct" in line ll is closest in meaning to which of the
following?
(A) Difficult
(B) Comparable
(C) Definite
(D) Practiced

QUESTIONS 16-20
line Every year in late l}ecember, a southward-moving current warms the
water along the Pacific coast of Peru. Because the warm current arrives
around Christmas, the Peruvians named it El Nino, "boychild." Until the
mid-l970s, El Nine was an unrecognized local phenomenon, until
scientists began ta realize that EI Nino, later named EI Nino Southern
5
Oscillation (ENSO), is part of a huge ocean and atmosphere that is felt as
far away as Australia and Indonesia.
Every few years the El Nino current is warmer than normal, causing
greater ocean wanning and consequently changes in the normal patterns
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25

.c
om

15

of sea and surface temperatures. The resulting changes in atmospheric
pressure affect trade speeds and the location of the largest thunderstorms,
thus affecting weather patterns around the world. The shift in location of
the Pacific's largesuhunderstorms, which usually occur from the Western
Pacific to the Central Pacific, changes global weather patterns because the
thunderstorms pump air into the atmosphere in different places than
normal. The result is a sliift in the location of high- and low-pressure areas,
wind patterns, and ~e paths followed by storms.
From 1982 to 1983 the El Nino condition caused greater than
average precipitation along the U.S. West Coast and sent five hurricanes to
French Polynesia, which normally goes years without hurricanes. That
same year, El Nino was linked to floods in Louisiana, Florida, Cuba,
Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia, and to droughts in Hawaii, Mexico, Southern
Africa, the Philippines, Indonesia, and Australia.
In response to the 1982-83 global weather disruption, the World
Meteorological Organization initiated the Tropical Ocean and Global
Atmosphere (fOGA) program. The goal of the ten-year program is to gain
understanding of El Nino so scientists can forecast future El Nino episodes
and their likely results.

an

10
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16. ln line 3 the word "it" refers to

Za
b

(A) December
(B) the warm current
(C) Christmas
(D) the coast of Peru

Fa

st

17. To what does the word "that" in line 6 refer?
(A) A local phenomenon
(B) An ocean and atmosphere system
(C) TheEl Nino Southern Oscillation
(D) Scientists
18. ln line 13 the word "which" refers to
(A) shifts in location
(B) global weather patterns
(C) the atmosphere
(D) thunderstorms

19. ln line 25 the word "initiated" could best be replaced with which of the
following?
(A) Produced
(B) Established

(C) Disrupted
(D) Responded to
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20. The word "their" in line 28 refers to
(A) scientists
(B) future events
(C) FJ Nino episodes
(D) results

ba

n.

21. The word "they" !ll. line 3 refers to
(A) the tails of scahorses
(B) aquatic animals
(C) sources of food
(D) species of scahorscs

co
m

QUESTIONS 21-25
Line There are about two dozen spcdcs of scahorses, all of which arc aquatic.
Their tails are prehensile and very agile, but do not propel them fast
enough to catch the living food they need. Therefore, scahorscs have
evolved another method of catching their prey. They usc extremely strong
5
suction that whips animals such as brine shrimp into their open mouths.
Seahorses have eyes that move independently of each other, which enable
them to spot potential food, and predators, more easily. The seahorse's
genus name is Hippocampus, which translates as "horse catcpillar."

st

Za

22. As used in line 4 the word "evolved" means
(A) grown
(B) developed
(C) produced
(D) changed

Fa

23. The word "they" in line 4 refers to
(A) prehensile tails
(B) prey
(C) scahorses
(D) methods

24. In line 7, the word "them" refers to
(A) eyes
(B) predators
(C) scahorses
(D) brine shrimp

25. In line 8 the word "which" refers to
(A) potential food
(B) Hippocampus
(C) horse caterpillar
(D) a translation
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QVI!S110NS ~
line Planes are subjected to drag forces because an object JDO\'ing forward
through the air is bamJ)ered by it to a greater or lesser extent, since the air
or any ps has frictioo. A plane in subsonic ftlght is preceded by the
pressure waves it creates as it makes its way through the air. These prcssucc
5
waves push away the air in front of the plane so there is Jess drag than
would ocherwise be the case. But when a plane reaches sonic speed, or the
speed of sound, the pressure waves no lonaer precc:de the plane. They no
longer push away any of the air in front of the craft, so the drag forces
become much greater. The large rise in drag as the plane approaches Mach
10 I, or the speed of sduod, is referred to as the sonic barrier.
Even a conventlooalsubsonic plane traveling at a speed below Mach
1 can encounter an extreme rise in drag. This Is because the pressure over
the wing is decreased as the wing moves through the air. This results from
the increase in the speed of the air stream over the wing in accordance
15 with the law of physics called Bernoulli's principle.

an

26. The word "subjected" in line 1 Is closest in meaning to which of the
Hampered
Confronted
Exposed

ab

following?
Mrected

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Fa
s

tZ

27. In line Z the word "it" refers to
(A) drag force
{B) an object
(C) the air
(D) a plane

Z8. The word "it" in line 4 refers to
(A) • plane in subsonic fUght

(B) a pressure wave
(C) air or any ps
(D) drag force

29. In line 7, the word "they" refers to
(A)
{B)
(C)
(D)

planes

reachlna sonic speed

pressure waves
drag forces
conventional subsonic planes

3(). To which of the follOwing does the word "this" in line lZ refer?

(A)
{B)
(C)
(D)
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READING FOR MAIN
IDEAS

Introducing Main Ideas
PRERIADING QUESTIONS

n.
c

Answef'the folloWing questions: ,,

om

u

1. Why do you think people exercise?

2. What things should you do to be healthy?

ba

3. What foods should you eat to be healthy?

Fa

st

Za

line A healthful lifestyle leads to a longer, happier. healthier life. Staying
healthy means eating a well-balanced diet, getting regular exercise, and
avoiding things that are bad for the body and mind.
Nutrition plays a key role in maintaining good health and preventing
many diseases. In spite of all the information available about diets.
5
sdentists still believe that good nutrition can be simple. There are several
basic rules to follow. Keep fat intake low. Eat foods high in carbohydrates.
which are the starches in grains, legumes (beans and peas), vegetables,
and some fruits . Avoid too inuch sugar. Limit salt. Eat lots of fruits and
vegetables, which are high in vitamins.
10
A healthful lifestyle in an active lifestyle. Lack of proper physical
exercise can cause tiredness, irritability, and poor general health. Physical
fitness requires both aerobic exercise, such as running, bicycle riding, and
swimming. and muscle-strengthening exercises. such as weight lifting.
Finally, good health is acquired by saying no to bad habits such as
15
smoking, drinking, and overeating and by avoiding situations that are
constantly stressful. People can take their lives and happiness into their
own hands. Maintaining a healthy lifestyle is the first step.

38
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1

Answer the following quetfiolls.
SKIMMING

Underline the main idea in paragraph 2.
Underline the main idea in paragraph 3.
Underline the main idea in paragraph 4.

.c

1. What is the main idea of the whole passage?

om

Skim or read the passage over quickly. Do not read each detail carefully. Usually,
but not always, the main idea is found in the first sentence of a paragraph.

SCANNING

ba
n

Look over the passage again to find the answers to questions 2-12. Complete
the following sentences with details from the passage.
:Z. Three kinds of food that you should avoid having too much of are
_________
_________
.~d

3. Three problems that lack of physical exercise

c~

cause are

st

Za

---------· and --------4. Two kinds of aerobic exercise mentioned in the passage are
-----and----5. Grains, legumes, vegetables,

~d

some fruits all contain - - - - -

Fa

6. Fruits and vegetables contain a lot of - - - - In each of the sentences below, underline the detail that is NOT mentioned in
the passage.
7. Smoking, drinking, excessive eating, dieting, and stressful situations are
not good for your health.
8. Physical fitness for a healthy lifestyle includes regular walking, aerobic
exercise, and muscle-strengthening exercises.
REFERENCE AND VOCABULARY QUES110NS.

9. What does the word " their" in its second

appea~ce

on line 17 refer to?

10. What does the word " nutrition" in line 4 mean?

11. What would be the best substitute for the word " limit" in line 9?
12. What does the word ··constantly'' in line 17 mean?
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Main Idea Questions
One of the most frequently asked questions in the Reading Comprehension
section is about the main idea of the passage. There is usually one such question
for each reading passage: ~its name suggests, the main idea is the most
important idea in the
or what the passage Is about. Each passage bas
main and subordinate, or less important, ideas. The main idea Is more general
than the supporting ideas or details in the passage. The main idea may be the
first sentence in the paragraph, but this is not always the case. The main idea
may appear in the middle or toward the end.
When the main idea of a passage Is not clear becaUSC! each paragraph has
a different main point, a question identifying the main topic of the passage will
be asked. The foUowing arc CD111ples of main idea questions:

om

passage

n.
c

What is the main idea of the passage?
What is the main idea expressed in the passage?
What does the passage mainly discuss?
With what topic Is the passage mainly concerned?
The primary idea of the passage Is . . .
The main topic of the passage Is . . .

Fa

st

Za

ba

If the main idea of the passage Is not clear because each paragraph bas a
different main point, then summarize or combine the main points of each
paragraph to find the main idea. The main idea should relate to the entire
passage and not to just one part of it. Also, the main idea should not be so
general that it goes beyond the passage.
The four answer choices to the main idea questions will contain the
foUowing types of answers:
(A) Too general
(B) True but only a detail
(C) Incorrect
(D) Correct

Sample Reading Passage

Line

5

10

Although "Ue detectors" arc being used by governments, police
departments, and businesses that all want guaranteed ways of dcu cting
the truth, the results are not always accurate. Ue detectors arc pre ?Crty
called emotion detectors, for their aim Is to measure bodily chang~ that
contradict what a person says. The polygraph machine records changes in
heart rate, breathing, blood pressure, and the electrical activity of the skin
(galvanic skin response, or GSR). In the first part of the polygraph test, you
arc electronically connected to the machine and asked a few neutral
questions ("What is your name?" "Where do you Uve?"). Your physical
reactions serve as the standard (baseline) for evaluating what comes next.
Then you arc asked a few critical questions among the neutral ones
r-u·her• did v.-,u rot-. t~~ tnnk?") The assumption Is that if you arc guilty,
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QUES110N

m

20

your body will reveal the truth. even if you try to deny it. Your heart rate,
respiration, and GSR will change abruptly as you respond to the
incriminating questions.
1bat Is the theory; but psychologists have found that lie detectors are
simply not reliable. Since most physical changes are the same across the
emotions, machines cannot tell whether you are feeling guilty, .angry,
nervous, thrilled, or revved up from an exdtlng day. Inn~t people may
be tense and nervous about the whole procedure. They may react
physiologically to a certain word ("bank") not because they robbed it, but
because they recently bounced a check. In dther case the machine will
record a "lie." The reverse mistake Is also common. Some practiced liars
can lie without flinching, and others learn to beat the machine by tensing
muscles or thinking about an exdtlng experience during neutral
questions.

Za
ba
n.
co

15

A1

1. What is the main idea of the passage?
(A) Physical reactions reveal guilt.
(B) How lie detectors are used and their reliability.
(C) Ue detectors distinguish different emotions.
(D) Ue detectors make innocent people nervous.
ANSWEll

Fa
st

Answer (A) is not correct because it is too general and does not have anything
to do with lie detectors. Answer (C) is incorrect because lie detectors record
only physical changes in the body and not emotions. A De detector cannot
determine whether you are angry or nervous. Answer (D) is incorrect because
although lie detectors make innocent people nervous, this is only a detail and
not the main point. The best answer is (B) since this combines the main point of
the first paragraph, which is about the use of the lie detector, with the main
point of the second paragraph, which is about the reliability of the lie detector.
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Exercises on Main Ideas
ExERCISE

2

Read the.following passage• and find the main idea of each
one.

Strategies

ab

an

.c

om

Strictly speaking. cartography is the drawing or compiling of maps. The
explorers and surveyors go c•Jt and make the measurements and gather the information from which the cartogrAphers draw their maps. Sometimes the fieldwork
and the creation of the map are done hy the same person. But when the scope is
broad and the sources of infonnation many, maps are more often a compilation of
that infonnation. They represent the accumulated work of many people, brought
together under the supervision of one person, the compiler. The value of the map
depends, of course. on the expertise of the compiler, who must sift through
available infonnation , select the most accur.1te data, and come up with a thoughtful and accurate synthesis of the geogr.tphic knowledge of the region.
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• The main idea is not always the first sentence in the paragraph or
passage. It can also appear in the middle or toward the end of a
paragraph.
• When the main idea is not clear because each paragraph has a main
point, combine all the main points to ~t the main idea.
• Make sure the answer you select for the main idea question relates to
the whole passage and not just to one pan of it. You can scan the
passage to see whether the main idea you have selected is discussed
all through the passage.
• The wrong choices for main idea questions may be one of the
following:

1. True statements that focus on one paragraph or a detail

2. Statements that an: too general and go beyond the passage

3. Statements that are incorrect misinterpretations of the main idea
Or, briefly:

1. Too specific
2. Too general
3. Incorrect
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· 1. What is the main idea of the passage?
(A) The definition of cartography is the drawing or compiling of maps.
(B) Maps arc: the·prodoct of a group effort brought together usually by
one person.
(C) Not all of the infonnation initially compiled for maps is accurate.
(D) The compiler's task is more important than that of the explorers
and surveyors.

an
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In the 1820s and 1830s American painting added a new chapter to the
story of its development. Until the nineteenth century, portraiture and
occasional historical pieces were the only concerns of American art, but
throughout the 1800s some of America's most talented painters chose to depict
landscapes and · the daily activities of ordinary people. With the nation's
declaration of independence had come prosperity and with it the opportunity
and inclination for painters to contemplate their environment. As they traveled
beyond the early settlements and left the nation's first cities, such as Boston and
Philadelphia, dley began to experience and appreciate the pristine beauty of the
American scenery, which differed greatly from the European landscape, partly
because in its unsettled state it appearc:d wild and primeval.

st

Za
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2. What is the main topic of the passage?
(A) Conditions in the early 1800s were favorable to the emergence of
the American landscape artist.
(B) In the early 1800s, landscapes were produced in preference to
portraits and historical pieces.
(C) America's declaration of independence brought prosperity to the
nation and with it an appreciation of the outdoors.
(D) An increase in travel in America led to an appreciation of the
beauty of the American landscape.

Fa

Speculation about the earth's crust has a special edge of urgency in
California, which sits on the San Andreas fault, the world's most famous and
respected fracture zone. Not surprisingly, it was a scientist at the California
Institute of Technology, Charles F. Richter, who invented the Richter scale used
to measure earthquakes. Seismic activity in California is being constantly
monitored and mapped. Seismometers register many thousands of small
earthquakes every year, and computers instantly calculate the location, depth,
and magnitude of an earthquake. User distance-ranging networks can detect
chanses of length, indicating change in crustal stress, accurate to about half an
inch in 20 miles. Satellite measurements of crustal blocks arc: improving, and
California seismolQBist.$ ·believe they may in time be precise enough to allow
earthquake prediction.
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3. What is the: main idea expressed in the: passage:?
(A) The: Richter scale: WlLS invented in california.
(B) Computers pro~c: a variety of information about earthquakes.
(C) A great deal o{_altc:ntion is paid to earthquake: activity in california.
(D) Earthquake: prediction will be possible: in the: future:.
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The: first expedition down the: Colorado River WlLS made: by John Wc:slc=y
Powell and his party in 1869. Powell had made: long trips down the: Ohio and
the: Mississippi and its tributaries during his twenties, whc:n his lifc:long interest
in natural history dc:vc:loped. In 1867 he: lc:d his first expedition to the: Rockies,
a collc:cting trip for the: museum he: had founded in Dlinois. While: on Pike's
Pc:ak, near Colorado Sprint,s, Powell conceived his great plan to explore the:
Colorado River. On May 24, 1869, he: and his party sct 'off down the: upper
Colorado and nothing was heard from them for thirty-sc:vc:n days. During that
time: Powell and party braved uncharted territory, encounters with the natives,
fierce rapids, and 2(}-foot waterfalls, as they followed the Colorado through the:
Grand Canyon to the: Gulf of california.

tZ
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4. What is the main subject of the passage?
(A) Powell WlLS uniquely qualified to lead an expedition down the
Colorado.
(B) Powell WlLS inspired to explore the Colorado while on Pike's Peak.
(C) People were concerned when nothing WlLS heard from Powell and
his party for over a month.
(D) Powell and his party faced daunting challenges on the first Colorado River expedition.

Fa
s

Innovations in transportation in the 1800s permitted space to be: travc:~d
more rapidly and were crucial to the: industrial expansion of the: North. The:
great spaces that separated producers from consumers made: speed c:sscntial,
especially in the: movement of perishable freight. The: dc:vc:lopmc:nt of the:
steam-powered locomotive in the: 1830s and the: rapid extension of the: railways
in the: 1840s and 1850s provided the: answer to the: nc:c:d for faster transport and
dramatically altered patterns of economic development throughout the: United
States. In 1830 there were 32 miles of rails in the: country, in 1840 there were
2,818 miles, and by 1850 there were more than 9,000 miles. The: rapid
extension of rail mileage: enabled the: railroads significantly to reduce: their costs
for shipping freight and carrying passengers, thus enabling them to price: their
services more cheaply and competitively. The: extension of trunk lines, into
which short or locallinc:s fc:d, further tightened the: c:ast-wc:st flow of commc:rct
and bound the: Northeast and the: old Northwest together with bands of stc:c:l.
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S. What is the main theme in the passage?
(A) Railroad made the transportation of perishable freight possible.
(B) Between 1830 .~d 1850 over 8 ,000 miles of railroad track were
laid.
(C) Railroads provided an important link between the Northwest and
the Northeast.
(D) Railroads had a profound effect on the economic development of
the United States in the nineteenth century.
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The few places left on earth that have not been altered by humankind arc
almost invariably hostile to humans. One such place is the Alaskan Arctic, which
is inhabited, where inhabited at all, by only a scattering of Eskimos, Native
Americans, and whites. But while the Arctic is indeed a chill and inimical realm
of snow, icc, and polar bears, it is also a region of great beauty and, above all,
purity, where plants and animals still exist undisturbed in a state of natural
balance. Nearly one third of Alaska lies north of the Arctic Circle and consists of
pristine land. The Brooks Range cuts across the region like a wall, making access
difficult. Even today, in an age of jet travel, the number of persons who have had
firsthand experience in the Alaskan Arctic remains small, and countless valleys
and mountains go unnamed and even unexplored.

6. What is the primary topic of the passage?

(A) The Alaskan Arctic is a beautifully pristine realm of snow, icc, and

Za

polar bears.

(B) The Alaskan Arctic is habitable only to arctic animals and a few

st

hardy humans.
(C) The ruggedness of the Alaskan Arctic makes it one of the last few
remaining pristine areas in the world.
(D) Remarlcably, parts of the Alaskan Arctic still remain unexplored.

Fa

In the first half of the nineteenth century, the first distinctly American
culture took form. The rise of an American tradition in literature paralleled the
expansion of the nation, as American writers began to look within themselves
and across thdc enlarged continental homeland for their subjects and themes.
The romance, or novel, provided a useful form for dealing with the large moral
subjects and the peculiar circumstances of the American setting. In }ames
Fenimore Cooper's Tbe Pioneers (1823) and Tbe Deerslayer (1841), Natty
Bumppo and the Mohican guide Chingachgook confronted the envjronmcnt of
the American frontier, chronicling the advance of "civilization" and questioning
the implications of its impact on the natural world. The theme of the individual
confronting nature was further developed by Herman Melville in the classic
novel Moby Dick (1951). Nathaniel Hawthorne dealt with equally difficult
questions of inner limits and the individual's responsibilities to society in 1be
Scarlet Letter 0850) and Tbe House of tbe Seven Gables (1851).
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7. What is the main idea expressed in the passage?
(A) As the nation expanded, novelists began writing about the American frontier.
(B) The first American literature took the form of novels that dealt
with uniquely American themes.
(C) In their novels, Melville and Hawthorne both addressed difficult
questions facing Americans.
(D) The individual versus nature was one of the main themes explored
in early American literature.
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Because different tree species adapted to different climates and soil types
have evolved over millennia, many kinds of forests occupy the earth today. The
primitive forests of several hundred million years ago consisted of fewer kinds of
trees. In fact, the earliest "trees," which grew nearly 500 million years ago,
were like giant club mosses. They lacked true roots and consisted of a tangle of
specialized branches that clambered over rocky ground. Fifty million years later
came the dense forests of tree ferns that prevailed in tropical climates of that
era. The forerunners of modem conifers were on the scene 300 million years
ago, when plant life abundantly colonized marshy land, building the tremendous
coal and oil reserves so important today. By the time the dinosaurs roamed the
earth some 180 million years ago, during the Cretaceous period, seed-bearing
trees had evolved that shed their leaves in winter; from these have sprung the
angiosperms and our present deciduous forests.
8. What is the main idea of the passage?

Fa
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(A) Conifers are the oldest trees in today's forests.
(B) Climate affected the development of trees over millennia.
(C) The predecessors of today's forests were giant club mosses and
tree ferns.
(D) The variety of trees in today's forest are a result of millions of years
of evolution.

Birds have two basic types of sounds: sonzs and calls. Songs are usually
more complex than calls and are utilized primarily by adult males during the
breeding season to establish territories or attract mates. Calls are normally
simple notes, single or repeated, vocalized by males and females in all seasons to
express alarm or maintain contact with mates, offspring, or other birds of the
same species. All songs and most calls are distinctive, and with concentrated
study and practice, bird-watchers can learn to identify many birds by their
sounds and to call them as well.
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9. What is the main idea of the passage?
(A) Bird calls and songs are distinctive, meaningful, and identiftable.
(B) Bird songs are complicated and used mainly by males to attract
mates.
(C) Birds have their own language by which they maintain contact.
(D) Bird-watchers can identify many bird calls and their mearungs and
learn to mimic them as well.

Za
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Hawaii was originally settled by the natives of the South Pacific, who
arrived in the islands in canoes laden with breadfruit, yams, taro, coconut,
bananas, pigs, and chickens. Supplementing these foods were over a hundred
different edible fishes and forty kinds of seaweed from the surrounding waters.
Hawailan food was eaten raw or wrapped in taro leaves, seasoned with coconut,
and cooked.
In the early 1800s, me whalers and missionaries introduced stews,
chowders, curries, corned beef, dried beef, salt salmon, and Indian and
cornstarch puddings. Most likely, pipkaula (jerked beef), lomi lomi salmon, and
haupia (coconut pudding) evolved during this period.
In the late nineteenth century immigrants from China, Japan, and Korea
were brought to Hawaii to work the sugar plantations. The Chinese brought
rice, soybeans, and vegetables and their ways of cooking them. The Japanese
brought sukiyaki and teriyaki, among many other foods. Settlers from the
continental United States also brought their favorite redpes and in the spirit of
aloha, the Hawaiians have accepted each group's offerings and drawn the best
from them. Thus a Hawaiian feast is a gastronomic experience, the essence of
Hawaii and its many cultures.

Fa
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10. What is the main topic of the passage?
(A) Whalers and missionaries introduced new kinds of foods to the
people of Hawaii.
(B) Sugar planations were worked by immigrants from Asia, who
brought their native foods with them.
(C) Hawaiian food is a combination of the foods of many peoples and a
reflection of Hawaii's history.
(D) The natives of the South Pacific who ftrst settled in Hawaii ate raw
food, whereas other i.mmigr.mts cooked theirs.
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Introducing Inference
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PREREADING QUESTIONS
Answer the following questions.

.c

1. What do you think motion pk·tun:s wcn: likc ninctr ycars

ago~

an

2. What ar<: soml· uSt:s for motion pictures?

3. What an: your fa·mrite kinds of movies?

Fa
s
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Line When people think of movies. thl'Y usually think of Hollywood. Howe\'er.
many of the earliest tools relating to motion picturcs Wl'rl' nm Amcrican
in\'entions. It was thanks to the cffons of in\'entors from St:ver.d countril·s
that we <:an enjoy nto\'ics today.
5
In the early INO<>s an Englishman named William <;eorge Hornl·r
ill\'l'ntcd the zm:tropt· . In it ;t serics of pictures were mountcd inside ;1
dmm. When thc rotating pk·tures wcrc \'iewcd thmugh slots. they merged
into onc and appeared to nto\'t:. In California in Uf77. anothcr Englishman.
named Eadwcard Muybridgc. USI:d a St:rics of t:;tntt:r.Js to record the
10 mowmcnts of a galloping horSt:. Later. he also recorded human
mo\'emcnts. He uSt:d his still pictures to illustrate hooks; thus it was left to
the Gennan. Ouomar Anschutz. to in\'ent a way to r.Jpidl)' show the
picture series to gi\'e the impression of movement. Finally. it took a
Frenchman. Etiennl··Julcs .Mart·y. to de\'clop a single c1mcra to rn·ord
15 movt•mt·nt . Mart·y shot his picmrc:s on fixed plates. at thc r.Jtl' of 12 per
second. As early as lliSH hc was experimenting with l·elluloid film. an
American in\'ention.
Whih: Thomas Edison was husy in\'enting soml·thing t·alkd the
kinetogro~ph camer.1. Louis I.e Prinl·e of Fr.Jnl'l' was patenting a I (~lens
20 camer.1 to takl' mo\'ing pit·turcs and a projector to show them . By the
following year hl· was working with a single-lens l'amer.L l :nfonunatcly. in
IH90 l.t· Prinn· suddcnly disappcarl'll from the tr.tin in which hc was
tr.t\'ding and \'anished forl·n·r. Taking up wht·n· I.e Prince left off wen·
Louis and Auguste l.umicrc. who ga\'l' tht• world 's lirst projet'ted lilm
25 pnformann·. hdon· ;1 paying audil'nn· in Paris on lkn·mhcr 2H. IHtJ<;.

48
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Motion pictures have come a long way since those early days and
have had a great influence on society. It was thanks to the contributions of
filmmakers and inventors from all over the world that movies have
developed into the forvt we know today.

1

om

EXERCISE

SKIMMING

Read the passage over quickly.

.c

1. What is the main idea of the passage?

ba
n

SCANNING
Look over the passage again to fmd the answers to questions 2-12. Complete
the foUowing sentences with details from the passage.
:Z. A
was an invention that consisted of a drum with a series
of pictures that rotated and were viewed through slots.

Za

3. After Muybridge recorded the movements of a galloping horse, he
recorded----4. Matey was the farst person to use one _ _ _ _ _ to record movement.
, which he did not invent.

st

S. Macey experimented with

6. The first projected film perfonnance was given by the - - - - -

Fa

brothers.

In each of the sentences below, underline the detail that is NOT mentioned the
passage.
7. Muybridge used a series of cameras to record the movements of a
galloping horse, human movements, and the movement of objects.

8. At the same time Thomas Edison invented and patented the kinetograph
camera, I.e Prince patented a 16-lens camera to take moving pictures.
REFERENCE AND VOCABULARY QUESTIONS

9. What does the woi:d "it" in line 6 refer to?
10. What does the wOrd "they" in line 7 refer to?

11. What do you think the word "merged" in line 7 means?

t:z. Wh2t does the word "contributions" in line 27 mean?
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INFERENCE
The answers to these questions are not directly stated in the passage, but are
understood by drawing conclusions from the information given in the passage.

13. What do you think wdu.ld have happened if Le Prince had not disappeared?
14. What can we infer about the motion picture camera from the passage?

Inference Questions

co
m

Inference questions are perhaps the most difficult questions to answer in the
Reading Comprehension section. The answers to these questions are not
directly stated in the passage but are understood, or implied. The following are
examples of inference questions:

ba

n.

Which of the following can be inferred about . . . ?
Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?
From the passage, it can be inferred that . . . .
The passage implies that . . . .
The author implies that . . . .
The passage suggests that . . . .
It is most probable that . . . .

EXAMPLE

Za

To answer inference questions, you must dedde what logical conclusion
follows from the facts stated in the passage. These ideas may be what the author
believes to be true but has not stated in the passage.

st

Ue detectors are properly called emotion detectors, for their aim is to
measure bodily changes that contradict what a person says.

Fa

What can be inferred from the sentence?

• Ue detectors record a person's emotions.
• Emotions can contradict what a person says.

What cannot be inferred from the sentence?

• People always say what they are feeling. (Bodily changes can contradict what
a person says.)
• Lie detectors cause changes in emotions. (No. Lie detectors measure or
record bodily changes.)
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Sample Reading Passage
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line Although "lie. detectors" are being used by governments, police
departments, and businesses that all wmt guaranteed ways of detecting
the truth, the results are not always accurate. Ue detectors are properly
called emotion detectors, for their aim is to measure bodily changes that
contradict what a person says. The polygraph machine records changes in
5
heart rate, breathing, blood pressure, and the electrical activity of the skin
(galvanic skin response, or GSR). In the first part of the polygraph test, you
are electronically connected to the machine and asked a few neutral
questions ("What is your name?" "Where do you live?"). Your physical
10 reactions serve as the standard (baseline) for evaluating what comes next.
Then you are asked a few critical questions among the neutral ones
("When did you rob the bank?"). The assumption is that if you are guilty,
your body will reveal the truth, even if you try to deny it. Your heart rate,
respiration, and GSR will change abruptly as you respond to the
15 incriminating questions.
That is the theory; but psychologists have found that lie detectors are
simply not reliable. Since most physical changes are the same across the
emotions, machines cannot tell whether you are feeling guilty, angry,
nervous, thrilled, or revved up from an exciting day. Innocent people may
20 be tense and nervous about the whole procedure. They may react
physiologically to a ceruin word ("bank") not because they robbed it, but
because they recently bounced a check. In either case the machine will
record a "lie." The reverse mistake is also common. Some practiced liars
can Ue without flinching, and others learn to beat the machine by tensing
25 muscles or thinking about an exdting experience during neutral
questions.

QVES110N

1. Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?
(A) Ue detectors are very reliable.
(B) Innocent people are never found guilty.
(C) Psychologists never argue about anything.
(D) Most people cannot control their bodily reactions.

ANSWER
Answer (A) is incorrect because the second paragraph states that psychologists
find lie detectors to be unreliable. Answer (B) is also incorrect, because the
passage states that the lie detector may record innocent people as lying in
response to a questiQn, not because they are guilty but because they are
nervous. Therefore, innocent people may be found guilty. Answer (C) is also
incorrect, because although psychologists may agree on the unreliability of lie
detectors, we do not know whether they agree oo other issues. Therefore, this
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em not hl· inkrrc:d. Ans\n-r <I>) i!o. th~: h~:st answc:r. Althoul(h w~: know that
~Oilll' pranin·d liar~ <:an <:ontrol thdr hc1dily r~:anions. in J.tl'lll'r.li. WI." <:an inl"t:r
that most jWopk cmnot l'ontrol thl"ir bodily rt·:u:tions such a~ hrl·:nhing rJtt·.
hc::m r.lll', blood prl·ssun·. and thl' dl·t·tri<:al ac:ti\·ity of thl' skin .

QUESTION
1. From thl· passagt·. it t·an he infl'rrnl that

om

(A) Emotions art· :111 the same:.
(8) Psyd10logists would not want till" dl·tc<.·tors used to pron: soml··
nnt· ·s guill.
(C) Nc:utr.ll qlll'Stions rcn·al the tnnh .
(D) Psychologists arc unrt.'liahll.".

Fa
s

tZ

ab

an

.c

ANSWER
Ans,n·r <A> emnot ht· inkrrc:d . The: passa~c stal<.'s that physic:al t·hang<.'S art· tht·
~lOll." ano~~ all~:motions . hut that doc:s not mt·an that cmmions arc all the sam<.·.
Answ<:r (C) also cannot ht• inkrrcd sinn· tht· passage states that sc>mt· pr.Ktin·d
li:1rs can heat the mad1inc. Answer (D) c:annot he: infcrrt·d since: the: passa~t·
st:ltc:s that psyt·hologists find the tktc:ctors unrt.'liahlc:: tht·rc: is no indication in
tht· passa~c: that psyd10logists art· unrc:liahk. Tht· hc:st answt·r is (B) sinn· it e m
ht· inflorrt•d that psycholo~ists would not want to usc: lk dt:tl't:tors 10 prove
soml·onc·s guilt . hl·causc they n>nsidcr tht·m to he: unrcliahk .

Strategies
• Go beyond the infomution stated in the passage.
• DrJw a conclusion or reason out what is implic:d-that is . what the
author of the passage means or helievcs to be true but has not stated
in the passagt·.
• Remember that the answer to the question will not be stated in
words in the pas.'iagc.
• Beware of answer choices that go beyond what you can logically
infer from the passage. Wrong answer choices will often be too
exaggerated or overstated to be precisely correct.
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Exercises on Inference
ExERCISE

2
....

.c
om

Read the following pasSCiges and the 'sta~ttments that .follow'" ,
them. Some statements can be inferred from the passages, ·
others cannot. Put a check mark next to the statements that.
.
.
can be inferred from the passages.

ab

an

QUESTIONS 1-7
The mid-1950s saw the growth of a new kind of popular music that was
first caUed "rock 'n' roU" and then simply "rock." Although quite diverse in
style, rock music tends to be vocal music with a hard, driving beat often
featuring electric guitar accompaniment and heavily amplified sound. Early rock
grew mainly out of rhythm and blues, a dance music of African Americans that
combined blues, jazz, and gospel styles. Rock also drew upon country and
western music, a folklike guitar-based style associated with rural Americans and
the Nashville Grand Ole Opry. In little more than a decade, rock evolved from a
single, dance-oriented style to a music highly varied in its tones, lyrics, and
electronic technology.

Fa
s

tZ

1. Rock was the first fonn of popular music.
2. There is basically one style of rock music.
_ _ _ 3. Rock music is often loud.

4. Several types of music influenced the development of rock.
5. Rock has always been a complicated style of music.
6. Folk music is popular in rural areas.

_ _ _ 7. The evolution of rock music occurred relatively quickJy.

QUESTIONS 8-13
Immigrants from Europe brought their customs and outlooks to the new
and often harsh environments in the New World. To survive, they had to adjust
to the new conditions of life in the American colonies, enforced by nature and
by the British government. To prosper, they had to overcome great odds: the
sheer distance between the settlers, a constant scarcity of labor, and the lack of
liquid capital and a circulating currency.
In the middle and northern colonies, these conditions inspired diversity
and innovation. Severe winters and poor soil largely detennined the economy of
the New England colonies, which relied on trading and the sea for their
economic development. Along the New England coast, industries related to
seafaring and shipbuilding developed. The middle colonies possessed good soil
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and a moderate climate, so they developed staple crop agriculture and related
industries, such as flour mills. Craftsmen and artisans were also attracted to
thc:sc: areas and set up mills to produce textiles, paper, glass, and iron. In the
South the prospects of great wealth from large-5Cale crop agriculture led fanners
to establish plantations given to the production of a single cash crop, such as
tobacco or cotton.

co
m

_ _ _ 8. The early i.mmigrants had to learn to adapt their old ways of
doing things to a new environment.
_ _ _ 9. There was more work in the colonies than people to do it.
___ to. The: hardships faced by the: colonists hindered them from being

ba

n.

inventive.
_ _ _ 11. The geographic location of the colonies influenced their
economic development.
_ _ _ 12. Fanning often hampered the economic development of communities in the colonies.
_ _ _ J3. It was by sheer luck that certain colonies prospered.

Fa

st

Za

QUESTIONS 14-20
Professional photographers have been engaged in a contest with nature
since the origin of their craft. They have ventured into the most adverse
conditions, from the broiling heat and stinging sand of the Sahara to the extreme
cold of the Arctic, to capture the perfect image. Although setting, lighting, and
action all pose challenges to the photographer, environmental obstacles are in
many ways the trickiest to surmount. Heat, humidity, dust, and cold all
jeopardize photographic materials and equipment. The harm caused by these
conditions is sometimes immediately obvious, such as when the shutter or
film-advance mechanism jams, but often it is impossible to detect until after the
film is developed or the effectS of camera corrosion show up.
To avoid catastrophes, photographers have devised a number of ingenious
ways to protect their equipment, from sophisticated cases and housings to
simple plastic bags and picnic coolers. Armed with these devices, professiooal
photographers have bested the worst that nature can present and have brought
back from their campaigns photographic trophies of rare beauty.

_ _ _ 14. Only recently have photographers had to contend with environmental problems.

_ _ _ IS. Heat is not the only problem photographers have to contend
with in the Sahara Desert.
Photographic equipment should never be taken to places where
there are adverse conditions.
_ _ _ 17. A photographer will brave discomfort and danger to get a great
picture.
~--16.
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_ _ _ 18. The effect of humidity on photographic equipment is usually
immediately evident.
_ _ _19. Photographers have not proven to be very creative when it
comes to protecting their equipment.
_ _ _ 20. Sometimes the most basic items provide the best solutions to
the problems facing photographers.

3

m

EXERCISE

n.

co

Read the following pottogU and the inference questions ·
that follow them. Then decide which of the choices, (A}, (8),
(C), or (D), bat anawen the question.

Fa

st

Za
ba

QUESTIONS 1-5
Although dinosaurs roamed virtually the whole earth for 160 miUion years,
dinosaur skeletons are relatively scarce. Many dinosaurs are known only from a
single tooth or bone chip. The rc:ason is that it takes very special conditions to
make a fossil and a lot of luck to find one.
For many years, information about Tyrannosaurus rex was sketchy at
best. However, in the summer of 1990, the first nearly complete Tyrannosaurus
rex skeleton ever found was excavated in the Montana badlands. That same year
a second, even more complete, skeleton was found in South Dakota. Together
these skeletons yielded surprising new insights into the most famous of the
dinosaurs, about the anatomy and behavior of T. rex and the world in which it
lived.
Among the surprising discoveries were that T. rex WllS a far sleeker, but
more powerful. carnivore than previously thought, perhaps weighing less than
6~ tons, no more than a bull elephant, and that T. rex's habitat was forest, not
swamp or plain as previously believed. Moreover, there appears to have been
two fonns ofT. rex, the male quite different from the female . Scientists hope
that future fossil discoveries and increasingly more sophisticated techniques wiU
provide more accurate and complete information about not only T. rex but all
the dinosaurs, giving us a window on the world so many millions of years into
the past.

1. It can be inferred from the passage th2t much of what scientists know
about T. rex
(A) has been known for many years
(B) has not come from fossil..discoveries
(C) has been derived from the most sophisticated techniques
(D) has been recently discovered
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2. The passage implies that fossils
(A) arc usually found in the Midwest
(B) arc usually found in beds containing complete skeletons
(C) arc few in comparison to the number of dinosaurs that roamed the
earth
(D) ace easy to discover but difficult to excavate

3. Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?

co
m

(A) Interest in fossils is relatively recent.
(B) It takes advanced techniques to find fossils.
(C) The search for fossils has been going on for many years.
(D) Dinosaurs were confined to a relatively smaU area.

4. Which of the following can be inferred about T. rex?
was
was
was
was

a small but powerful dinosaur.
a strong, meat<ating dinosaur.
a fast, plains-dwelling dinosaur.
a gigantic, forest~welling dinosaur.

n.

(A) It
(B) It
(C) It
(D) It

ba

5. The passage implies which of the following?

Za

(A) Not all the conclusions scientists make ace accurate.
(B) We have all the information we need about life millions of years
ago.
(C) New discoveries are confirming old theories.
(D) A whole skeleton is required for information about a dinosaur.

Fa

st

QUESTIONS 6-8
A major revolution for the automated office is electronic mail. The
customary postal system requires messages written on paper to be transmitted
physically from one location to another. With electronic mail, messages are
converted into electronic signals, ~mined anywhere in the world, and then
changed back into the original written form, all in several seconds or minutes at
most.
111rough the use of video screens in company offices, a single document
can be transmitted to hundreds of people in dozens of branch offices at the
same time. Thus, electronic mail, along with databases, can be an important
asset in teleconferences. Furthermore, the use of electronic mail in the form of
a "mailbox" attached to a telephone is also of great value. Since in offices many
telephone calls go uncompleted on the first attempt, with electronic mail,
two-way conversion is not essential, so it reduces telephone use and saves time.
Electronic mail is far more expensive than the postal system, as it must
compe~e for transmission space on satellite, telephone, and cable links. But
planned increases in satellite communications should lower the price and assist
in the spread of electronic mail.
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6. It can be inferred from the passage that the advantages of electronic
mall are
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Its
its
its
its

low cost .md efficiency
use of the postal system and telephone "mailboxes"
role in satellite communications and feleconferencing
speed and utility

co

m

7. The passage implies that electronic mall
(A) will be used more often in the future
(B) will soon outlive its usefulness
(C) is too costly for most offices
(D) could never take the place of the current postal system
8. Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?
mall
mall
mail
mail

saves money but not time.
has more than one use in the office setting.
will eventually replace the telephone.
is not a new phenomenon.

n.

Electronic
Electronic
Electronic
Electronic

Za
ba

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Fa

st

QUESTIONS 9-13
Brown bears are found in Alaska and western Canada. · They are ftrst
cousins of the grizzly, each. belonging to the species Ursus arctos. The chief
difference in them is size, as brown bears on the average are slightly larger. A
full-grown male may weigh 1,500 pounds and stand 9 to 10 feet tall. Uke bears
everywhere they are creatures of habit that tread the same trails year after year.
Brown bears have three gaits: an even, deliberate one that takes them over
rough or boggy ground at a steady clip; a quick shuffle; and a fast gallop. They
are not only surprisingly fast, but also, for such huge beasts, amazingly agile.
They can charge up and climb down nearly vertical inclines. Fishing the streams
in summer, they pounce on swift·moving salmon and snatch them with almost
simultaneous movemen~ of their paws and mouths.· Brown bears are excellent
swimmers and love to loll and wallow in the water on warm days. They are also
curious and playful. Most manifest a fear of humans, but Alaskans prefer not to
test these creatures and usually carry noisemakers of some kind to warn the
bears of their presence.
9. It can be inferred from the paSsage that
(A) grizzlies are smaller than brown bears
(B) brown bears do not have the same habits as most bears
(C) grizzlies are not found in western canada
(D) grizzlies and brown bears are not related
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10. It is most probable that if a brown bear came across a human in the
wild it would

attack the human
avoid the hwrtan
not be the least interested in the human
be friendly toward the human

11. The passage implies that brown bears
(A) are huge, awkward animals
(B) can negotiate almost any terrain
(C) are fierce and bad-tempered
(D) are not afraid 01 loud noises

12. The passage suggests that

it would not be unusual to see a bear cross a deep river
brown bears catch salmon in quiet pools
brown bears like to range over new territory
brown bears are slow but agile

n.

{A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

co
m

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Za

ba

13. Which of the following can be implied from the passage?
(A) Alaskans have no fear of the brown bear.
(B) Alaskans do not know very much about the habits of the brown
bear.
(C) Alaskans are not creatures of habit.
(D) Alaskans have a cautious respect for the brown bear.

Fa

st

QUESTIONS 14-17
Frank Gehry was once considered just another southern California
eccentric. It wasn't until the late 1980s that he began receiving intematiorul
acclaim as one of the world's foremost architects. Outside the mainstream, his
random designs have been so unique as to have defied categorization. In the late
1970s he was preoccupied with the notion of things in progress and his belief
that buildings are most interesting when still Wlfinished. To give the impression
of a structure in the state of construction, Gehry incorporated exposed studs
and joinings, unpainted walls, and transparent skeletal framework in his
buildings. In the early 1980s he explored the relation between space, structure,
and light.
like the renderings of artists, Gehry's work is very expressive. His close
identity with painters and sculptors has inspired him to infuse his buildings With
the qualities of immediacy, spontaneity, and improvisation. His fascination with
textures and materials led him to experiment with the effect of combining
different building materials, such as plywood, metal, and glass.
While Gehry has achieved internatiorul prominence as one of the era's
most provocative and creative architects, he continues to experiment with form
and structure. With his casual, intuitive approach to design, his buildings
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continue to demonstrate a high degree of freedom and invention. His work has
inspired architects worldwide, who have taken his style and themes to cities
around the globe.

15. The passage suggests that Frank Gehry

om

14. It is implied in the passage that
(A) California is known for its conventional artists
(B) California is internationally known for its architecture
(C) many Californians are nonconformists
(D) some people think California is a traditional state

has been labeled a modernist
had defied deftnition as a certain type of architect
has not influenced architects outside the United States
has always worked within the confmes of traditional architectural
design

.c

(A).
(B)
(C)
(D)

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

ba
n

16. From the passage, it can be inferred that Gehry's buildings
have a very unusual look
are archaic in form and structure
fit in well with surrounding structures
are simplistic and elegant

st

Za

17. It is most probable that Gehry's designs
(A) will be limited to certain areas
(B) will lose their appeal to future architects
(C) will become conventional over time
(D) will continue to be evident in urban architecture on a global scale

Fa

QUESTIONS 18-21
From a European perspective, the first explorers were engaged in the
settlement and discovery of a "new world. " However, the history of the United
States is but a recent episode in comparison with the history of the North
American continent and its people. Between 54 million and 2 million years .ago,
the continent evolved into the form we know today. At least 15,000 to 20,000
years ago, nomadic hunters began to migrate from Asia across the Bering Strait.
By the fifteenth century, when the European nations were "discovering"
America, the country was inhabited by a minimum of 2 million natives. Most of
the tribes had developed some kind of agriculture or fishing while remaining as
hunters and retaining nomadic characteristics. They roamed the high western
plains, hunted mountain valleys, and farmed along the rivers from coast to coast.
There was considerable diversity and there were several hundred different
languages among the wide-ranging tribes. Several tribes, such as the Iroquois,
were very successful in achieving political unity and extending their influence.
The native peoples were well adapted to their environment, and without
the aid of the natives, the first European settlers inight not have survived. Many
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native vegetables, such as maize and potatoes, became important staples.
Moreover, native trackers guided expeditions and taught hunters and explorers
the ways of the land. For years, U.S. history began with Columbus, but today the
cultures and contributions of the early inhabitants of the Americas are studied
and acknowledged. The story of North America begins with the true origin of
the continent and its peoples.
18. The passage implies that

co

m

(A) the Europeans were well prepared to live in the "new world "
(B) the Europeans erroneously considered themselves the fi rst settlers
in North America
(C) the Europeans • •ere not influenced by the Native Americans
(D) the history of North America begins with its discovery and settle·
ment by the Europeans
19. From the passage it can be inferred that

Za
ba

n.

(A) North America is a relatively new continent
(B) until approximately 20,000 years ago, there were no humans in
North America
(C) when the Europeans arrived, North America was uninhabited
(D) Native Americans had as much trouble surviving in North America
as the European settlers

Fa

st

20. Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?
(A) Most Native Americans had established permanent settlements by
the time the Europeans arrived.
(B) Most Native Americans spoke the same language and had similar
customs.
(C) Many Native American tribes had organized societies by the time
Europeans arrived.
(D) Once Native Americans began farming, they no longer moved from
place to place.

21. The.passage suggests that Native Americans
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

were primitive compared with the European settlers
kept their distance from European settlements
had very little to offer the European settlers
were of benefit to the first settlers

QUESTIONS 22-25
In the twentieth century, people depend on unlimited energy to power
their everyday lives. A wide range of energy·run devices and modem
conveniences are taken for .granted, and although it may seem that we will
never be in danger of living without those conveniences, the fact is that many
supplies of energy are dwindling rapidly. Scientists are constantly searching for
new sources of power to keep modem society running. Whether future
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populations will continue to enjoy the benefits of abunchnt energy will depend
on the success of this search.
Coal, oil, and natural gas supply modem civilization with most of its
power. However, not only arc supplies of these fuels limited, but they are a
major source of pollution. lf the energy demands of the future are to be met
without seriously harming the environment, e~sting alternative energy sources
must be improved or further explored and developed. These include nuclear,
water, solar, wind, and geothermal power, as well as energy from new,
nonpolluting types of fuels. Each of these alternatives, however, has advantages
and disadvantages.
Nuclear power plants efficiently produce large amounts of electricity
without polluting the atmosphere; however, they are costly to build and
maintain, and they pose the daunting problem of what to do with nuclear
wastes. Hydroelectric power is inexpensive and environmentaJly safe, but
impractical for communities located far from moving water. Harnessing energy
from tides and waves has similar drawbacks. Solar power holds great promise
for the future but methods of collecting and concentrating sunlight are as yet
inefficient, as are methods of harnessing wind power.
Every source of energy has its disadvantages. One way to minimize them is
to use less energy. Conservation efforts coupled with renewable energy
resources, such as a combination of solar, water; wind, and geothermal energy
and alternative fuels, such as alcohol and hydrogen, will ensure supplies of
clean, affordable energy for humanity's future.

Fa
s
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22. The passage suggests that
(A) people use eneJ!gy without giving great thought to where it's
coming from
( B) the search for energy sources is mainly a problem for the future
(C) scientists believe we will never have to go without our modem
conveniences
(D) modem society requires a minimum amount of energy to keep it
running

23. It can be inferred from the passage that
(A) most alternative energy sources have proven to be impractical
(B) many alternative energy sources are environmentaJly hazardous
(C) nuclear power solves one problem while creating others
(D) solar and wind power are not promising for the future
24. From the passage, it can be inferred that to solve our energy problems
(A) we will have to stop using many of our modem conveniences
(B) scientists will have to find one major source of nonpolluting energy
(C) scientists will have to find ways to increase our supplies of coal,
oil, and gas
(D) a combination of conservation and invention will be needed
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25. Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?
(A) The search for alternative energy sources is not over.
(B) Our present-energy sources must be eliminated and replaced with

alternative so~<:es .
(C) Alternative sources of energy on this planet are very limited.
(D) Demands for energy in the future are likely to decrease.

ab

an
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QUESTIONS 2~28
Manatees and dugongs are members of the manunalian order Sirenia.
Completely acquatic, sirenians inhabit the tropical coastal and certain adjacent
waters of the West Indies, northern South America, southern North America
(Florida), western Mrica, and southern Asia to northern Australia. Sirenians live
in coastal waters, large rivers, estuaries, lagoons, and connected lakes. Today
there exist four species of Sirenia: one dugong and three manatees.
Although similar in appearance to seals and walruses, sirenians are more
closely related to elephants. The skin of the sirenian is finely wrinkled and
greyish-brown in color. The tail is wide and flat-shaped like a paddle with the
exception of the dugong, which has a dolphin-like tail. Sirenians have inspired
many a legend about mermaids. The chunky body and homely facial features of
a sirenian do not bring to mind the image of a beautiful woman, but the
manunal's graceful movements combined with a sailor's faulty vision might give
rise to some unusual stories.

Fa
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26. It is most probable that Sirenians would NOT be found
(A) in the Gulf of Mexico
(B) off the coast of Ghana
(C) in Alaskan waters
(D) on the Brazilian coast
27. It can be inferred from the passage that
(A) some sirenians look like dolphins
(B) physical resemblance among animals does not mean they are
related
(C) sirenians look more like elephants than walruses
(D) like seals, sirenians can also live on land

28. The
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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Introducing Additional Reading Skills
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PREREADING QUESTIONS
1. Why do you think people like skiing?

2. What are some popular outdoor sports in your country?
3. What is your favorite sport?

Fa
s
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Line Skiing has become a way of life for many people. From the moment the
first snowflake falls until the spring thaw, skiers put their skis on their cars
and head for the slopes. There are many reasons behind the popularity of
this winter sport.
Skiing is a true family sport that can be enjoyed by all people.
5
whether 3 or 93 years old. Being able to descend a hill, to turn at will, and
enjoy nature at its loveliest are thrills for all age groups.
Skiing is also interesting because it provides a variety of experiences.
Snow conditions change hourly as the temperature and weather
10 conditions change during the day. Moreover, every trail is different. Rarely
does one pass over the same spot twice.
Improvements in ski equipment, clothing, and ski areas have made
the sport more pleasurable, comfortable, and available. Warm, light,
down-filled clothing has replaced layers of heavy sweaters. Ski equipment
15 made with modern materials has made skis and poles lighter, more
flexible, and suited to people of all ages and abilities. The availability of
skiing has also been improved by snow-making equipment. Even in areas
of the country that have very little snowfall, snow can be made if the
temperature is below 32 degrees.
For many people, skiing is an opportunity to enjoy the beauty of the
20
out-of-doors, to challenge their physical abilities, and, finally, to simply
have fun. It is a sport enjoyed worldwide and appears to be gaining in
popularity constantly.
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EXERCISE

1

SKIMMING
Read the passage over quickly.

1. What is the main topic of the passage?

m

SCANNING
Look oYer the passage again to fmd the answers to questions 2-17.

co

2. Name three things that make skiing fun for all ages.
3. Why do snow conditions change?

n.

4. What kind of clothing do skiers wear today?

5. Why is ski equipment better today?

Za
ba

6. How can people in areas that have little snowfall make skiing available?
In each of the sentences below, underline the detail that is NOT mentioned in
the passage.
7. The passage mentions places to ski, ski equipment, ski clothing, and
different trails.

Fa

st

8. Compared with the ski clothing of the past, when people wore layers of
heavy sweaters, today's ski clothing is warm and light because it is failed
with feathers or modem materials.

VOCABULARY QUESTIONS
9. What do you think the: word "thaw" in line 2 means?

10. What does the word "'trail" in line 10 mean?

INFERENCE
11. What can we infer about the availability of ski areas?
12. fn which type of publication would you probably find this passage?
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13. What tone does the author take In writlns this passage?
(A) Favorabk
(B) Amused

<c>

Neutn1
(D) Worried

14. The paragraph followins this passace probably deals with
(A)

800W·ma.kin8

sldinB accidents
(C) the cost of skiing
(D) ski resorts around the world

.c
om

(B)

15. What is the author's main purpose in the passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To describe
Topersuade
To inform
To summarize

an

16. What conc1UIIioo5 can be drawn from the passage?

17. Which of the following best describes the organization of the passage?

ab

1be author presents the advantages and disadvantages of skiing.
1be author describes skiing.
1be author explains the popularity of skiing and gives reasons.
The author classifies skiing.

tZ

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Additional Reading Skills·Questions

Fa
s

In the previous chapters of this book, we looked at the main types of questions
asked in the Reading Comprehension section of the test, which include main
idea, detail, inference, and reference questions. In this chapter, the remaining
types of questions that appear in this part of the test will be covered. These are
1. Questions on context

2. Questions on tone and attitude

3. Questions on information that might precede or proceed from the
passage

4. Questions on main purpose
S. Questions on drawing conclusions
6.' Questions on orpnization
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QUEmONS ON CONTIXT
There are different types of context questions depending on the particular field
of the reading passage.
1. The questions may regard the kind of publication in which the passage
may be found .

Examples
The passage would most likely be found in a textbook on which of the
following subjects?

om

The passage would most likely be found in . . ..

2. The questions may regard the author of the passage.

Examples

n.
c

The passage was most probably written by a specialist in . . . .
The passage was written most likely by an expert in ....

Za
ba

3. The questions may regard the audience for the passage.

Examples

For whom has the author probably written the passage?
The audience the author had in mind when writing this passage was most
likely a group of ....
The information in this passage would most likely be of interest to ....

st

4. The questions may be about the class for which the passage would be
assigned.

Fa

Examples

For what course would the passage probably be assigned?

QUESTIONS ON TONI AND AmTUDI

These questions ask you about the author's feelings when he or she wrote the
passage.

Examples
The tone of the passage could best be described as . .. .
What tone does the author take in writing this p;iSsage?
In the passage the author may take a strong position for or against
something, but passages in this section usually have a neutral tone. The
following are examples of strong positive and negative tones.
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Enwaplcs
1be work, a true masterpiece, was written ln a day. (positive)
In her brilliant career as an architect, she- was·renowned not only for the
quality of her work but also for the amount of work she produced.
(positive)
'This system is extravag:mt of land use and not suitable for many areas of

the world. (negative)

m

1bese CXJ)(!rimcnts are not only shocking but also a waste of time and
money. (negative)

co

Attitude que5tions are similar to questions on tone. You must determine
the author's opinion or position toward the subject.
Examples

n.

The author's attitude toward .. . could best be described as . . . .
What is the author's attitude toward . . . ?

ba

The author's opinion of . .. could best be described as one of . . . .
How would the author probably feel about . . . ?
Here are some examples of tone or attitude answers:
neutral
scientific
objective
depressing
impersonal
unfavorable
faVOf'ablc
In other attitude questions, you may be asked what you think the author's
opinion of four stat~ts woukl be.

st
Za

nqative

disbdieving

Fa

positive
humorous
supportive

Ex~

1be author of the passage would most ·likely agree with which of the
folkJwing?

Which of the following recommendations would the author most likely
support?
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QUESTIONS ON INFORMATION COMING BEFORI
OR AnER THE PASSAGE
These questions ask you to suppose the passage is part of a longer work and to
guess what the topic of the previous paragraph or the following paragraph
would be. In such questions, the beginning of the passage usually gives you a
clue as to the previous paragraph, and the end of the passage usually gives you
a clue as to the topic that follows.
Examples

co
m

The paragraph(s) before this one most probably discussed the . . . .
The paragraph following this one most probably discusses ... .
What was most probably discussed in the paragraph preceding the
passage?

n.

What is most likely the topic of the paragraph following this one?

QUESTIONS ON MAIN PURPOSE

ba

Questions on main purpose ask why the author wrote the passage. These
questions appear in place of main idea questions and are the frrst questions after
the passage.

Za

Examples

What is the author's main purpose in the passage?
The author·s purpose in writing is to ....

Fa
st

\Vhy did the author write the passage?

The answers to these questions begin with inftn.itives such as
to
to
to
to
to
to
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mention
persuade
summarize
compare
describe

to
to
to
to
to
to

tell how
distinguish
illustrate
advise
criticize
explain
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QUISftONS ON DRAWING CONCLUSIONS

Questions on drawing conclusions are similar to inference questions. These
questions ask you to infer from the facts or ideas presented in the passage.
It can be concluded from the passage that . . . .
The passage supports which of the following conclusions?
Which of the following conclusions about ... is supported by the passage?

QUESftONS ON ORGANIZATION

m

Which of the following conclusions about . . . can be drawn from the
passage?

co

Organization questions ask you about the general organization of the passage or
of a particular paragraph.

Examples

n.

Which of the following best describes the organization of the passage?

ba

Which of the following statements best describes the organization of the
ftcst paragraph?
Here are some examples of the answer to such questions:

st
Za

Persuasive language is used against . . . .

A general concept is defmed, and examples are given.

The author describes . . . .

Xveral generalizations are presented, from which various conclusions are
drawn.

Fa

The views of two researchers are described and contrasted.

A specific case is given to describe a general principle.

Sample Reading Passage
line Although " lie detectors" ace being used by governments, police
departments, and businesses that all want guaranteed ways of detecting
the truth, the results are not always accurate. Ue detectors are properly
called emotion detectors, for their aim is to measure bodily changes that
5
contradict what a person says. The polygraph machine records changes in
heart rate, breathing, blood pressure , and the electrical activity of the skin
(galvanic skin response, or GSR). In the ftrst part of the polygraph test, you
are electronically connected to the machine and asked a few neutral
questions (" What is your name?" "Where do you live?"). Your physical
10
reactions serve as the standard (baseline) for evaluating what comes next.
Then you are asked a few critical questions among the neutral ones
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20

25

("When did you rob tbc bank?"). The assumption Is that if you. are 8Uikf,
your body will reveal the truth, even if you try to deny il. Your heart r:ue,
respir.ltion, and GSR will change abrupdv as you respond to . the
incriminating questions.
That is the theory; but psych<>Jo8ists have found that He detectors are
simply not reliable. Since most physical cbanaes are the same across the
emotions, machines cannot tell whether you are feeling JUi)ty, anwry,
nervous, thrilled, or revved up from an exdq day. lnDocellt people may
be tense and nervous about the whole procedure. Tbcy may lQCt
physiologically to a certain word ("barik") not because they robhed it, but
because they recently bounced a check. In either case the machine will
record a "lie." The reverse mistake is also common. Some practiced liars
can lie without flinching, and others learn to beat the machine by tcmaJ&
muscles or thinking about an exciting experience during neutral
questions.

co
m
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n.

QUESTION

1. It can be concluded from the pas&a8C that a ~ test

ba

(A) is the best way to detaminc a person's
(B) can read a person's thoughts

&uilt

(C) is the only evidence needed in a court of law

ANSWU

Za

(D) works in principle but not in practice

Fa
st

Answer (A) is not correct because the polygraph is not reliable according to
psychologists; therefore, it cannot be the best way to detalllilae a person's JUilt.
Answer (B) is also incorrect because a polygraph only reconls pbysk:al
reactions. Answer (C) is not correct since the pa86a8C does not lmpty that this
would be the only evidt:nce needed tn a court of law. The best answer Is (D),
since this is another way of saying that the theory of the polygraph is good but,
because it is not reliable, in practice it does not work.

QUUTION
1. What is most likdy the subject of the patapaph

pttecdin& this

pa8581C?

(A) Using lie detectors in the hope that machines wiD do better to
discover the truth
(B) How achievement and aptitude tests measwe ability and intelUgence
(C) The role of psychololists in fighting crime
(D) An analysis of the criminal mind
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ANSWER

m

Answer (B) is not correct since neither ability nor intelligence has been
mentioned in the passage. Answer (C) is also incorrect. Psychologists are not
mentioned in the beginning of the passage; they are mentioned later and only to
state that they find the machine unreliable, indicating nothing about a role in
f.ghting crime. Answer (D) is incorrect since only one example of the criminal
mind is given, at the end of the passage at the mention of those who beat the
machine. Therefore, this cannot be the subject that comes before the passage .
Answer (A) is the best answer because the beginning of the passage talks about
lie detectors and how the machines work to discover the truth.

QUE5nON

ba

ANSWER

n.

co

1. This passage was probably written by a specialist in
(A) sociology
(B) anthropology
(C) mind reading
(D) criminal psychology

Fa

st
Za

Answer (A) is not correct because a sociologist studies human behavior in
groups and does not study the human mind and its related bodily reactions.
Answer (B) is also incorrect because an anthropologist studies different human
races and their habits and beliefs. Answer (C) is incorrect because a specialist in
mind reading will use parapsychology and will not believe in what psychologists
have to say. The best answer is (D) since the polygraph supports the opinion of
psychologists on the subject of being found guilty or innocent of committing a
crime.

QUEmON

1. The author would most probably agree with which of the following
statements?
(A) Polygraphs have no place in our society.
(B) Physical reactions are not connected to thoughts.
(C) Machines are no match for psychologists.
(D) Polygraph tests should not be used as the sole evidence of guilt.

ANSWER
Answer (A) is not correct; although the author does not think that polygraphs
are reliable, this statement would be overwhelmingly disapproving and an
exaggeration of the author's feelings. Answer (B) is also not correct since the
author does not deny this statement, but only indicates how physical reaction~
may not be reliably determined by the polygraph. Answer (C) is also incorrect.
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Machines could be any 1t12chiries, including computers. nus is an exagac:rated
statement. The best answer is (D) since this statement supports the author's
opinion that polygraph tests are unreliable, but it does not exaggerate by ruling
out other evidence of guilt.

QUESTION
1. Which of the following statements best describes the organization of the
last paragraph?

co
m

(A) Several generalizations are made from which several conclusions
are drawn.
(B) A general concept is defined and examples are given.
(C) Suggestions for the use of lie detectors are given.
(D) Persuasive language is used to argue against a popular idea.

ANSWER

Za

QUESnON

ba

n.

Answer (A) is not correct since no generalizations are 1n2de. Answer (B) is not
correct becaU8C: no concept is given or defined. Answer (C) is also not correct
since suggestions for the use of lie detectors are not given. Answer (D) is the
best answer since persuasive language is used to argue against the popular idea
of usin&lie detectors.

Fa
st

1. Why did the ~uthoc write the passage?
(A) To illustrate how a lie detector works
(B) To explain how innocent people are found guilty
(C) To criticize the use of the lie detector
(D) To propose ways of using;( lie detector

ANSWER

Answer (A) is not correct. The author illustrates how a lie detector works only
in the flrst paragraph, but only in order to make the main point later. Answer (B)
is not correct. Although the second paragraph mentions that innocent people
might be mistakenly found guilty, the passage is about lie detectors. Answer (D)
is also not correct. No mention is made of ways of using a lie detector. Answer
(C) is the best answer since the author flrst describes how a lie detector works
and then describes how It is unreliable, and in this way criticizes its use.
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Strategies

'

Fa
st

Za

ba

n.

co
m

• Questions on drawing a conclusion are similar to inference questions .
To answer these questions, remem~r to draw a conclusion frOm the
information given in the passage. The answer wiU not · ~ directly
stated in the passage.
• Purpose questions are a combination of inference questions and main
ido questions ask.ihg you why tbe author wrote the passage. Again,
to answer these questions, draw a conclusion from the whole
passage to.find the author's purpose in writing it.
• Answers to questions about what probably came ~fore the passage
or ~hat will probably come after it are not directly stated in the
passage. You must draw a conclusion from the information you find.
When answering questions about what was discussed preceding, or
before, the passage, look at information in the first sentence or the
beginning of the passage. When answering questions about what
probably comes after the passage, look at the end of the passage,
where there may be an indication or transition as to what will come
next.
• When answering tone or attitude questions. remem~r ttUt tone and
attitude are implied in a passage and not stated explidtly. When
answering tone questions look for words that are neutral, positive, or
n~tlve . Most re2ding passages in this section of the test are neutral
in tone. Bew:are of answer choices that are strong ·emotional words.
Some questions on.attitude refer to passages in which tht> author
~es a position for or against a point. In such cases. ~ware of
answer choices that overstate or exaggerate the author's attitude.

Exercises on Additional Reading Skills
EXERCISE

2

I::!,~following...,..._

and

a-~lhe queatlons- .

QUISnONS 1-4
Various types of f<>~t are essentially douds that form at the: t:arth 's surfa~t: .
produced by temperature differences and moisturc in tht: air. As \\-'arm .
moisture-laden air cools. its relativt: humidity (tht: amount of moisture: th:tt air
can contain. whi<:h depends on the tc:mpcr.llun.- ) innelst:s. Warm air can hold
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more water vapor than cold air. So if the air is cooled sufficiently it will reach
satur3tion, or tbc dew point, at which point the moisture begins to condense
out of the air and form water droplets, creatiJ18 fog.

1. What is the author's aWn. purpose in this passage?
(A) To describe various types ol fog
(8) To apl2in how fog is formed
(C) To define relative humidity
(D) To compare the e&cts of wann air and cold air

paslllll8e

(A) an

would most Ukdy be written by

arcb.aeolotlist

Za
ba

(B) a biolO&ist
(C) a mcteorolofPst
(D) a psychologist

n.

3. 'Ibis

co

m

2. It can be concluded from the: passage that
(A) fogy days are caused by cold nights
(B) fog is likdy to form in desert aras
(C) bot, humid days are usually fuUowed by cold, foggy nights
(D) foe could form oo a cold evening after a warm day

4. The tone of this passage could best be dc:scribed as
humorous
argumentative
objc:ctWe
persuasive

Fa
st

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

QUIS'IIOIIS 5-9

One theory that integrates diverse findings on hunger, eating, and wdght
argues that body wdght is governed by a set-point, a homeoswic mechanism
that keeps people at roughly the weight they are genetically designed to be.
Set-point theorists claim that everyone has a genedcaUy programmed basal
metabolism rate, the rate at which the body bums calories for energy, and a
fixed number of f2t ceUs, which are cells that store fat for energy. ThC$C cdls
may chaose in size (the amount of fat they contain), but never in number. Alter
weight loss, they just ludt around the body, Wlliting fur the chance to puff up
apin. AccoldiDg to sct·poiAt theory, there is no sin&k area in the brain that
keeps tr2Ck of wci&ht. Ratbcr, an intcGic:tion of meubolism, fat cdls, and
hol'DlOftCS keeps people at the weight their ~are designed to be. When a
heavy person diets, the body slows down to conserve energy (and its f2t
reserves). When a thin person overeats, the body speeds up to bum energy.
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S. The passage would most likely be found in a textbook on which of the
following subjects?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Psychology
Social studies
Chemistry
Biology

6. What is most likely the topic of the paragraph following this one?

co
m

(A) A ditrttcnt theory on body weight
(B) The importance of a proper diet
(C) The relation between activity and weight
(D) How to keep fat celJs from enlarging

7. It can be concluded from the passacc that

ba

n.

(A) a genetically thin person can easily gain weight
(8) it is impossible for genetically predisposed overweight people to
lose weight
(C) people don't have as much control over their body weight as they
might think
(D) hwnans arc genetically designed to be overweight

8. The author's attitude toward the subject of weight could best be
described as

Za

emotional

disbelieving
depressing
scientific

Fa
st

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

9. The writer's purpose in writing this passage is to
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

inform
illustnte
criticize
compare

QUUnoNS IG-14
Traditionally, mental tests have been divided into two types. Achievement
tests arc cksigned to measure acquired skills and knowledge, particularly those
that have been explicitly taught. The proficic:ncy exams required by some states
for high school graduation are achievement tests. Aptitude tests arc designed to
JDCli8Uf'C a person's ability to acquire new skills or , knowledge. For example,
Vocational aptitude tests can help you decide whether you would do better as a
mechanic or musician. However, all mental teas are in some sense achievement
tests because they assume some sort of past 1C2ming or experience with certain
objects, words, or situations. The differcnce between achievement and aptitude
tests is one of degree and intended usc.
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10. The:
{A)
{B)
(C)
(D)

author's main purpose: in this passage: is to
show the: importance: of testing
relate: a story about aptitude: and achic:vc:~c:nt tests
compare and contrast achic:vc:mc:nt and aptiu.idc: tests
criticize: the: usc: of testing to measure: a person's abili':y

(A)
(B)
{C)
(D)

an art journal
a novel
a psychology book
a medical journal

co
m

11. This passage: would most likely appear in

n.

12. Which of the: following conclusions can be: drawn from this passage:?
(A) Aptitude: and achievement tests arc: intc:rchangc:ablc:.
(B) An aptitude: test might be: helpful to a person contemplating a
carc:c:r move:.
(C) All high school students should take: proficiency exams.
(D) Tests arc: a means of acquiring skills and knowlc:dgc:.

author's attitude toward the: subject of testing is
indifferent
critical
objective
emotional

Fa
st

14. The:
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Za

ba

13. The: paragraph preceding this one: most likely dc:als with
(A) other types of psychological testing
(B) the: relation between education and achievement
(C) carc:c:r choices
(D) the: requirements for high school graduation

QUESnONS 1 5-19

In 1983 a new type: of phonograph disc reached the: marketplace:, which
showed promise: of eventually taking over the: recording industry. It was called
the compact disc and made usc: of two technical systems: digital recording and
laser bc:ams. All recording until the: advent of the compact disc was analog
recording, which recorded the: vibrations of sound waves on a track. With
analog recording, there: was always a bit of slippage:, which added distortion.
Digital recording is a completely different process, one in which the: distortion
is so ~aU that it can be: sa.id to be: c:ffectivc:Iy eliminated. Thus the: fidelity of the
compact disc is c:xtrc:mc:Iy high.
Because: the indentations on the compact disc pass under a laser bc:am, no
solid device: is in contact with the: disc, and therefore: there: is no friction, and
wear is eliminated. With a minimum of care:, the: compact disc should last
indefmitc:Iy. This is in contrast to the: rc:lativc:ly short life: of an analog recording.
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Another advantage of the compact disc is the system of identifying numbers that
allows for random access to any song on the reco.rding with the push of a
button.
Because of the improved qualities and adwntages of the compact disc,
production has increased significantly since its introduction. Although analog
recording continues, it is expected to be relegated to a nostalgic past as the CD
becomes the recording format of the future.

IS. Why did the author write this passage?
(A) To present the aavantages of the compact disc

m

(B) To compare recent improvements in recording
(C) To criticize analog recording

co

(D) To support the idea of change in the music industry

n.

16. The tone of the passage could best be described as
(A) positive
(B) negative
(C) humorous
(D) . argumentative

st
Za

ba

17. The paragraph that precedes this passage most likely deals with
(A) the other uses of laser beams
(B) nostalgia in the 1990s
(C) major stars in the recording industry
(D) recording methods before 1983

Fa

18. This passage would probably be part of assigned reading in which of the
following courses?
(A) Architectural design
(B) Electrical engineering
(C) Music history
(D) Marketing and management
19. According to the passage, it can be concluded that
(A) people will eventually stop buying compact discs because they last
indefinitely
(B) people didn't enjoy good music until the advent of the compact
disc
(C) analog records will eventually be difficult to obtain
(D) compact discs require a lot of special care
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QUEStiONS .20-24

ba

n.

co
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John Muir was born in Dunbar, Scotland, in : 1838, but grew up in
Wisconsin. He Wlllked from the Ohio River a thousaJld miks to the Gulf of
Mexico, where he planned to continue south td" explore the junaJes of the
Amazon. However a bout of malarla turned his sights west to California, where
he arrived in 1868, ~ f2llinl in love with the land.
Over the next decade Muir beCllmC weU known as a Sierra Nevada
mountainttr, explorer, and naturalist. Later Muir built another more ~t
career upon his fll'St. He became lbe nadon's foremost COOSC1Vationist.
Yosemite National Parle was established in 1890 essentially because of Muir's
recommendations.
Two years later he helped foWld the Sierra Club, which oJiCinally limited
its conservation activities to "preserving the forests and other natural features of
the Sierra Nevada Mountains" before it branched out in recent years to tackle
global issues.
In 1903 Muir lured 'Theodore Roosevelt away from his presidential
entourage to spend three nights in Yosemite. Later the President retn2rlc-ed to
his party that the time he spent talking conservation with Muir was "the lf'Clllest
day of my life!" His administration was to make the most sweeping conservation
effort in the nation's history.
20. In this passage the author's purpose is to

Za

(A) defend John Muir's conservation efforts
(B) describe how the Sierra Club was formed and then expanded
(C) distinguish between John Muir and Theodore Roosevelt
(D) relate biographical information about Johh Muir

Fa
st

21. In what type of textbook would this passage probably appear?

(A) Botany
(B) American history
(C) Anthropology
(D) Economics

22. Which of the following best describes the orpnization of the passage?
(A) The author compares Muir's views on conservation widl1beodore

Roosevelt's.
(B) The author defmes the concept of conservation and gives ex·
am pies.
(C) The author describes the life and times of John Muir.

(D) The author defends the efforts of John Muir:
23. The author's opinion of John Muir could best be described as
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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24. Which of the following could be concluded from the passage?
(A) John Muir influenced conservation legislapon in the Roosevelt
administration.
(B) Foundifl3 the Sierra Oub was John Muir's chief objective in life.
(C) John Muir probably would have made a good president.
(D) Roosevelt preferred the dty to the country.

QUEmONS 25-30

Fa
st

Za

ba

n.

co
m

During the 1920s, African·AmeriC2Jl culture as embodied in music, art, and
literature flourished as never before. In their works, poets, dramatists, and
novelists .sought to defme their culture and engender pride in racial heritage.
The outpouring of African-AmeriC2Jl literature during the 1920s almost came to
a standstill during the· Great Depression of the 1930s but reemerged with
explosive force in the 1940s with Richard Wright's Native Son, Chester Himes's
Lovely Crusade, and Ann Petry's Tbe Street, among other novels, as well as the
plays and poetry of Langston Hughes. In the 1950s important developments in
drama took place with a generation of black playwrights, including Alice
Childress, Ted Shine, William Branch, and Lorraine Hansberry, who wrote the
prizewinning drama A Raisin in tbe Sun.
The 1960s gave rise to the Black Arts movement. Drama and fiction
flourished, often written in the rhythm and language of black working classes.
The 1970s and 1980s continued that tradition but also saw the works of black
women poets, essayists, dramatists, and fiction writers take the spotlight,
making a significant contribution to literature by exploring the themes of black
women's .experiences. Fiction writers Toni Morrison and Alice Walker, both
Pulitzer Prize winners, are two of the fmest American writers of this century.
Other notable black women writers of other genres, impressive in talent and
number, have come into their own, making their voices heard within a literary
tradition from which they were excluded for many generations and making
African-American literature richer than ever before.

25. The author of this passage would most likely be
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

a politician
a member of the clergy
an educator
a scientist

26. The author's attitude toward African-American women wtiters is
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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27. The author's main purpose in writing this passage is to
(A) present a history of African-American literature:
(B) argue the importance of the Black Arts. ~nt
(C) emphasize the achievements of African-American artists
(D) explain the difference between male and female African.Amcrican
authors

co
m

28. The paragraph preceding this passage would most likely be about
(A) early Mrican-American culture
(B) life during the Great Depression
(C) the Black Arts movement of the 1960s
(D) the future of African-American literature

n.

29. Which oi the following conclusions could be drawn from this passaae?
(A) There were no black playwrights before the 1950s.
(B) The Great Depression was a period that fostered creativity.
(C) The sixties were not good years for African-American writers.
(D) Women have added a new dimension to Mrican-Amcrk:an literature.

Fa
st

Za

ba

30. Which of the following statements best describes the
organization of the first paragraph?
(A) Various types of Mrican-American culture arc compared and
contrasted.
(B) Historical facts about African-American culture ;,~re presented.
(C) Persuasive opinions on African-American literature arc given.
(D) A story about African Americans is narrated.

QUESTIONS 31-35

One step beyond automated machines is the industrial robot, the heart and
brain of which is the microcomputer. Unlike most automated machines,
industrial robots can be programmed to do a variety of tasks that arc usually
accomplished by human factory workers. like their human counterparts,
industrial robots can be switched from one job to another and can be
programmed to handle new tasks. Thus far, robots have found thcir greatest usc
in assembling mechanical components. However, they arc swiftly branching
from basic assembly operations to construction and mining, and their most
glamorous use of all, the exploration of oceans and outer space.

31. pte author's main purpose in writing this passage Is to
(A) describe the industrial robot and its uses
(B) narrate a story about the industrial robot
(C) compare the Industrial robot to human f:lctorv workers
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32. The author's reaction to an innovative fonn of transportation, such as
the electric car, would most likely be
(A) positive

(B) negative
(C) confusion
(D) surprise

n.

(A) an ent~nt magazine
(B) a medical journal
(C) a book of short stories
(D) a popular science journal

co

;». lbis passage would most likely be found in

m

lbc paragraph following this passage would most likely be about
(A) typeS and uses of automated machines
(B) how industrial robots are used in explontion
(q the U.scs of the microcomputer
(D) how robots assemble mechanical components

ba

35. It can be concluded from this passage that

(A) robots will never replace human factory workers

st
Za

(B) industrial robots are not as versatile as automated machines
(C) the microcomputer will soon be used in automated machines
(D) additional uses will be found for the industrial robot

QUimONI 36-40

Fa

Probably the most important factor governing the severity of forest fires is
weather. Hot, dry weather lowers the moisture content of fuels. Once a fire has
started, wind is extremely critical because it influences the oxygen supply and
the nte of spread. Forest type and forest conditions are also important factors.
For example, fire is more likely to occur in conifers than in hardwoods;
slash<overed or brushy areas are especially hazardous because the nte at which
combustion consumes fuel is proportional to fuel volume and surface area.
Some fires are caused by lightning; others are caused by people. Those
caused by people may be accidental or intentional (incendiary). The causes of
fire in the United States show large regional differences. In the Rocky Mountains
more than 70 percent of the fires are caused by lightning, whereas incendiary
fires amount to only about 1 percent. In contrast, more than 40 percent of the
fires in the South are incendiary, whereas lightning causes only I percent.

36. In this passage the author's main purpose is to
(A) argue

(B) inform
(C) persuade
(D) entertain
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37. Which of the following best desaibcs the Ol"fPU'liZation of the passage?
(A) A comparison and contrast of the factors gl>veming forest fires Is
followed by a list of causes.
(B) A description of the conditions affeCting forest fires is followed by
a description of the causes.
(C) An analysis of factors related to forest fires is followed by an
argument against the causes of fires.
(D) Several generalizations about forest ftteS are followed by a series of
conclusions.

{A)
{B)
(C)
(D)

co
m

38. It can be concluded from this passage that

there are not many people living in the Rocky Mountain area
there are more fires in hardwood forests than in pine forests
winter is the worst season for fitts
fire prevention techniques vary from region to region

ba

author of this passage would most likely be
a forest ranger
a meteorologist
a historian
a business person

Fa
st

40. The
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

the causes of hot, dry weather
the various uses of hardwoods
methods of controlling fires
the geographical differences between the Rocky Mountain area and
the Southern states

Za

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

n.

39. The paragraph following this passage would most likely be about

.......ONI41-44

Scientists disagree about the place of instinct in human behavior.
Sociobiologists argue that even complicated fonns of human behavior can have
an instinctiVe basis. They believe we have an inborn urge to propagate our own
genes and those of our biological relatives. Soci21 customs that enhance the odds
of such transmission survive in the form of kinship bonds, courtship rituals,
altruism, taboos against female adultery, and many aspects of social life. Other
soci21 scientists have argued that human behavior can be explained solely by
leatning. Psychologists today generally take a middle path. They acknowledge
that human behavior is influenced by our biological ~tage, but most doubt
that either imprinting or true instincts occur in human beings.
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41. The author's attitude toward the subject of human behavior is
(A) condescending
(B) humorous
(C) negative
(D) neutral

42. It can be concluded from the passage that

m

(A) social scientists agree: on a single theory of human behavior
(B) today's psychologists are not Interested in exploring human
behavior
(C) human beh:lvior is influenced by a variety of factors
(D) the desire to procreate is learned behavior
pas8IIKe would most likely be required reading in which of the
following courses?

Biology
Geography
Psychology
Philosophy

n.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

co

43. This

imprinting
courtship rituals
taboos
Instincts

st
Za

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

ba

44. The paragraph preceding this passage is most likely about

QUimONs 4s-so

In 1912 Frederick G. Hopkins and Casimir Funk suggested that specific
h~ diseases, such as beriberi, rickets, and scurvy, were caused by the

Fa

absence of certain nutritional substances in the diet. These were termed
vitamines ('"vital amincs"), because the first such substance isolated, thiamin
(vitamin Bl), WllS an amine (a compound containing an amino group). When
other such essential substances were isolated and analyzed, they proved not to
be amines, but the term '¥kamin was retained to refer to any essential growth
f.tctor required in very 'email -amounts. Many vitamins have been discovered
since that time. Although the-functions of some vitamins are unknown, many
have been shoWn to he CGOJZymcs.
Letters of the alphabet were first used to describe the mysterious
nutritional factors. These letters (A, B, C, D, E, K, and others) have persisted. It
was found, however, that some factors actually consiSted- of more than one
substance. The original B fllctor has been shown to ~onsist of m~re than a dozen
entities. These factors are now designated as specific substances, for example,
thiamin (Bl), riboflavin (82), pantothenic acid (83), and three related
substances, and niacin. Because these commonly occur together, they are
referred to as the B<omplex vitamins.
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45. The information in this passage would most likely be of interest to a
student of
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

engineering
nutrition
psychology
farming

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Argumentative
Negative
Curious
Neutral

co
m

46. Which of the following best describes the author's tone?

Plants and Their Benefits
The Transfer of Energy
Food and Human Needs
Human Diseases

ba

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

n.

47. This passage would most likely appear in which chapter of a science
book?

48. The author's main purpose in this passage is to
compare and contrast nutritional substances
defme vitamins and relate their history
identify the vitaritins humans need
argue in favor of taking vitamins

Za

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Fa
st

49. It can be concluded from this passage that
(A) vitamins cannot be used to treat disease
(B) vitamins work separately in the body
(C) most vitamins are not essential to good health
(D) scientists still don't know everything about vitamins
50. Which of the following statements best describes the organization of the
passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

زﺑﺎن ﮐﻨﮑﻮرى ﻣﻘﺎﻃﻊ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ

A general concept is defined, and examples are given.
Persuasive language is used to argue against a popular idea.
Suggestions for the use of vitamins are given.
Several generalizations are made from which several conclusions
are drawn.
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c

In this section you will read several passages. Each passage is followed by
several questions. for each question choose the one best answer from (A),
(8), (C), and (D). Then on your answer sheet ~II in the space that · ·
corresponds to the letter you hove chosen. Your answers should be based
on what is stated or implied in the po$soge.

poa~ap.

Za
ba

Read the following

Fa

st

Some researchers distinguish primary emotions, which are
thought to be universal, from secondary emotions, which include
variations and blends that arc s~cific to cultures. The primary
emotions are usually identified with fear, anger, sadness, joy,
surprise, and disgust. Other psychologists doubt that surprise
and disgust are true emotions; they also think that this list
omits universal emotions, such as love, hope, empathy, and pride,
that are difficult to measure physiologically.

••••PI• I

1. What is the main idea of the passage?
(A) Some emotions are difficult to measure.
(B) All emotions are universal.
(C) A distinction is made between primary and secondary emotions.
(D) All emotions arc primary.

The main idea of the passage is that some researchers make a
distinction between primary and secondary emotions. Therefore,
you should choose answer (C).

86
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111.-ple II
1. According to the passage, other psychologistS think that the
emotions of surprise and disgust are
(A)
(8)
(C)
(D)

true emotions
difficult to measure
not true emotions
secondary emotions

co
m

The passage states that "other psychologists doubt that surprise and
disgust are true emotions." Therefore, you should choose answer (C).

QUimONS 1·11

Fa
st

Za

ba

n.

Line Supernovas are the most powerful and spectacular outbursts known in
nature. What is called a Type 11 supernova is due to the collapse of a
massive star, at least eight times as massive as the sun, that has used up its
main nuclear fuel and produced a nickel-iron core. When this core can no
longer support the pressure of the star's outer layers, it collapses to form
5
a neutron star of immense density. Over 2,500 million tons of neutron star
material could be packed into a matchbox. Its temperature is around
100,000 million degrees centigrade. Multitudes of neutrons are produced
in the collapsed star, which pass directly through the star into space, and
10 this release of neutrons causes the core to respond with a shock wave that
moves outward. When it meets the material that is falling inward, the
result is a catastrophic explosion. Sometimes most of the star's material is
blown away, leaving only a small, incredibly dense remnant that may be a
neutron star or, in extreme cases, a black hole.
A supernova is often more than 500 million times as luminous as the
15
sun. A supernova remnant (SNR) may be detectable as a pulsar, an
example of which is the Crab Nebula, known to be a remnant of the
supernova observed in the year 1054. The 1987 supernova in the Large
aoud of Magellan had a low peak luminosity by supernova standards, only
20 about 250 million times that of the sun. At its brightest the supernova
shone as a star between magnitudes 2 and 3, even though it was 170,000
light-years away.

1. What is the main topic of the passage?
(A) The heat of supernovas
(B) The formation and power of a supernova
(C) The role of shock waves in a supernova
(D) The density of a neutron star
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2. The word "it" in line 11 refers to the
(A) shock wave
(B) neutron star
(C) core of the collapsed star
(D) catastrophic explosion

3. According to the passage, which of the following is NOT true about the:

1987 supernova?
It
It
·It
It

was located in the Large Ooud of Magellan.
was 170,000 light-years away.
shone as a star between magnitudes 3 and 4.
had a low peak luminosity.

om

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

4. In line 16 the word "detectable" is closest in meaning to
(A) assumed

Which of the following words can best be substituted for "remnant" in
line 17?

Za
ba

s.

n.
c

(B) known
(C) perceptible
(D) audible

(A) Characteristic
(B) Relic

(C) Specter
(D) Remainder

6. The author of this passage is most likely

st

(A) a botanist

Fa

(B) an economist
(C) a mathematician
(D) an astronomer

7. The word "Multitudes" in line 8 is closest in meaning to
(A) magnitudes

(B) groups
(C) many
(D) temperatures

8. The word "catastrophic" in line 12 is closest in meaning to
(A) violent
(B) colorful
(c) scientific
(D) luminous
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9. What can be inferred from the passage about supernovas?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

They only happen to pulsars.
The sun is a remnant of a supernova.
They occur when two stars collide.
They sometimes result in a black hole.

.c
om

10. According to the passage, what marks the beginning of a supemoVll?
(A) A star has grown too big.
(B) A star is born:
(C) The neutrons of a star become very dense.
(D) A massive star uses up its main nuclear fuel.
11. Where in the passage does the author state what is left of a star after a
supernova occurs?

Line
line
Line
line

5
8
12
20

QUISIIONS 12-23

an

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Fa
s

tZ

ab

Line Horace Pippin, as an African-American soldier during World War I, was
wounded in his right arm. He discovered, however, that by keeping his
right wrist steady with his left hand, he could paint and draw. Pippin was
not trained, but his artistic sensitivity and intuitive fed for twoS
dimensional design and the arrangement of color and patterns made him
one of the finest primitive artists America has produced.
Pippin did a series of paintings on the abolitionist John Brown and
one of his war experiences, but he shied away from social issues for the
most part and achieved his greatest success with scenes of the people and
10 places of his hometown of West Chester, Pennsylvania. His Domino
Players, featuring four women gathered around a wooden table in a simple
kitchen setting, is an excellent example of his rural domestic scenes.
12. According to the passage, which of the following is NOT true
about primitive art?

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

It is two-dimensional.
Colors and patterns are important.
Artists do not have to be trained for it.
It is used primarily for painting portraits.

13. Horace Pippin discovered he could paint and draw
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

زﺑﺎن ﮐﻨﮑﻮرى ﻣﻘﺎﻃﻊ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ
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14. Where in the
mentioned?

pas6a8IC is

the name of Pippin's hometown

(A) Line 6
(B) Unc 10
(C) Ilne 4

(D) Ilne 9

15. It may be inferred from the passage that Pippin
had a simple upbringing
wa5 obsessed with the subject of abolition
was devastated hy his war apcrlences
wanted nothing to do .with his past

.c
om

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

16. The word "amangcment" in line 5 could best be replaced by whk:h of
the following?
Purpose
Fixture

Composition
Blend

an

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

17. With which of the following statements would the author ~ly

Za
b

agrtt?
(A) Horace Pippin was a poorly trained, ~ artist.
for lack of training and talent.
(B) Primitive art is an
(C) Horace Pippin made a significant contribution to American art.
(D) Horace Pippin placed too much emphasis on social issues in his
work.

st

excuse

18. This passage would most likely be required rc:a.din&·in which course?
Anthropology
Drama
Sociology
Art history

Fa

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

19. The word "intuitive" in line 4 is closest in
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

20. The
to
(A)
(B)
(C)

meani(1g to

educated
artistic

intense
instinctive
phrase "shied away from" in line 8 is closest In meaning

postponed
avoided
paJnted
(D) feared
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21. The word "gathered" in line U can. best be. replaced by
(A) sated
(B) sattcred
(C) collected
(D) domcstic2tcd

co
m

22. The word "rural" in line 12 is closest in meaning to
(A) primitive
(B) urban
(C) country
(D) beautiful

23. The author·includcs the fact that Pippin was wounded
(A) because viOlence was a major theme in his paintings

QUimONS 24-33

n.

(B) as an example of a rural domestic scene
(C) to show that he succccdcd in spite of a handicap
(D) in order to classify him as a primitive artist

Fa
st

Za

ba

line In the folldorc of the Navajo people, it was said that frogs and toads feU
from the sky when it rained. The phenomenon that gave rise to this bclid
involved the spaddoot toad, which remains dormant beneath the Sonoran
Desert of Arizona. avoiding the heat and drought for as long as eight or
5
nine months. With the onset of summer thunderstorms, however, the
toads respond to the vibrations of drumming raindrops and cmcrgc, as if
fallcn from the sky with the rain, to begin their brief and frantic: mating
season.
The male spadcfoot sits in a muddy pool and fiJis the night with his
10 caDs, attempting to attract a female of the same species. Once a female
joins him, she may lay as many as 1,000 eggs in the small pool of
life-sustaining rainwater. From that point It's a race against the elcmcnts
for the young, who must hatch and mature with remarkable speed before
the pool evaporates bcnc;ath the scaring desert sun. A5 the pool grows
15 smaller and smaller, it becomes thick with tadpoles fighting for survival in
the mud, threatened not only by the loss of their watery nest but also by
devouring insects and animals. In as few as nine days after fertilization of
the eggs, those lucky enough to survive develop through each tadpole
stage and finally emerge as fully formed toads. After gorging themselves on
20 insects, the young toads, like their parents, burrow underground, where
they will Ue dormant awaiting the next summer's storms.
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24. What does the passage mainly discuss?
(A) Navajo folklore
(B) Weather in the Sonoran Desert of Arizona
(C) The habits of the spadefoot toad
(D) The mating rituals of the male spadcfoot

(B) reproduces during winter rains
(C) eats leaves and grasses
(D) develops very slowly

.c
om

25. According to the passage, the spadefoot toad
(A) is dormant for as long as nine months

26. Which of the following is NOT true of the spadefoot?
(A) They are active only three to four months a year.
(B) The female lays her eggs in pools of water.
(C) The searing desert sun is their only enemy.
(D) Many tadpoles die before they reach maturity.

ab

an

27. It can be concluded from the passage that
(A) spadefoot toads could exist for years without rain
(B) the Navajo legends are based on acute observations
(C) spadefoot toads are well adapted to their environment
(D) the chances of a tadpole's becoming an adult are very great
28. The author is most likely a

tZ

botanist
biologist
chemist
geographer

Fa
s

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

29. This passage is most likely followed by a passage on
(A) weather patterns in the Sonoran Desert
(B) methods of reproduction among insects
(C) dwellings of the Navajo people
(D) other desert animals
3(). The word "frantic" in line 7 is closest in meaning to

(A) lengthy
(B) exdted
(C) froglike
(D) dangerous
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31. The word "elements" in line 12 could best be replaced by
(A) weather
(B) time
(C) environment
(D) thunderstonns

.c
om

32. The word "gorging" in line 19 is closest in meaning to
{A) mating
(B) digging .
(C) enjoying
{D) devouring

QUISnONS 34-41

an

33. Where In the passage is the geographic location that the spadefoot toads
inhabit mentioned?
(A) Une 1
(B) Une 9
(C) Une 3-4
(D) Une 16-17

Fa
s

tZ

ab

Line Contrary to the frantic pace of today's economic environment, the origin
of banldng and capital markets in the United States was not an overnight
phenomenon. The fonn of organization called a corporation developed
very slowly in the states. Early joint-stock companies, in which each
5
member was responsible for the obligations of the mutual enterprise, were
principally nonprofit corporations for religioUs worship, philanthropy,
education, or land companies. Commercial corporations dido 't make their
appearance until the early to mid-1700s, with a Connecticut tradints
corporation, a Massachusetts wharf company, a number of fare insurance
10 and water supply companies, and the United Company of Philadelptua.
which was organized to promote industry. By the late 1700s, particularly
the period from 1783 to 1789, the corporate structure expanded when
numerous corporations were organized for building roads, canals, and
bridges and for banking.
15
America's first private commercial bank, the Bank of North America.
was chartered by Congress on December 31, 1781 . The Bank of New York
and the Bank of Massachusetts followed in 1784, but all these banks were
local and limited. In December 1791, national banking originated with the
first national bank, which opened its main office in Philadelphia. 1n 1816,
20 the second national bank was chartered for twenty years. Meanwhile state
banks began to proliferate throughout the country.
The late 1800s saw an emergence of investment banking houses that
promoted mergers in railroads, utilities, and factories and provided the
capital for expansion. Commercial banking also flourished, but after a high
25 rate of bank failures, the Federal Reserve System was .established in 1913
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to correct deficiencies in ·~ boldng Jegislation on the national and
state levels. The Federal Reserve Act set the foundation for modem
banking.

34.

Where in the passage docs the author define joint-stock

companies?
(A) Unes 4-7
(B) Unes 10-12

(C) Unes 13-16
(D) Unes 20-24

According to the passage, when did commercial corporations appear in
the United States?
After 1800

Before the 1600s
Around 1750
In 1791

tZ

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

ab

36.

an

.c
om

3S. 'Which of the following is NOT true about the origin of banking in the
United States?
(A) The first private commercial bank was chartered by Congress in
1781.
(B) The early banks were limited in scope.
(C) Banking developed rapidly in the United States.
(D) The first national bank was located in Philadelphia.

Fa
s

37. What docs the passage mainly discuss?
(A) How mergers provided the capital for apansion of railroads,
utilities, and factories
(B) The establishment of the Federal Reserve System
(C) How commercial corporations developed from nonprofit companies
(D) the origin and development of banks and corpor:ttions

38. The words "aU these banks" in line 17 refer to
(A) private commercial banks
(B) national banks
(C) investment banking houses
(D) nonprofit corporations

39. Where in the passage docs the author's focus move from corporations to
banks?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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40. Which of the following could be used to replace the word "phenomenon" In line 3?
(A) Factor
(B) Occurrence
(C) Dcvdopmcnt
(D) Examination

QUimONs 42-SO

co
m

41. In line 24, the word "capital" is closest in meaning to
(A) building materials
(B) large city
(C) financial resources
(D) corporate structure

Fa
st

Za

ba

n.

Line The Invention of the electric telegraph gave birth to the communications
industry. Although Samuel B. Morse succeeded In making the invention
useful in 1837, it was not until 1843 that the flfSt telegraph line of
conscqucnce was constructed. By 1860 more than 50,000 miles of lines
5
connected people cast of the Rockies. The following ye2f, San Francisco
was added to the network.
The national telegraph network fortified the tics between East ;md
West and contributed to the rapid expansion of the railroads by providing
an efficient means to monitor schedules and routes. Furthermore, the
10 extension of the telegraph, combined with the invention of the
stcanHJriven rotary printing press by Richard M. Hoc in 1846,
revolutionized the world of journalism. Where the business of news
gathering had been dependent upon the mail and on hand-operated
pttSSCS, the telegraph expanded the amount of information a newspaper
15 could supply and allowed for more timely reporting. The establishment of
the Associated Press as a central wire service m1846 marked the advent of
a new era in joumalism.

42. The main topic of the passage is
(A) the history of joumalism
(B) the origin of the national telegraph
(C) how the telegraph network contributed to the expansion of
railroads
(D) the contributionS and development of the telegraph network

43. Accordirlg to the passage, how did the telegraph enhance the business
of news gathering?
(A) By adding San Francisco to the network
(B) By allowing for: more timely reporting
(C) By expanding the railroads
(D) By monitoring schedules and routes for the railroads
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44. The author's main purpose in this passage is to
(A) compare the Invention of the telegraph with the invention of Ulc.steamdriven rotary press
(B) propose new ways to develop the communications industry
(C) show how the electric telegraph affected the communications mull:-ny
(D) criticize Samuel B. ,Morse

4S. The word "Rockies" In line 5 refers to
a telegraph company
the West Coast
a mountain range
a railroad company

.c
om

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

46. It can be inferred from the passage that

word "revolutionized" in line 12 is closest In meaning to
destroyed
revolved
gathered
transformed

tZ

47. The
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

ab

an

(A) Samuel Morse did not make a siglUti.cant contribution to the
communications industry
(B) Morse's invention did not immediately achieve its full potential
(C) The extension of the telegraph was more important than its
Invention
(D) Journalists have the Associated Press to thank for the birth of the
communications industry

Fa
s

48. According to .t he passage, which of the following is NOT true about the
growth of the communications Industry?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Morse invented the telegraph In 1837.
People could use the telegraph In San Francisco in 1861.
The telegraph lead to the Invention of the rotary printing press.
The telegraph helped connect the entire nation.

49. The word "gathering" In line 13 refers to
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

people
information
objects
substances

50. This passage would most likely be found In a
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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Some researchers distinguish primary emmions, which are thou~ht to oc
universal, from secondary emotions, which include variations and blends that
1re specific to cultures. The primary emotions are usually identified with fc:ar.
anger, sadness, joy, surprise, and disgust. Other psychologists douht tha t
surprise and disgust are true emotions; they also think that this list omits
universal emotions. such as love. hope, empathy, and pride, that are difficull to
measure physiologically.

Ex••,. I

1. What is the main idea of the
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

passage~

Some emotions are difficult to measure.
All emotions are universal.
A distinction is made between primary and secondary emotions.
All emotions arc primary.

The main idea of the passage is that some researchers make a
distinction between primary and secondary emotions. Therefore.
you should choose answer (C).

97
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ba•ple II
1. According to the passage, other psychologists think that the emotions of
surprise and disgust are
(A) true emotions
(B) difficult to measure
(C) not true emotions
(D) secondary emotions

om

The passage states that "other psychologists doubt that surprise and
disgust are true emotions." Therefore, you should choose answer (C).

QUISnONS 1·11

Today's cars are smaller, safer, cleaner, and more economical than their
predecessors, but the car of the future will be far more pollution-free than
those on the road today. Several new types of automobile engines have
already been developed that run on alternative sources of power, such as
electricity,- compressed natural gas, methanol, steam, hydrogen, and
propane. Electricity, however, is the only zero-emission option presently
available.
Although electric vehicles will not be truly practical until a powerful,
cqmpact battery or other dependable source of current is available,
transportation experts foresee a new assortment of electric vehicles
entering everyday life: shorter-range conunuter electric cars, threewheeled neighborhood cars, electric delivery vans, bikes, and trolleys.
As automakers work to develop practical ~lectrical vehicles, urban
planners and utility engineers are focusing on infr:lstructure systems to
support and make the best use of the new cars, Public charging facilities
will need to be as conunon as today's gas stations. Public parking spots on
the street or in conunerciallots will need to be equipped with devices that
allow drivers to charge their batteries while they shop, dine, or attend a
concert. To encourage the use of electric vehicles, the most convenient
parking in transportation centers might be: reserved for electric cars.
Planners foresee electric shuttle buses, trains, buses, and neighborhood vehicles all meeting at transit· centers that W~?uld have facilities for
charging and renting. Conunuters will be: able to rent a variety of electric
cars to suit their needs: light trucks, one-person three-wheelers, sm:ill cars,
or electric/gasoline hybrid cars for longer trips, which will no doubt take
place on automated freeways capable of handling five times the number of
vehicles that can be: carried by a freeway today.

10

Fa

15

st

5

Za
ba

n.
c

Line

20

25

1. The following electrical vehicles are all mentioned in passage EXCEPT

(A) vans
(B) trains

(C) planes
(D) trolleys
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2. The author's purpose in the passage is to
(A) criticize conventional vehicles
(B) support the invention of electric cars
(C) narrate a story about alternative energy vehicles
(D) describe the possibilities for transportation in the future
passage would most likely be followed by details about
automated freeways
pollution restrictions in the future
the neighborhood of the future
(D) electric shuttle buses
word "compact" in line 9 is closest in meaning to
long-range
inexpensive
concentrated
square

an
.c

4. The
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

om

3. The
(A)
(B)
(C)

tZ

ab

S. In the second paragraph the author implies that
(A) a dependable source of electric energy will eventually be developed
(B) everyday life will stay much the same in the future
(C) a single electric vehicle will eventually replace several modes of
transportation
(D) electric vehicles are not practical for the future

Fa
s

6. According to the passage, public parking lots of the future will be
(A) more convenient than they are today
(B) equipped with charging devices
(C) much larger than they are today
(D) as common as today's gas stations
7. This passage would most likely be found in a
(A) medical journal
(B) history book
(C) popular psychology periodical
(D) textbook on urban planning
word "charging" in this passage refers to
electricity
credit cards
aggression
(D) lightening

8. The
(A)
(B)
(C)
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9. The word " foresee " in line 21 could best be replaced with
(A) count on
(B) invent
(C) imagine
(D) rely on
10. The word "Commuters" in line 23 refers to
daily travelers
visitors
cab drivers
shoppers

om

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

combination
hazardous
futuristic
automated

QUESTIONS 1 2-23

n.
c

11. The word "hybrid" in line 25 is closest in meaning to

Fa

st

Za
ba

line Red Rock Canyon, part of the Red Rock Recreation U1nds in Nevada, is an
escarpment of crimson Aztec sandstone cliffs and canyon walls that reveal
the geologic history of the area. Bands of sediment layers tell of a deep-sea
bed that 400 million years ago rose eastward to a shoreline in present-day
western Utah. As the ancient sea grew progressively more shallow, about
5
225 million years ago, marine limestone and shales were overlaid by
sediments washed in from emerging land areas. As the water in the
shallow inland seas evaporated, salts and minerals were deposited in thick
beds and fluctuating shorelines created intermixed beds of limestone,
10 shales, and minerals. Sediments from this period gave the canyon its name.
Their red color was created from the weathering of iron compounds
within. About 180 million years ago the area became arid and was covered
in sand dunes more than 2,000 feet deep, which became cemented into
the Aztec sandstone that is prominent in the canyon today. Its alternating
15 hues of red, yellow, and white are believed to have resulted from
groundwater percolating through the sand and leaching out the oxidized
iron.
The most significant geologic feature of the area is the Keystone
Thrust Fault, a fracture in the earth's crust. Sixty-five million years ago,
20 intense pressure thrust one rock plate over another. a phenomenon that
can clearly be seen in the contrasting bands of ~y limestone and red
sandstone, where the gray limestone cap iS actually older than the
sandstone beneath it. The Keystone is one of the most easily identifiable
thrust faults to be found anywhere.
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1 :Z. With what topic is the passage mainly concerned?
(A) The crntion of the Keystone lb.rust Fault
(B) How Red Rock Canyon acquired its name
(C) The formation of Aztec sandstone
(D) The geologic history of Red Rock Canyon

13. The author of this passage is most likely

(D) a public works engineer

om

(A) an animal rights activist
(B) a geologist
(C) a public relations writer

14. The word "progressively" in line 5 is closest in meaning to
suddenly
mysteriously
naturally
gradually

an
.c

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

ab

15. In line 19, the word "phenomenon" refers to
(A) contrasting bands of limestone and sandstone
(B) one rock plate thrust over another
(C) a fracture in the earth's crust
(D) a significant geoJogic~ feature

Fa
s

tZ

16. Which of the following can be concluded from this passage?
(A) Red Rock Canyon was crnted in a relatively short time span.
(B) The location of a rock layer is not always an indication of its age.
(C) The expansion of the sea bed played a significant role in the
crntion of Red Rock Canyon.
(D) Emerging land arns eventually caused the sea to evaporate.
17. In line 22, the word "identifiable" could best be replaced by which of
the following?
(A) Observable
(B) Significant
(C) Discovered
(D) Created
18. According to the passage, the red of the canyon walls is primarily a
result of
(A) groundwater percolating through the sand
(B) the weathering of iron compounds
(C) the evaporation of the inland sea
(D) intense pressure on rock plates
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19. The
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

word "fluctuating" in line 9 is closest in meaning to
intermixing
flooding
changing
withdrawing

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

dead
uninhabited
reddened
dry

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Aztec sandstone
Shorelines
Cement
Hues

n.
c

21. The word "its" in line 14 refers to

om

20. The word " arid" in line 12 is closest in meaning to

22. According to the passage, when did Red Rock Canyon become dry?
400 million years ago
225 million years ago
180 million years ago
65 million years ago

Za
ba

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

23. According to the passage, all of the following remained after the sea
evaporated EXCEPT
shale
sandstone
limestone
minerals

Fa

st

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

QUEmONS 24-33

line Sylvia Earle, a marine botanist and one of the foremost deep-sea explorers,
has spent over 6,000 hours, more than seven months, underwater. From
her earliest years, Earle had an a1fmity for marine life, and she took her first
plunge into the open sea as a teenager. In the years since then she has
5
taken part in a number of landmark underwater projects, from exploratory
expeditions around the world to her celebrated "Jim dive" in 1978, which
was the deepest solo dive ever made without cable connecting the diver
to a support vessel at the surface of the sea.
Clothed in a Jim suit, a futuristic suit of plastic and metal armor,
10 which was secured to a manned submarine, Sylvia Earle plunged vertically
into the Pacific Ocean, at times at the speed of 100 fee per minute. On
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reaching the ocean floor, she was rc:lc:asc:d from the submarine and from
that point her only connection to the sub was an 18-foot tether. For the
next 21-2 hours, Earle roamed the seabed taking notes, collecting
specimens, and planting a U.S. flag. Consumed by a desire to descend
deeper still, in 1981 ~he became involved in the design and manufacture of
deep-sea submersibles, one of which took her to a depth of 3,000 feet.
This did not end .Sytvia Earle's accomplishments.

co

(A) In childhood
(B) During her 6,000 hours underwater
(C) After she made her deepest solo dive
(D) Well into her adulthood

m

24. When did Sylvia Earle discover her love of the sea?

25. It can be inferred from the passage that Sylvia Earle

is not interested in the scientific aspects of marine rc:search
is uncomfortable in tight spaces
does not have technical expertise
has devoted her life to ocean exploration

n.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

st
Za

(A) critical
(B) supportive
(C) ambivalent
(D) disrespectful

ba

26. The author's opinion of Sylvia Earle is

Fa

27. According to the passage, the Jim suit was made of
(A) extra tough fabric
(B) rubber and plastic
(C) plastic and metal
(D) chain mail
28. The word "consumed" in line 15 means
(A) devoured
(B) defeated
(C) exhausted
(D) overwhelmed
29. What will the paragraph following this passage probably be about?
(A) Sylvia Earle's childhood
(B) More: information on the Jim suit
(C) Earle's achievements after 1981
(D) How deep-sea submersibles are manufactured
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30. The main purpose of this passage is
(A) to explore the botany of the ocean floor
(B) to present a short biography of Sylvia Earle
(C) to provide an introdu_ction to oceanography
(D) to show the historical importance of the Jim dive
31. Which of the following is NOT true about the Jim dive?
It took place in 1981
Sylvia Earle took notes while on the ocean floor
It was performed in the Pacific Ocean
The submarine that Sylvia Earle was connected to

nwmed

m

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

W2S

32. The word "affmity" in line 3 is closest in meaning to

co

fear
indifference
fondness
dislike

n.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Line 2
line 6
line 11
Line 14

st
Za

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

ba

33. Where in the passage does the author mention how long Sylvia Earle
spent on the ocean floor?

QUESnONS 34-41

Fa

line Most of the early houses built in America were suited to farm lite, as it was
not until cities became manufacturing centers that colonists could survive
without fanning as their major occupation. Among the earliest farmhouses
in America were those built in Plymouth Colony. Gener:illy they consisted
5
of one large rectangular room on the ground floor, called a hall or great
room and having a fireplace built into one of the walls, and a loft
overhead. Sometimes a lean·to was attached alongside the house to store
objects such as spirming wheels, firewood, barrels, and tubs. The
furnishings in the great room were sparse and crudely built. Tabletops and
10
chest boards were split or roughly sawed and often smoothed only on one
side. Benches took the place of chairs, and the table usually had a trestle
base so it could be dismantled when extra space was required. One or two
beds and a six-board chest were located in one comer of the room. The
frreplace was used for heat and light, and a bench often placed nearby for
15
children and elders, in the area called an inglenook.
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34. The

main idea of the passaac is

om

25

The original houses In Plymouth Colony were erected within a tall
fence for fortification. However, by 1630 Plymouth Colony had 250
inhabitants, most living outside the enclosure. By 1640 settlements had
been built some distanc.c. from the original site. Villages began to emerge
throughout Massachusetts and farmhouses were less crudely built.
Windows brought light into homes and the furnishings and decor were
more sophisticated.
As more diversified groups of immigrants settled the country, a
greater variety of farmhouses appeared, from Swedish log-style houses in
the Delaware Valley to saltbox houses in Connecticut, Dutch-Flemish
stone farmhouses in New York, and clapboard farmhouses in Pennsylvania. From Georgian characteristics to Greek revival clements, farmhouses
of varied architectural styles and building functions populated the
landscape of the new frontier.

n.
c

20
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Za
ba

(A) life In Plymouth Colony
(B) the history of the American farmhouse
(C) how to build an American farmhouse
(D) where immigrants settled in America

st

3S. Which of the following is NOT mentioned as part of the furnishings in a
farmhouse?
(A) Roddng chair
(B) Six-board chest
(C) Bench
(D) Tresdc-bascd table

36. According to the passage, the earliest farmhouses were built In

Fa

(A) DclaW2CC Valley
(B) Massachusetts
(C) Pennsylvania
(D) Connecticut

37. In line 12, the word "it" refers to a
(A) trestle base
(B) chest board
(C) space
(D) table

38. It can be inferred from the passage that
(A) sophisticated too~ were available to the early immigrants
(B) the major occupation in Plymouth Colony was carpentry
(C) the extended family lived together in the farmhouse
(D) cloth was imported from England
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(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

passage was most probably written by a specialist in American
urban planning
architecture
immigration
farming

om

40. The word "emerge" in line 19 could best be replaced with
(A) proceed
(B) come out
(C) settle
(D) appear

41. According to the passage, all of the following are true EXCEPT
Immigrants brought a greater variety to the design of houses.
The inglenook was a bench for children and elders.
Most early colonists were farmers.
Early farmhouses consisted of a large room and a loft.

QUESTIONS 42-50

n.
c

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Fa

st

Za
ba

line Four West Indian geckos, with human assistance, have recently entered
the United States. The yellow-headed gecko, the ashy gecko, the reef
gecko, and the ocellated gecko are presently inhabiting the tropical areas
of the Keys and the tip of southern Florida. The Mediterranean gecko also
an;ived along the Gulf coast some time ago, via the West Indies. The only
5
other geckos in the United States live in the Southwest. In extreme
southern Californla, the leaf-fingered gecko lives in dry, rocky country and
scampers over boulders at night, hiding by day in crevices. The banded
gecko inhabits the desert areas from southern California to southern
10 Texas. This three- to four-inch nocturnal gecko has a slender, tapered tail
and stalks insects by raising itself high on its legs, cocking its head, and
twitching its tail nervously before leaping on its prey. In courtship, the tail
is also waved by the male as he approaches the female.
Although most lizards are excellent climbers, the geckos are able to
15 walk on smooth surfaces with the help of unique clinging devices under
the toes. Also, the undersides of most geckos have pads of large scales,
each of which bear microscopic hairs with hundreds of branches having
minute, blunt ends that press against the surface that the gecko is on,
enabling the gecko to cling to almost any surface. Like other lizards,
20 geckos have the ability to shed their tails if attacked by an enemy. The
stump heals and a new tail is grown in approximately the same shape as
the original. Unlike most lizards, most geckos have no moveable eyelids.
The nocturnal geckos have vertical pupils, which contract in bright light.
All geckos, except several New Zealand species, lay eggs. The eggs have a
25 tough, white shell and are laid under stones, behind window shutters, or
under bark.
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42. The author's main purpose is to
(A) compare lizards and geckos
(B) describe the behavior and environment of geckos
(C) analyze the life of a gecko
(D) illustrate the habits of geckos
The habitat of the leaf-fmgered gecko is described in lines

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

1-4
6-8
8-10
16-18

44. It can be concluded from the passage that

om

43.

n.
c

(A) lizards are better climbers than geckos
(B) lizards and geckos have very little in common
(C) geckos are herbivores
(D) geckos can live in both humid and dry climates

45. In line 1, the author uses the words "human assistance" to mean
people brought West Indian geckos to these areas
West Indian geckos were raised by humans
humans saved West Indian geckos from extinction
West Indian geckos reached these places while escaping from
humans

Za
ba

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

46. What is the most likely subject of the paragraph following this passage?

st

The story of the journeys of West Indian geckos
Infonnation on how baby geckos hatch and develop
A description of geckos native to North America
A history of the southern California desert

Fa

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

47. According to the passage, the banded gecko .
(A) lives in dry, rocky country
(B) has a short, stout tail
(C) recently entered the United States
(D) is nocturnal

48. Which of the following is closest in meaning to the word "nocturnal" in
line 10?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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49. The word "minute" in line 18 Is closest in meaning to
(A) very quick
(B) very small
(C) extremely hard
(D) extremely fast
statisticians
history professors
biology students
social scientists

Fa

st

Za

ba

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

n.
co
m

SO. The passage would be of most interest to
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Some researchers distinguish primary emotions. which are thought to h~
universal, from secondary emotions, which include variations and blends that
~re specific to cultures. The primary emotions are usually identified with fear.
anger. sadness, joy, surprise, and disgust . Other psychologists doubt that
surprise and disgust are true emotions; they also think that this list omits
universal emotions. such as love. hope. empathy, and pride, that are difficult to
measure physiologically.

Fa

IJC••flle I

1. What is the main idea of the passage?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Some emotions are difficult to measure.
All emotions are universal.
A distinction is made between primary and secondary emotions.
All emotions are primary.

The main idea of the p;u;sage is that some researchers make a distinction
between primary and secondary emotions. Therefore, you should choosl'
answer (C).

109
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1. According to the passage, other psychologists think that the
emotions of surpruc and disgust arc
(A) true c:modons
(B) difficult to measure
(C) not uuc emotions
(D) secondary emotions

co
m

The passage states th2t "other psychologists doubt that surprise and
disgust are true emotions." Therefore, you should choose answer (C).

QUimONI 1-1 1

Fa
s

tZ

ab

an
.

line Research has indicated that dyslexia has biological origins, and most
lnvesfi8aton now suspect that dyslexic children read poorty as a result ol
a hlgbly spcdfic language problem, sometimes called "phoooloJic:al
~- '' Dyslexic cftildren cannot easily Jearn to read because they
have trouble associating printed letters with the sounds of speech. A
5
similar problem occurs In congenitally deaf people who have mastered the
linguistic complexities and subtJeties of sign language but have trouble
leam1ng to read.
Evtdcnce also exists suggesting that the root cause for much dyslexia
10 is a problem with processing very rapidly changing sensory stimuli. For
example, studies have shown that dyslaic children have trouble maJdns
accurate distinctions between similar auditory signals. They often cannot
hear the difference between speech sounds such as " pah," "dab," and
"bah." Recently, dUJerences bave been noted between the visual
15 pathways of dyslexics and those of nondyslaics that sugca a comparable
problem with f2st<hanging visual stimuli. Researchers have also found
several ocher neuroanatomical aboonnalides in the temporal lobe and In
other areas of the brain. All of these studies arc extremely valuable In
helping researchers understand the mechanisms underlying readln8
20 problems so that dyslexic children can be accurately identified and more
dliciently helped.

1. What is the main purpose of the passage?
(A) To change current ideas about dyslexia
(B) To explore the causes of dyslexia
(C) To distinguish between dyslexia and congenital deafness
(D) To dte examples of dyslexic beluvior
2. According to the passage, "phonological unawareness" means
(A) trouble with hearing and sensory stimuli
(B) inability to distinguish between auditory signals
(C) problems assodatlng printed letters and sounds
(D) abnormalities In the temporal lobe
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3. At what point in the passage does the author stllte where
neuroanatomical abnormalities are located?
(A) line 10
(B) line 12
(C) lines 17-18
(D) lines 20-21

4. The author compares the problems of dyslexic chi.ldren with
dyslexic adults
the subtleties of sign language
the visual pathways of other dyslexics
the problems of congenitally deaf people

S. This passage would be of most interest to
children
writers
educators
scientists

n.
c

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

om

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

are

Za
ba

6. The words "congenitally deaf' in line 6 refer to people who
(A) partially deaf
(B) capable of learning
(C) deaf and dyslexic
(D) deaf since birth

Fa

st

7. The word "stimuli" in line 10 Is dosest in meaning to
(A) input
(B) problems
(C) reseacch
(D) association

8. As used in line 12, the word "They" refers to
(A) reseacchers

(B) deaf people

(C) dyslexics
(D) nondyslexics

9. The words "temporal lobe" in line 17 refer to
(A) the ear lobe
(B) an area of reSC2l'Ch
(C) a part of the brain
(D) a kind of dyslexia
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10. Both dyslc:xic people and deaf people have a problem with
(A) hearing
(B) speaking
(C) reading
(D) writing
11. Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?

co

QUESTIONS 12-23

m

(A) "Pah" and ''dab" are easily distinguished by deaf children.
(B) Deaf people are more intelligent than dyslexics.
(C) Nondyslexics contribute nothing to dyslexia research.
(D) Research in the field of deafness may be helpful in the study of
dyslexia.

Fa

st

Za

ba

n.

Line Bam owls, of the family Tytonidae, are anatomically different enough from
other owls to merit their own family in the order Strigiformes. Instead of
the more or less rounded face of most owls, the bam owl has a
heart-shaped face and lades the usual tufted earlike feathers. 1be common
5
barn owl is from 12 to 18 inches long and has a white face, cinnamon buff
back, buff or white breast, and relatively small eyes. The legs arc: fairly
long, feathered to the toes, and, like those of all owls, very strong and
equipped with sharp, powerful, curved claws, the outer ones being
reversible, although they are usually directed backward.
10
Bam owls nest in hollow trees, caves, and buildings on every
continent except Antarctica and have adapted so well to living near
humans that in some areas they seem to have forsaken natural nesting
places in favor of man-made ones. They hunt in open spaces and have the
largest range of any nocturnal bird. They use their eyesight to locate prey,
15 but their hearing is so highly developed that they can hunt small mammals ·
in total darkness. Bam owls are economically v:lluable because of their
preference for small, crop-destroying mammals.
12. It can be inferred from the passage that owls hunt for food in
(A) forests
(B) swan1py areas
(C) fields
(D) caves

13. Accordintt to the passage, barn owls have a hilhlY developed sense of
(A) taste
(B) sight
(C) hearing

(D) touch
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14. AJI fill me fo8owin& are features of the bam owt EXCEPT
(A) ..Seyes
(a) CUI'WlCI dnn
(C) wbite fllcc
(D) black lxalt

16. This passate is mainly concerned with
(A) Economic benefits of the bam owl

co
m

1S. Wbich ol the following is NOT a customary nesting place for bam owls?
(A) Trees
(a) Fields
(C) Caves
(D) lklildings

(a) Where the bam owl got its name
(C) Physical description and behavior of bam owls
(D) Why there arc no bam owls in Antarctica

ab
an
.

word "merit" in line 2 could best be: replaced by
adapt to
grow into
be: different from
(D) be: entitled to

17. The
(A)
(B)
(C)

18. The word "those" in line 7 refers to

st
Z

(A) toes
(a) owls
(C) claws

(D) legs

19. The word "fairly" in line 6 is closest in meanins to
(A) barely

Fa

(B) somewhat
(C) extremely

(D) nicely

20. The
(A)
(8-)
(C)

word "they" in line 12 refers to
natural nesting places
bam owls
humans

(D) open spaces

21. In Unc: 12, the word "forsaken" could best be: replaced by
(A) abandoned
(a) substituted
(C) chosen

(D) preferred
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QUESTIONS 24-33

co

23. This passage would most likely be found in
(A) a book on agriculture
(B) a photographer's handbook
·(C} ·a United States atlas
(D) an encyclopedia of animal life

m

22. The words "economically valuable" as used in line 16 mean that the
bam owl
(A) is a national treasure
(B) is worth a lot of money
(C) prevents farmers from losin1 money on crop losses
(D) saves farmers money by eating bad crops

Fa

st

Za

ba

n.

Line Laser is an acronym for light amplifiCRtion by stimulated emission of
radiation. Stimulated emission is a variation of spontaneous emission, a
process that occurs in atoms when an electron in a ground, or unexcited
state, is knocked into a higher state when energy is applied to the system.
5
As the electron drops back into ground state, a photon, or particle of light,
is released. As de-excitation occurs in millions of atoms, photons are
released in a random fashion, and light is emitted in every direction.
Stimulated emission, however, causes an incrose in the number of
photons traveling in a particular direction. An optical cavity, the space
10 formed by two reflective surfaces facing each other, is used to control the
direction of the beam. There are solid-state, gas, and liquid lasers, and by
subjecting lasing materials to various types of · energy-electrical,
magnetic, or sonic-scientists have been able to control the laser output
to suit various functions and applications.
15
In industry, the laser has proven to be a very versatile tool,
particularly for cutting and welding. Lasers are now also used in
high-speed printing and in the creation of three-dimensional images, called
holograms. Laser tracking and ranging systems have been developed, using
light signals to measure distance rather than the radio signals of radar. The
20 use of the laser in biological and medical applications is also rapidly
expanding, and the laser is already being used with great success in·certain
surgical procedures. In the field of communications the laser, used in
conjunction with fiber-optic networks, is capable of carrying much more
information than conventional wires and is setting the stage for the
"electronic superhighway" of the near future .
24. Where in the passage does the author defme optical cavity?
(A) Lines 3-4
(B) lines 9-11
(C) lines 16-18
(D) Lines 22-23
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25. The main topic of the second paragraph is
(A) the applications of the laser
(B) fiber-optic networks
(C) measuring distances with lasers
(D) the uses of lasers in medicine

26. The author's main purpose in this passage is to
(A) persuade
(B) entertain

co
m

(C) illustrate
(D) infonn

n.

27. It can inferred from the passage that lasers are rapidly becoming
(A) obsolete in today's world
(B) more limited in scope
(C) . a vital part of modem society
(D) less flexible in their uses

ab
a

28. According to the passage, scientists have been able to control laser
output by
(A) controUing the direction of the beam
(B) subjecting lasing materials to various types of energy
(C) increasing the number of photons traveling in a particular direction
(D) using a variety of lasing materials

Fa
s

tZ

29. What happens when an electron drops back into ground state?
(A) A particle of light is released.
(B) Exdtation occurs.
(C) Energy is applied to the system.
(D) There is an increase in the number of photons traveling in one
direction.
30. In line 23, the words "in conjunction with" could best be replaced with
which of the following phrases?
(A) At a crossroads
(B) Aside from
(C) In combination with
(D) In addition to
31. The author mentions aU of the following types of lasers EXCEPT
(A) solid-state
(B) sonic
(C) gas
(D) liquid
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32. The
(A)
(B)
(C)

word "versatile" in line 15 is closest in meaning to
flexible
stimulating
energetic
(D) worthless

co

QUESTIONS 34-41

m

33. Accordinl to the passag~. the "dectronic superhighway"
(A) will replace the l:lser
(B) has nothing to do with lasers
(C) will utilize lasers
(D) will be in competition with lasers

Fa

st

Za

ba

n.

line A new class of 75-foot yachts has replaced the 12-meter racine vessels that
populated the America's Cup races since the late 1800s, but the
excitement and challenge of the race remain unabated. Only once in the
history of the America's Cup has the prize left the shores of the United
5
States. lbat coup W2S perpetrated by Australian businessman Alan Bond
and his yacht Australia II, skippered by John Bertrand in 1983.
Dating back to the middle of the nineteenth century, the America's
Cup is the oldest international sporting trophy of any kind. In 1851, at the
invitation of England's Earl of Wilton, Commodore of the Royal Yacht
10 Squadron, the New York Yacht Club sent the schooner America across the
Atlantic to race against the British. The sole American entry went against
seventeen of Britain's racing f2Chts and finished ahead of the Aurora by 18
minutes. The prize, an ornate silver urn, named "The Hundred Guinea
Cup" for its cost, was handed over to the winners and was known
15 therellfter as the "America's Cup."
Six years after the race, the Cup was given to the New York Yacht
Club with the understanding that any foreign yacht club could challenge
for it. Despite twenty-five chaUenges, the Cup remained in America's
hands until 1983. However, the only man to have lost the cup in 132 years,
20 Dennis Connor, was not one to accept defeat. During a grueling four and
a half months of elimination races in some of the most testing conditions
in which 12-meter boats had ever sailed, Dennis Connor won the right to
compete for the Cup. In September 1988 Connor's controversial 60-foot
catamaran, Stars and Stripes, sailed past Michael Fay's equally controversial
25 130-foot yacht, New Zealand, to win back the prize in a court<haUenged
victory. The final court dedsion kept the cup on American soil but led to
the demise of the complicated formula that dogged the 12-meter yachts for
so many years.
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34. With which of the following sutements would the author agree?
(A) The America's Cup races should be relegated to an event ot the
past.
(B) The British are responsible for America's winning streak.
(C) The America's Cup is an important and stimulating event.
(D) There should be a return to the old formula for America's Cui)
racing boats.
(A) other international yacht races
(8) . how to sail in foul weather
(C) boating terms
(D) the construction of sailing vessels

36. The main idea of this passage is

co
m

35. The passage preceding this one is most likely about

n.

(A) how to win the America's Cup
(B) why Australia won the America's Cup
(C) the role of the British in the America's Cup
(D) the history of the America's Cup

ab
a

37. Which of the following conclusions about the America's Cup is sup-

tZ

ported by the passage?
(A} The 'America's Cup race is losing its popularity.
(B) The Australians will not be contenders in the future.
(C) The America's Cup will never again leave the shores of the United
States.
(D) The next America's Cup race will not be as controversial as the last.

5 refer to

Fa
s

)a. 1be words "that coup" in line

(A) the Australian win
(8) Alan Bond

(C) the yacht Australia II
(D) the America's Cup race

39. According to the passage, how many times was the Cup challenged
before the Americans lost it?
(A)

18

<•>

25

(C) 60
(D) 132

40. 1be word "unabated" in line 3 means
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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••· The word "testing" in line 21 could best be replaced by
(A) frightening
(B) wondrous
(C) challenging
(D) analytical

QUEmONS 42-50

Fa

st

Za

ba

n.

co

m

Line ln January 1964, President Lyndon B. Johnson called for a war on poverty
in his State of the Union Address. Eight months later the Economic
Opportunity Act and other legislation were enacted. Almost 100 million
dollars was authorized for ten programs to be conducted by the Office of
5
Economic Opportunity, including Job Corps, Volunteers in Service to
America (VISTA), work training and work-study programs, and aids for
small businesses.
Not only was President Johnson dedicated to fighting poverty, but he
vowed to end racial discrimination as wen, bringing about the passage of
10 the Civil Rights Law of 1964. The Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1964
and the Wilderness Preservation Act were also passed that year.
With those achievements and a landslide victory in the 1964
presidential election to bolster his resolve, President Johnson in his 1965
State of the Union Address called for a vast program to.achievc the "Great
15 Society," including a massive program to end crippling diseases, a
doubling of the war on poverty, enforcement of the Civil Rights Law,
elimination of barriers to the right to vote, reform of immigration laws, an
education program of scholarships and loans, . and a massive effort to
establish more recreational and open space. .
20
At the president's urging, the first session of the 89th Congress
passed the most significant amount of legislation since the New Deal. The
new legislation included large-scale programs to aid schools, the
establishment of the Medicare program to proVide medical care for the
elderly, another voting rights act, .two housing acts to help low-income
25 families obtain housing, reform of immigration laws, and the establishment
of the National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities.
.t2. The
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

main topic of this passage is
President Johnson's State of the Union addresses
Lyndon Johnson's fight against poverty
The legislation enacted by the 89th Congress
The accomplishments of the Johnson administration

43. It can be inferred from .the passage that Lyndon Johnson was
(A) supported by ~thy industrialists
(B) not a conservationist
(C) dedicated to improving life through social programs
(D) a believer in less government spending and more business growth
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44. Which of the following is NOT mentioned as legislation passed during
the flrst session of the 89th Congress?

(A) Job Corps
(B) Medicare
(C) Housing acts
(D) School aid
45. What is the author's attitude toward Lyndon Johnson?
Disregard
Suspicion
Admiration

co
m

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Indifference

46. The word "bolster" in line 13 means to

ab
a

n.

(A) dissipate
(B) strengthen
(C) declare
(D) weaken

47. According to the passage, when was the Wilderness Preservation Act
passed?

tZ

(A) 1965
(B) During the 89th Congress
(C) During the New Deal
(D) 1964

Fa
s

48. Where in the passage does the author state how much money was
authorized for the Office of Economic Opportunity programs?

(A) Lines 3-4
(B) Line 10
(C) Line 17
(D) Line 22

49. The word " landslide" in line 12 is closest in meaning to
(A) an avalanche
(B) the legislation
(C) a majority of votes
(D) a close election
50. The word "discriminatio n" in line 9 is closest in meaning to
(A) impoverishme nt
(B) tolerance
(C) differentiation
(D) prejudice ·
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Directions
In ·this section you wiU read several passages. Each po•soge is folowed I:Jy,
~rol q~s. For
quetlion choose the one beet answer Jn:,m (A),
(8); (C), ciOd (D). Then on your answer sheet fiH in the space that
·
corresponds lo the letter ~ hCMt chosen. Your answen should be based
on what is stotec/ or implied in the passage.
·

an

eoc:\'

tZ
ab

Read the following pttSMp.

Fa
s

Some researchers distinguish primary emotions, which are thought to be
universal. from secondary emotions, which include variations and blend~ that
arc specific to cultures. The primary emotions are usually identified with fear,
anger. sadness. joy, . surprise, and disgust. Other psychologists doubt that
surprise and disgust are true emotions; they also think that this list omits
universal emotions, such as love, hope, empathy, and pride, that are difficult to
measure physiologically.

1. What is the main idea of the passage?
(A) Some emotions are difficult to measure.
(B) All emotions are universal.
(C) A distinction is made between primary and secondary emotions.
(D) All emotions are primary.

The main idea of the pass:Age is that some researchers make a distinction
between primary and secondary emotions. Therefore, you should choose
answer (C).

120
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psycfloloPts d*1k that the emotions of

IUtprise and diSJU!!t ate
(A) true emodonl
(a) diftk:uk to ~
(C) not true emotion!~
(D) leCondllry emotions

co
m

The puucc: statc:s that "other J)IYCbololists ~ that IUrpC'i5c and
disgust arc: true emotions." Therefore, you lhould chooK answer (C).

QUII'riONI 1-11

Fa

st
Z

ab
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.

liM Jbitime, developed primarily by black pianilts, is a ltylc of ca.potc:d
piano music that was popular from the 189011 to about 191~ . It is altyk of
jazz characterized by an elaborately syncopated rhythm In the melody and
a steadily accented accompaniment. R2gtimc: quickly pined popularity
after its first appearances, n:achifla millions on a national ICalc throutft
5
sheet music, player pianos, ~ 50np, and amanacmcnts lor dance lftd
marchfnl bands. The leadfna f8ltime compotc:r was Scott Joplin, known
as the "Kind of JUttime," whose most famous piano piece, "Maple Leaf
Rag," was published In 1899.
R2gtime piano music has a generally Jtandlrd form, duple: meter
10
(2/4, or two beats per measure) performed at a moderate march tempo.
The pianist's right hand plays a highly syncopated melody, while the left
hand steadily maintains the beat with an "oom-pah" accompanJment. A
ngtime piece: usually consists of several similar melodies ~t take such
15 fonns as AA BB A CC DD or Introduction AA BB CC DD EE, where each
letter represents a melodic phruc. ''Maple Leaf Rag: is a classic example of
ragtime. About three minutes long, it has the standard AA BB A CC DD
fonn, and each section is 16 bars In length. The opening melody, In march
tempo, features the typical raatime rl8ht-hand syncopations.
The forms of f'28lime ckrtYe from European marches and dancc:s, but
20
the rhythms arc rooted In African-American folk music, the same rich body
of music that became a vital 50urce of jazz. Early jazz musicians often Uled
raBtfme melodies as Introductions to their improvisations. With its
syncopations, steady beat, and plano style, f'lltimc played an lntqral part
In the jazz lepcy.

1. The
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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2. Ragtime reached people nationwide through all of the following EXCEPT
(A) compositions for orchestras
(B) player pianos
(C) sheet music
(D) arrangements for marching bands
3. According to the passage, the letters A in AA and B in BB each represent
march tempo
oom-pah accompaniment
a melodic phrase
syncopated melouy

m

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

n.

co

4. Which of the following is NOT characteristic of ragtime?
(A) Fast march tempo
(B) Sixteen-bar sections
(C) Left-hand accompaniment
(D) Highly syncopated melody

African-American history
Music appreciation
Art history
Social studies

Za

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

ba

5. This passage would be part of required reading in which of the following courses?

Fa

st

6. The word "rooted" as used in line 21 means
(A) att2ched to the yound
(B) unmoving
(C) derived from
(D) neverchanging
7. The word "it" in line 17 refers to
(A) melodic phrase
(B) each letter
(C) ragtime
(D) "Maple Leaf Rag"

8. Which of the following conclusions can be made from this passage?
(A) Ragtime music is complex and hard to identify.
(B) Ragtime was popular only with African Americans. .
(C) Ragtime has an easily recognizable rhythm.
(D) Ragtime is a completely different form of music than jazz.
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word "elaborately" in line 3 is clo6est in meaning to
eloquently
simply
intricately
melodically

word "improvisations" in line 23 is dosest in meaning to
compositions
dances
marches
legacies

QUES110NS 1.2-23

n.

11. The
(A)
(8)
(C)
(D)

co
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10. In line 13, the word "maint2i.ns" may best be replaced by
(A) withholds
(B) keeps
(C) exaggerates
(D) interrupts

Fa
s

tZ
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Une In North America there an:: two fonns of bison, the plains bison and the
woodland bison. The plains bison once ranged from Pennsylvania and
Georgia to the Rockies, north to the edge of the Canadian forest, and south
onto the central plateau of Mexico. The bison has a great tolerance to
5
cold. When blizzards rage across the North American prairie, bison lower
their heads and face directly into the storm. In winter the vegetation on
which these animals feed may be hidden beneath a deep blanket of snow;
however, this does not present a problem, for the bison use their hooves
and massive heads to clear away the snow and then feed on the grasses
10 below. Bison are strong survivors and have few predators except for
humans, who reduced their population to the point at which, around.
1900, there were fewer than a thousand plains bison left. However, with
protection and careful breeding they have been brought back to the point
where their numbers can be multiplied at will. Large herds presently range
15 on both government and private lands where they are protected. Other
endangered species need the same planning and protection.
12. The author's main purpose in the passage is
(A) to spread awareness that the bison is near extinction
(8) to show the differences between the plains bison and woodland
bison
(C) to explain how the bison finds food after heavy snowfall
(D) to provide an example of an endangered species avoiding extinc·
tion
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13. In liK 14, the word "dletr" refers to
(A) nw11bers
(B) predators
(C) hwnans
(D) plains bison

14. The passage supports which of the foUowin3 conclusions?
(A) Bison will eventually be extinct.

.c
om

(B) Bison arc more fragile than they appear.
(C) The bison population can be controUed.
(D) Bison were native to a limited territory.

15. The topic of the passa Je following this one would likely be about
(A) the endangered grizzly of North America
(B) the diversity of climates in America

(C) national parks of North America
col~d animals of the Southwestern desert

(D)

winter storm?

an

16. According to the passage, where would bison be found during a severe

tZ
ab

(A) Seeld.ng shelter behind boulders
(B) In the open
(C) In caves
(D) Behind trea

Fa
s

17. The word "range" as used in line 14 mean to
(A) surround
(B) move about
(C) cook on a stove
(D) drive a long distance
18. The word "tolerance" in line 4 is closest in meaning to
(A) endurance
(B)

fondness

(C) phobia

(D) superiority

19. The word "breeding" in line 13 is closest in meaning to
(A) saving
(B) ftnding

(C) mating
(D) keeping

20. The word "endangered" in line 16 can best be replaced by
(A) dangerous
(B) threatened
(C) rare
(D) extinct
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21. As used ill line 14, the phrase: "at will" means
(A) by force
(B) in captM1y
(C) IDOft fi'cqucntly

(D) whcncvcr necessary

(A) Line 2
(a) Line 6
(C) Line 11
(D) Linct 15-16

~sponsiblc

for

n.
co
m

22. Where in the passage docs the author mention who was
bisons becoming an Cftdan8ered species?

23. Accordifls to the pasuge, all of the following are true EXCEPT
(A)
(a)
(C)
(D)

some bison live on government land
bisons can survive heavy snowstorms
bison are primarily veaetarian
the woodland bison bas become exti"' -~

ba

QUISTIONS 24-33

Fa

st

Za

line Jupiter is the largest and most massive planet and Is flfth in order of
distance from the sun. It is well placed for observation for several months
in every year and on avn-age is the brightest of the planets apart from
Venus, thoulh for ~btlvely brief periods Mars may outshine it. Jupiter's
5
less than 10-hour rowion period gives it the shortest day in the solar
system insofar as the principal planets are concc:med. There are no true
seasons on Jupiter because the axial inclination to the perpendicular of the
orbital plane is ooly just over 3"-lc:ss than that for any other planet.
The most famous mack on jupiter is the Great Red Spot. It has shown
10 variations in both intensity and cob", and at times it has been invisible, but
it always returns after a few years. At its ~~atest extent it may be 10,000
kilometers long and 14,000 kilometers wide, so its surface area is greater
than that of Earth. Th~h the latitude of the Red Spot varies little, it drifts
about in lo~tude . _pver the past century the total longitudinal drift has
15 amounted to approximately 1200". The latitude is generally vety close to
-22• . It was once thought that the Red Spot might be a solid or semisolid
body floating in Jupiter's outer gas. However, the Pioneer and Voyager
results have refuted that idea and proven the Ited Spot to be a
phenomenon of Jovian meteorology. Its longevity may well be due to its
20 exceptional size, but there arc signs that it is decreasing in size, and it may
not be permanent. Several smaller red spots have been seen occasionally
but have not lasted.
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24. The main purpose of the passage is
(A) to explain why the Great Red Spot chan8es
(B) to show which ofthe planets shines the· brightest
(C) to give an inttodllCtion to Jupiter and its Red Spot
(D) to prove that Jupiter is shrinking

25. According to the passage, Jupiter has the shortest day among the

26. The author's tone in this passage is
(A) argumentative
(B) supportive
(C) enthusiastic

ab
an
.

(D) neutral

co
m

principal planets because
(A) its rotation period is shorter than 10 hours
(B) the axial inclination is only just over 3"
(C) it is on the average the brightest of all the planets
(D) there is the interference of the Great Red Spot

27. According to the passage, Mars outshines Jupiter
(A) on a regular basis
(B) from time to time
(C) every several months
(D) less often than any other planet

st
Z

28. This passage would be of most interest to
(A) students of anthropology
(B) geologists
(C) mathematicians
(D) amateur astronomers

29. It can be inferred from this passage that Jupiter's Great Red Spot

Fa

(A) will become brighter with time
(B) will one day vanish
(C) will continue expanding
(D) is made of floating gases

30. The word " intensity" in line 10 could best be replaced with
(A) visibility
(B) density

(C) brilliance

(D) surface area
31. According to the passage, all of the foUowing are true about Jupiter
EXCEPT

(A)
(II)
(C)
(D)
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32. Where in the passage does the author mention the theory about the Red
Spot that has been disproved?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Lines
Lines
Lines
Lines

6-8

9-ll
16-18
21-22

33. As used in line 4, the word "it" refers to
Mars
Venus
Jupiter
the sun

om

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

QUESTIONS 34-41

Fa
st
Z

ab
an

.c

line As computers have become powerful tools for the rapid and economic
production of pictures, computer graphics has emerged as one of the most
rapidly growing f.elds in computer science. It is used routinely in such
diverse areas as business, industry, art, government, education, research,
5
training, and medicine.
One of the initial uses of computer graphics, and ultimately its
greatest use, has been as an aid to design, generally referred to as
computer-aided design (CAD). One of its greatest advantages is that
designers can see how an object will look after construction and make
10 changes freely and much mort: quickly than with hand drafting. For
three.<fim('nsional rt:ndering of machine parts, engineers now rt:ly heavily
on CAD. Automobile, spacecraft, aerospace, and ship designers use CAD
techniques to desi&n vehicles and test their performance. Building designs
are also created with computer graphics systems. Architects can design a
15 building layout, create a thrt:e.<fimensional model, and even go for a
simulated "walk" through the rooms or around the outside of the
building.
Business graphics is another rapidly growing area of computer
graphics, where it is used to create graphs, charts, and cost models to
20 summarize fmancial, statistical, mathematical, scientific, and economic
data. As an educational aid, computer graphics can be used to create
weather maps and cartographic materials. Computer art also has creative
and commercial art applications, where it is used in advertising,
publishing, and mrn productions, particularly for computer animation,
which is achieved by a sequential process.

34. What does the passage mainly discuss?
Routine uses of computers
(B) Computer graphics applications
(C) The rapidly growing field of computer science
(D) Computers as the architects of the future
(A)
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" ' 'Tbc word "It" ill line 3 .refml to
(A) cotap llkT p-aphk:s
(a) computer tcience
(C) Adda
(D) CCJIIII'IIIiel'll

36. 'Ibe panpapta folowin&

this Passate woukl most Ukdy be about

(A) CORipiiCir animation

<•>

fti«ht traillin&

.c
om

(C) cost mo*ts
(D) appticatioGs of CAD in medicine

37. Accordin8 to the passage, architects use CAD to
(A) inspe<:t buildinss
(B) create gnpbs

an

(C) make cartosraphic materials
(D) create three~nsional models

38. Where: in the pa!J1118C docs the author discuss the greatest
computer-aided design?
(A) Lines 4-8

of

ab

(B) Lines 8-10
(C) lines 14-17
(D) Lines 19-22

ad~•-.e

tZ

39. According to the passage, enclneers use CAD for
(A) a simulated "walk" through model rooms '

Fa
s

(B) rendering machine partS
(C) making cost models

(D) advertisin&

40. The word "applications" in line 23 means

(A) jobs
(B) uses
(C) crutivity
(D) layers

41. Which of the following is NOT mentioned as a use of computer graphics
in business?
(A) Charts
(B) Cost models
(C) Graphs
(D) Hiring
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QUESTIONS 42-50

tZ

ab
a

n.

co
m

Line The Chumash people Inhabited an area of southwestern California that
included large portions of present-day Los Angeles, Ventura, Santa Barbara,
and San Luis Obispo counties as well as the Channel Islands. They took
advantage of the rich resources of their homeland. They made great use of
5
stone for milling and for making tools and weapons. Their large domed
huts were framed by willow poles covered with mats made from twined
bulrushes harvested from the marshlands. Plant fiber was also used to
weave baskets with beautiful, intricate patterns that are regarded as being
among the fmest in the world. From the trees, they used wood to make
10 bowls, bows, and several types of canoes, the largest and most durable of
which could hold up to twelve people and ply the open ocean.
Although the Chumash were accomplished fishers and hunted a
variety of animals, including elk, antelope. deer, rabbits. and squirrels. at
least three fourths of their diet consisted of plant foods. including flowers,
15 leaves, seeds, roots, and bulbs. Their most important food source was the
acorn, from which they made flour. Plants were also used to make
medicines.
The Chumash lived in villages that were connected by social,
political, and economic ties. A typical village consisted of several domed
20 houses, each with one or more granaries. a ceremonial dance ground. a
field for game playing, a butial ground; and one or more sweat lodges. The
Chumash were avid traders with other western tribes, who bartered for
Chumash hides, grains, fruit, beads, headdresses, nets, baskets, leather,
tools, utensils, and canoes. The Chumash even had a currency represented
25 by a string of small white shell beads. At its height the Chumash nation
consisted of 20,000 to 30,000 people, who inhabited 75 to 100 villages.

Fa
s

42. With which of the following topics is the author primarily concerned?
(A) A description of Chumash life
(B) The impact of the Chumash legacy
(C) An a.rutlysis of Chumash inventions
(D) Support for the Chumash nation

43. The author implies that the Chumash
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

isolated themselves from other tribes
were not artistic in nature
were an industrious, inventive people
were not a seafaring people

44. It can be inferred from the passage that the Chumash
(A) did not make the most of their natur.tl resources
(B) were a highly developed people
(C) were a localized tribe
(D) lived very primitively
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45. The author mentions all of the following goods the Chumash traded
EXCEPT
(A) fruit
(B) leather
(C) canoes

(D) willow poles

.c
om

46. According to the passage, three fourths of the Chumash diet consisted of
(A) acorns
(B) fJSh
(C) plant foods
(D) antelope and nbbits

(D) grains

an

47. The Chumasb currency was represented by
(A) wooden beads
(B) tools
(C) shells

48. The passage was most probably written by a spec_ialist in
(A) nutrition

ab

(B) anthropology
(C) ecologicil systems

(D) currency and government

tZ

49. The word "intricate" in line 8 is closest in meaning to

Fa
s

(A) homemade
(B) complex
(C) ceremonial

(D) natural

50. The word "avid" in line 22 is closest in meaning to

(A) hesitant
(B) foolish
(C) clever

(D) eager
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Som~ ~~rc~rs distinguish primary ~motions, which are thought to he
universal. from secondary ~motions, which include variations and blends that
u~ specific to cultu~. The primary emotions a~ usually identified with fear.
otngcr. sadness, joy, surprise, and disgust . Other psychologists douht rhat
surprise and disgust a~ true: ~motions; they also think that this list omits
universal ~motions. such as love. hope. empathy, and pride:, that are difficult to
mc:asure physiologically .

Fa

........

1. What is the main idea of the passage?
(A) Some: emotions are difficult to measure .
(B) All emotions are universal.
(C) A distim:tion is made: between primary and sec.:ondary emotions.
(D) All emotions are primary.

The main idea of the: passage is that some researchers make a distin<:tion
between primary and secondary emotions. Therefore, you should choost.•
answer (C).

131
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&••Ill• II
1. According to the passqe, other psychologists think that the emotioos of
surprise and disgust are
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

true emotions
difficult to measure
not true emotions
secondary emotions

.c
om

The passage states that "other psychologists doubt that surprise and
disgust are true emotions." Therefore, you should choose answer (C).

QUimONS 1·11

one

Fa
s

tZ

ab

an

Line Fiberscopes are
of the most important outcomes of the scknce of
fiber optics. Fibers made of glass and transparent acrylic plastic are
capable of convcy1ng light energy, and when thousands of these fibers are
combined in what Is called a fiberscope, they can transmit images. The
5
most common fiberscopes contain about 750,000 fibers, each 0.001
centimeter, or 10 microns, in dlamcter. For certain uses, the diameter of
the fiber may be as smaU as 5 microns.
Fiberscopes have a wide range of applkations. In the medical field,
physicians use fiberscopes to examine internal organs and as an aid in
10 delicate surgeries. Miniature probes have also been developed to view
muscle fiber, skin tissue, and blood cells. Fiberscopes have also found
varied uses in industry, particularly to inspect or control operations in
inaccessible areas. Bundles of fiberscopes fused together in a solid plate,
called a faceplate, are being used in the manuheture of television picture
15 tubes and other cathode-ray tube devices.
The most far-reaching applications of fiber-optic technology are in
communications. OptlcaJ fibers carry voice messages for telephone
service. The sound ol the voice is electronically broken down into
thousands of pulses per second, which causes a transmitting laser to send
20 coordinated pulses of light through the optical fibers. At the receiving end,
the light pulses are converted to electrical signals and the voice message is
reconstructed. Ught-wave communication systems can handle an immensely 8reater number of telephone calls and television programs than
the current system, and they will form the basis of the "electronic
25 superhighway" expected to crisscross the nation in the near future of the
information age.

1. How do optical fibers carry voice messages?
(A) By fusing bundles of fiberscopes into a faceplate
(B) By converting electrical signals to light pulses
(C) By sending coordinated electrical pulses through optical fibers
(D) By using cathode-ray tube devices
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2. Approximatdy how many fibers does a fiberscope contain?
(A) 7 50,000
(B) 1,000,000
(C) 500,000
(D) 25,000

3. The word " inaccessible" in line 13 means
difficult to fmd
extremely small
hard to reach
impossible to climb

co
m

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

4. It can be inferred from the passage that fiberscopes

(A) have more uses in industry than in medicine
(B) will play a major role in the information age
(C) will decrease in importance as they become more common
(D) have reached the peak of their development

ab
an
.

5. Where in the passage does the author discuss the uses of miniature
probes in medicine?
Unes 2- 10
Lines R-11
Lines 20-23
Lines. 24-26

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

6. The main topic of the passage is

The birth of the ''electronic superhighway"
The various applications of fiber-optic technolog}'
How fiberscopes have enhanced the field of mediCine
How sound may be transformed into light

st
Z

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Fa

7. As used in line 24. the word :'they'' refers to
(A) fiberscopes
(B) light-wave communication systems
(C) television programs
(D) telephone calls
8. The word ''particularly" in line: 12 is dost:st in meaning to
(A) delicately
(B) generally
(C) visually
(D) specifically
9- The
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
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10. Fiberscopes are being used to do all of the following EXCEPT
(A) assist in delicate surgeries
(B) control operations in inaccessible areas
(C) convert light pulses to electrical signals
(D) transmit images

.c
om

11. The passage will most }i.kely be followed by a discussion of
(A) homes and businesses of the future
(B) the structure of fiberscopes
(C) additional uses of fiberscopes in industry
(D) the use of fiber optics in the electronic superhighway

QUEmONS 12-23

10

an
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15

ab

5

Amy Tan, the American-born daughter of Chinese irnmignnts, received
the Commonwealth Oub Gold Award in 1989 for her first work of fiction,
the best-selling joy Luck Club. The sixteen interrelated stories that
constitute the work alternate between the tales of four Chinese immigrant
mothers and their Americanized daughters, in an exploration of the
generational and cultural tensions experienced by many rust-generation
daughters of immigrants.
Tan's parents, like many immigrants, had high expectations for their
children and often set confusing standards, expecting Amy and her two
brothers to think like Chinese but to speak perfect English, excel
academically, and take advantage of every circumstance that might lead to
success. Tan, however, rebelled against her parents' expectations, which
included such exalted professions as neurosurgery, and devoted herseH to
being thoroughly American and dreaming of being a fiction writer.
Tan obtained a bachelor's degree in English and linguistics and a
master's degree in linguistics and eventually established herseH as a highly
successful business writer. Tan, however, was not satisfied despite her
material success. Turning to her life long dream, she wrote her first short
story, "Endgame," and then a second, "Waiting between the Trees." In
1987 Tan visited her baH-sisters in China with her mother, a trip that
proved to be a turning point in her life and career. Tan felt a send of
completeness, a bonding with the country and its culture that she had
never expected. Returning from China, Tan was surprised to learn that on
the strength of her short stories she had received an advance ·from a
publisher. Tan closed her business and wrote the remaining stories for the
joy Luck Club. It was a resounding success, weD received by the critics
and appearing on the New York Tunes bestseller list. It has been translated
into seventeen languages, including Chinese, and was made into a movie
in 1993.

tZ

Line

20

25
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12. What is the author's main purpose in this passage?
(A) To analyze Amy Tan's literary works
(B) To support Amy Tan's decision to become a~fiction writer
(C) To present biographical information abOut Amy Tan
(D) To criticize Amy Tan's rebellion against her patents

co
m

13. According to the passage, Amy Tan's visit to China
{A) was disappointing
(B) had a profound affect on her
(C) was not surprising in the least
(D) was a trip she had always dreamed of taking

ab
an
.

14. In line 4, the words "the work" refer to
(A) stories
(B) writing
(C) Commonwealth Club Gold Award
(D) joy Luck Club

1S. Before becoming a fiction writer, Amy Tan was a successful
(A) business writer
(B) publisher
(C) English teacher
(D) neurosurgeon

16. The upectations of Tan's parents induded all of the following EXCEPT

st
Z

(A) excelling aademicaUy
(B) speaking perfect English
(C) questioning tradition
(D) choosing an important profession

Fa

17. It can be inferred from the passage that
(A) Tan's parents understood her dilemma but wanted the best for her
(B) it took Tan a whlle to summon the courage to pursue her dreams
(C) Tan started writing fiction in order to make more: money
(D) Tan had always wanted to return to China
18. The word "exalted" in line 13 means
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

زﺑﺎن ﮐﻨﮑﻮرى ﻣﻘﺎﻃﻊ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ

highly respected
very difficult
common
established
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19. It can be concluded from this passage that
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

parents don't know what's best for their children
Tan did not use personal experience in her -Writing
Tan made the right decision when she closed her business
Tan always knew she was Chinese foremost and American only in
her imagination

20. The words "rebelled against" in line 12 is closest in meaning to
(A) defied
(B) forgot

.c
om

(C) worked toward
(D) failed

21. The word "resounding" in line 26 is closest in meaning to
minimal
huge
certain
potential

an

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

22. As used in line 24, the word "advance." means

ab

word "tensions" in line 6 is closest in meaning to
confusions
conflicts
advantages
stories

Fa
s

23. The
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

offer
congratulations
message
payment

tZ

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

QUISnONS 24-33

tine Maine's jagged ribbon of rocky coastline was fashioned over millennia by
the violent forces of the inner earth. Earthquakes and volcanic eruptions
lifted and crumbled plains to form mountains that again rose and fell as
molten materials welled up in huge bulges that solidified into the granitic
~
rocks typical of the Northeast. Huge glaciers also sculpted the coast,
scraping and chiseling the land's features as' they passed on their way to
the sea. The weight of the glaciers, estimated _to have been between
1 and 2 miles thick, pressed down the entire landmass beneath.
Meanwhile, melting glaciers raised the sea level by 400 feet, in essence
i 0 · drowning the coast and forming thousands of islands, fjords, and bays.
Beneath the sea a Jon~. gentle underwater slope formed, on whic·h
was deposited the mud. sand. and stonv debris moved seaw:ard from the
continent by the gladers and carried by rivers. This continental shelf falls
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gradually outward and downward, in some places for hundreds of miles,
to a depth of about 600 feet before dropping in to the ocean's depth. Ideal
conditions for abundant marine life make th(. riches of the continental
shelf unparalleled. Aided by the cold Ubrador current, which is saturated
with oxygen and minerals, the shelf provides the perfect environment for
diatoms. Diatoms arc tiny plants that form the base of the oceanic food
chain. In the shallow water of the shelf, these minute plants receive the
sunlight they need for photosynthesis, especially on long summer days,
when their blooms c:upct the ocean floor. This immense quantity of food
supports vast shoals of shrimp, herring, and other small fish, which in tum
arc food for the larger fish that arc part of the legendary abundance of the
Northeast's coDtincntal shelf.

co
m

15

137

24. With which of the following topics is the author primarily concerned?
The
The
The
The

effect of the movement of ice sheets on the shape of the land
islands off the Maine coast
formation and characteristics of the Northeast coast
riches of the continental shelf

ab
an
.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

2S. Which of the following is NOT mentioned as having affected the
creation of Maine's rocky coastline?
Earthquakes
Glaciers
Ocean currmts
Volcanic eruptions

st
Z

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Fa

26. In Hoes 9-10, why docs the author usc the phrase "in essence drowning
the coast" to discuss the effects of melting glaciers?
(A) To show the devastating nature of glaciers
(B) To describe how the rising sea level covered the coastal land
(C) To support the notion that animal life was lost when the glaciers
melted
(D) To indicate the importance of natural disasters

7:1. What arc the "ideal conditions" the author is referring to in lines 15-16?
(A) A 600-foot drop into the ocean's depth
(B) A cold currmt saturated with oxygen and minerals

(C) Blooms carpetln& the ocean floor
cxistin8 in the shallow water of the shelf

(D) Diatoms

28. The word "unparalleled" in line 17 means
(A) rivaled
(B) not original
(C) imperc~ble
(D) not equaled

زﺑﺎن ﮐﻨﮑﻮرى ﻣﻘﺎﻃﻊ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ
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29. According to the passage, at what time of year arc diatoms in the
greatest abundance?
(A) Spring
(B) Summer
(C) Autumn
(D) Winter

30. What fonns the base of the oceanic food chain?
(A) Shrimp and herring
(B) Oxygen and minerals

.c
om

(C) Small fish
(D) Diatoms

31. The passage impHes that the continental shelf
(A) drops suddenly to the ocean floor

(B) causes earthquakes and volcanic eruptions

32. The passage suggests that

an

(C) promotes an abundance of marine Hfe
(D) is exposed directly to the air

ab

(A) granite indicates volcanic eruptions in the past
(B) volcanoes scraped and chiseled the coastline
(C) volcanoes press down on the land mass
(D) glaciers are always accompanied by volcanoes

tZ

33. Where in the passage does the author discuss the sea level being raised?

Fa
s

(A) Unes 2-3
(B) lines 8-9
(C) lines 12-13
(D) Unes 18-19

QUimO NS 34-41

Une The United States Constitution estabHshed a poHtical system comprising a
national and federal government. The new federal system accommodat ed
the thirteen original state governments while cstabUshing new bodies and
powers designed to address national concerns. The national government
created by the union of states stood above the state governments in
5
specific national matters while acknowledgi ng the role of the states or
sharing power with them in other areas. State officials were required to
take an oath to support the Constitution, and staff coUrts were required to
recognize the Constitution and the laws and treaties made under it as the
10

supreme law.
The Constitution, a veritable work of genius, greatly enhanced the
power of central government but carefully divided its functions into three
distinct branches-ex ecutive, legislative, and judicial. The principle of

زﺑﺎن ﮐﻨﮑﻮرى ﻣﻘﺎﻃﻊ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ
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scpacation of powers was applied throughout the document. Card'ully
measured checks and balances were: inserted to prevent the acquisition or
conccnttation of power in any one branch and also for the pwposc of
protecting minority rights from the potential rule of the majority. In their
powers to amaid
Constitution and to elect the president and lllCIDbers
ol the Senate, the scatcs also pined a role in applying checks and balances.

me

In line 7, the word "them" refers to

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

national matters
tbc states
state o8idals
national and federal sovcrnmcnt

co
m

34.

JS. Accordias to the passage, state oftidals were: required to take an oath to

36.

ab
an
.

(A) recognize the Constitution as a work of genius
(B) share power with the federal government
(C) support the Constitution
(D) protect minority ri8bts

The word "amend" in Une 18 could best be replaced by
chaqe
balance

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

eDbance
£OnStrUCt

social sdencc
minority issues
public housq
political sdcncc

Fa

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

st
Z

37. The author ol tne passage is probably an expert in

38., Where in the passaae does the authoc dacribe the tbrc:c branches of
IOftDliDCRl?

(A) L1Des 8-9
(B) lines 1S-16
(C) l1ne 17-18
(D) L1De 19

39. Tbe audlor's attitude towud the ConsdtutioA is ooe of
(A) humor
(a) iDdUfercnce

(C) co,....,mtion
(D) disapproval

زﺑﺎن ﮐﻨﮑﻮرى ﻣﻘﺎﻃﻊ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ
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40. It can be concluded from the passage that the authors of the Constitution
(A) intended above all to preserve the unity of the states
(B) wanted to avoid usurpation of power by any individual or body
(C) provided the states with the most power to govern
(D) didn't believe that the state and federal branches of the government could work well together

.c
om

41. ~tis the author's main purpose in the passage?
(A) To discuss one of the principal elements of the Constitution
(B) To mention the roles of state officials in governmen t
(C) To persuade the state legislators to support the Constitution
(D) To summarize the role of the Senate

QUEmO NS 42-50

Fa
s

tZ

ab

an

of
Line living on land, however, are the land turtles, properly called tortoises,
which there are approximat ely forty different kinds. Of these, Gopberu.s,
including the three gopher tortoises, is found in the southern United States
as f2r west as New Mexico. Gopher tortoises are so called because they dig
long burrows, which may be nearly 50 feet long and provide a bone for
5
many other animals, such as frogs, snakes, and borrowing owls. They are
primarily vegetarians, feeding on grass and leaves. Berlandier's tortoise, a
slow-moving inhabitant of the arid lands of southern Texas and Mexico, is
especially fond of pricldy-pear cactus.
The true tortoises come to water only to drink or bathe, and they are
10
adapted to walking on land by their club-shaped feet. Their limbs are
covered with hard scales that often have a bony core. The shell is
higlKtomed in all but a very few fortns. The openings at the front and rear
of the shell are usually neatly closed by the retracted limbs, on which the
ec...uged scales may be defensively augmented with still larger spines. The
15
head can be entirely withdrawn, the elbows meeting in the middle in front
of it and the claws of the forelimbs overlapping the lower edge of the
opening at the front. The hard-scaled soles of the hind feet cover the
20

4Z.

openings at the rear.
Tortoises have become symbols of leisurely movement, of longevity,
and of persistence , as in Aesop's fable of the hare and the tortoise. All
tortoises share the ability to live to a great age, but the longest life of any
tortoise of which there is an authentic record is of a great tortoise of the
Seychelles Islands, whose age was known to be not less .than 180 years.
~t

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

زﺑﺎن ﮐﻨﮑﻮرى ﻣﻘﺎﻃﻊ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ

is the main topic of the passage?
The characteristics of land turtles
The life spans of tortoises
The difference between the forty different kinds of land turtles
The symbolism associated with tortoises
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44. The word " their" in line 11 refers to
(A) feet
(B) limbs
(C) scales
(D) tortoises

4S. Gopher tortoises primarily eat
(A) frogs
(B) snakes
(C) grass and leaves

n.

(D) prickly-pear cactus

co
m

43. Which of the following is NOT mentioned as a characteristic of tortoises?
(A) They have retracting limbs.
(B) They are well adapted to water.
(C) Their heads can be entirely withdrawn into the shell.
(D) They have long lives.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

added
contained
restricted
enhanced

ab
a

46. The word " augmented" in line 15 could best be replaced by

47. The passage preceding this one is probably about
snails
water turtles
burrowing animals
owls

tZ

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Fa
s

48. The word "authentic" in line 23 is closest in meaning to
(A) written
(B) historic
(C) genuine
(D) legendary

49. It can be Inferred from the passage that tortoises
(A) are very aggressive
(B) have a strong defense
{C) are very vulnerable
(D) may soon be extinct

SO. According to the passage, how did the gopher tortoise get its name?
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

زﺑﺎن ﮐﻨﮑﻮرى ﻣﻘﺎﻃﻊ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ
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From being a vegetarian
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مقدمه

حتماً مطالعه نمایید

زبان انگلیسی پرکاربردترین زبان دنیاست و با توجه به اینکه این زبان ،زبان نشر علم در دانشگاههاست ،لزوم
یادگیری آن به یک امر مبرهن و حیاتی تبدیل شده است .با علم به اینکه بیش از یکسوم سؤاالت مطرحشده
در آزمونهای زبان به مبحث درک مطلب مربوط میشود ،آمادگی مناسب برای این بخش از آزمون ،یکی از
دغدغههای همیشگی شرکتکنندگان در آزمونهای مختلف است .از اینرو ،تالش نمودم تا در پی یافتن پاسخی
مناسب به این نیاز برآمده و کتاب حاضر را تألیف نمایم .کتابهای متعددی در زمینۀ درک مطلب و با هدف
آمادهسازی داوطلبان برای شرکت در آزمونهای زبان به رشتۀ تحریر درآمدهاند؛ ولی بسیاری از این کتابها تنها
به گنجاندن تستها و سؤاالت سنوات گذشته اکتفا کرده و اغلب از آموزش نکات یاریرسان در مواجه با سؤاالت
فروگذاری نمودهاند .در این اثر ،پس از تجزیهوتحلیل سؤاالت ادوار گذشتۀ آزمونها ،انواع سؤاالت به چند دستۀ
کلی تقسیم شده و نکات و آموزشهای مفید در مورد چگونگی مواجه و پاسخ به انواع سؤاالت بطور کامل و با
ذکر مثال توضیح داده شده است .در تألیف این کتاب از منابع مختلفی استفاده شده و عمدهترین منابع ،کتابهای
تافل النگمن و کتاب  TOEFL Reading Flashبودهاند که تالش نمودم تا با تشریح کامل مهارتهای
مطرحشده در دو کتاب فوق و افزودن توضیحات و نکات تکمیلی و ارایۀ پاسخ تشریحی تستها به زبانی بسیار
ساده بتوانم داوطلبان گرامی را در راه رسیدن به هدفشان یاری رسانم.
کتاب حاضر ،با هدف آمادهسازی داوطلبان برای بخش درک مطلب آزمونهای ،MHLE ،EPT ،MSRT
تولیمو ،تافل و کنکور کارشناسی ارشد و دکتری رشتههای مختلف نگاشته شده است .این کتاب هم برای مطالعۀ
خودخوان و هم برای تدریس در کالس توسط مدرس طراحی شده است.
قسمتهای این کتاب
این کتاب از  ۵بخش تشکیل شده که هر یک از آنها بر روی یکی از مهارتهای الزم برای پاسخ به سؤاالت
آزمون تمرکز میکند و هر بخش بصورت یک درسنامه ارائه گردیده است.
قسمتهای مختلف کتاب به شرح زیر هستند:
 .۱توضیح و آموزش نکات هر بخش به زبان ساده :در این قسمت سعی شده تا مباحث درسی به زبان ساده
توضیح داده شوند.
 .۰در آزمون :در این قسمت نحوۀ ارزیابی از مباحث هر درس در آزمونهای مختلف و چگونگی پاسخدهی به
آنها با ذکر نکات ارائه شده است.
 .۱قسمت  :Sample Testدر انتهای هر بخش یک آزمون نمونه قرار داده شده که شامل نمونه سؤاالتی است
که در آزمونها از مباحث آن بخش مطرح شده است.
 .۲آزمون جامع و تستهای آزمونهای  ۴۱تا  :۴۵در انتها نیز یک آزمون جامع ( ۵۱تست) و  ۰۲متن (۱۰۵
تست) از سؤاالت آزمونهای مختلف قرار داده شده است .برای آزمون جامع پاسخ تشریحی و برای تستهای
آزمونهای ادوار گذشته پاسخ کلیدی ارائه گردیده است.

 .۵واژگان مهم آزمونهای زبان :بخش «واژگان مهم آزمونهای زبان» انتهای کتاب ،گزیدۀ کتابهایی چون
 ۵۲۲واژه ۲۲۲ ،لغت ضروری تافل،Vocabulary for IELTS ،Essential Words for the TOEFL ،
 ۱۱۲۲واژه ،واژگان ضروری  GREو  Hot Words for the SATاست که با استفاده از روش ابداعی ارایۀ
لغات در کنار مترادفهای آنها به ترتیب ساده به دشوار ،برای شما عزیزان فراهم شده است .در این قسمت ،تلفظ
« IPAالفبای فونتیک بینالمللی» لغات و ترجمۀ فارسی روان آنها ارائه شده است .توصیه میشود این لغات را
بهدقت مطالعه کرده و به ذهن بسپارید .در قسمت مترادفها ،ابتدا کلماتی که زیر آنها خط کشیده نشده و سپس
کلماتی که زیر آنها خط کشیده شده را مطالعه کنید ،زیرا کلمات به ترتیب ساده به دشوار از چپ به راست مرتب
شدهاند .مترادفهایی که زیر آنها خط کشیده شده عمدتاً مترادفهای دشوارتر و برگزیده از کتابهایی چون
 ۱۱۲۲واژه ،واژگان ضروری  GREو  SATهستند که بیشتر برای کسانی که خود را برای کسب نمرۀ باال از
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دانستن لغات این بخش از کتاب ،میتوانید یقین داشته باشید که تا بیش از  ۴۲درصد از واژگان مورد نیاز
آزمونهای زبان را فراگرفتهاید .همچنین الزم است یادآور شوم که این بخش از کتاب چکیدهای از کتاب در
دست تألیف ما تحت عنوان  Fast Vocabularyواژگان جامع آزمونهای زبان است که بهزودی با ویژگیهای
منحصربفرد و با بهترین کیفیت تقدیم حضور شما عالقمندان خواهد شد.
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نکاتی کلی دربارۀ درک مطلب

Fast Reading

انواع رایج سؤاالت درک مطلب در آزمونهای زبان
انواع سؤاالت بخش درک مطلب آزمونها شامل شش دستۀ کلی میشوند که عبارتند از:
 .۱سؤاالت مربوط به مفاهیم و ایدههای متن
 .۰سؤاالت مربوط به جزئیات صریح و بیانشده در متن
 .۱سؤاالت مربوط به مرجع ضمیر
 .۲سؤاالتی که پاسخ آنها بطور مستقیم در متن ارائه نشده است
 .۵سؤاالت واژگان
 .۵سؤاالت کلی از متن
در بخشهای بعد ،هر یک از این انواع را بههمراه آموزش نکات و مثال توضیح خواهم داد.
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بخش دوم :سؤاالت مربوط به مفاهیم و ایدههای متن
یکی از انواع رایج سؤاالت در بخش درک مطلب آزمونهای زبان ،سؤاالت مربوط به ایدۀ کلی متن است که
سؤاالت مربوط به ایدۀ اصلی ) ،(main ideaموضوع ) (topic/subjectو عنوان ) (titleرایجترین
زیرشاخههای آن هستند .همچنین ،ممکن است دربارۀ چگونگی سازماندهی اطالعات در متن نیز از شما سؤال
پرسیده شود.

 .۱سؤاالت مربوط به ایدۀ اصلی متن
ایدۀ اصلی متن مهمترین ایدۀ یک متن است که کل متن عمدتاً در ارتباط با آن است .تقریباً همۀ متنها دارای
یک سؤال مرتبط با ایدۀ اصلی متن هستند .ایدۀ اصلی متن معموالً در جملۀ اول متن قرار دارد؛ البته در برخی
موارد ممکن است در میانه و یا در اواخر متن قرار گیرد.
پیدا کردن ایدۀ اصلی متن از طریق مطالعه و بررسی جمالت موضوع (topic sentences) ۱میسر میشود.
جمالت موضوع اغلب در ابتدای هر پاراگراف قرار میگیرند و کل پاراگراف در ارتباط با آنهاست .اگر متنی تنها
از یک پاراگراف تشکیل شده باشد ،بایستی تنها ابتدای متن را برای پیدا کردن ایدۀ اصلی مطالعه کنید .به مثال
زیر توجه کنید:
Passage 1:
In the philosophy of John Dewey, a sharp distinction is made between
intelligence and reasoning. According to Dewey, intelligence is the only absolute
way to achieve a balance between realism and idealism, between practicality and
wisdom of life. Intelligence involves “interacting with other things and knowing
them,” while reasoning is merely the act of an observer, “... a mind that beholds
or grasps objects outside the world of things ... .” With reasoning, a level of mental
certainty can be achieved, but it is through intelligence that control is taken of
events that shape one’s life.
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لغات سخت متن:
برهمکنش داشتن

 interactتمایز ،فرق ،تفاوت

مشاهده کردن

 beholdهوش

درک کردن ،دریافتن
دست یافتن /رسیدن به

distinction
intelligence

 graspاستدالل

reasoning

 achieveانجامپذیری

practicality

 ۱به جملۀ اصلی هر پاراگراف که معموالً در ابتدای آن قرار گرفته و موضوع آن را بیان میکند ،جملۀ موضوع میگویند.
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سؤاالت مربوط به مفاهیم و ایدههای متن

Fast Reading

?Q: What is the topic of this passage
(A) The intelligence of John Dewey
(B) Distinctions made by John Dewey
(C) Dewey’s ideas on the ability to reason
(D) How intelligence differs from reasoning in Dewey’s works

این سؤال در مورد موضوع متن است .بدلیل اینکه متن تنها از یک پاراگراف تشکیل شده است ،برای یافتن
پاسخ بایستی تنها به جملۀ اول متن توجه کنیم .جملۀ اول متن تمایز ) (distinctionبین هوش
) (intelligenceو استدالل ) (reasoningدر فلسفۀ  John Deweyرا موردبحث قرار میدهد و احتماالً
موضوع متن است .نگاهی اجمالی به بقیۀ جمالت متن تأیید میکند که موضوع متن تفاوت بین هوش
) (intelligenceو استدالل ) (reasoningاست .حال بایستی گزینهها را بررسی کنیم و نزدیکترین گزینه
به موضوعی که مشخص کردهایم را انتخاب کنیم .گزینۀ  Aتنها به  intelligenceاشاره میکند و نمیتواند
«موضوع» متن باشد .گزینۀ  Bبه تمایزهای ارائهشده توسط  John Deweyاشاره میکند ،ولی نوع تمایز را
بطور خاص بیان نمیکند .گزینـۀ  Cتنهـا به « reasoningاستدالل» اشـاره میکنـد و ناقص است .بهتـرین
پاسـخ گزینـۀ  Dاست .ایـدۀ  how intelligence differs from reasoning...از جملۀ اول متـن گرفتـه
شـده که مـیگویـد .a sharp distinction… between intelligence and reasoning
6
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اگر متنی از بیش از یک پاراگراف تشکیل شده باشد ،برای پیدا کردن ایدۀ اصلی بایستی ابتدای همه پاراگرافها
را مطالعه کنید .اگر هر پاراگراف دارای موضوع متفاوتی باشد ،بایستی مفاهیم و موضوعات همۀ پاراگرافها را
خالصه یا ترکیب کنیم .در این حالت ،ایدۀ اصلی بایستی به کل متن ارتباط داشته باشد ،نه فقط به یکی از
پاراگرافها.
Passage 2:
Nitrogen fixation is a process by which nitrogen is continuously fed into
biological circulation. In this process, certain algae and bacteria convert nitrogen
into ammonia (NH3). This newly-created ammonia is then for the most part
absorbed by plants.
The opposite process of denitrification returns nitrogen to the air. During the
process of denitrification, bacteria cause some of the nitrates from the soil to
convert into gaseous nitrogen or nitrous oxide (N2O). In this gaseous form, the
nitrogen returns to the atmosphere.
لغات سخت متن:
تبدیل کردن
جذب کردن
نیتروژنزدایی
خاک
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 convertتثبیت نیتروژن
 absorbفرایند
 denitrificationرساندن به
 soilچرخه ،گردش ،سِیر
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Q: Which of the following would be the best title for this passage?
(A) The Process of Nitrogen Fixation
(B) Two Nitrogen Processes
(C) The Return of Nitrogen to the Air
(D) The Effect of Nitrogen on Plant Life

 در متنهای با بیش از یک پاراگراف بایستی.این تست بهترین عنوان برای متن را مورد پرسش قرار داده است
 جملۀ اول پاراگراف، در این مثال. جملۀ اول پاراگرافها را بخوانیم، عنوان یا ایدۀ اصلی،برای پیدا کردن موضوع
 اگر تنها.( استnitrogen fixation) اول مشخص میکند که پاراگراف اول در مورد فرایند تثبیت نیتروژن
 را انتخاب کنید که میتواند تنها عنوانی مناسبA  ممکن است گزینۀ نادرست،پاراگراف اول را بررسی کنید
 جملۀ اول پاراگراف دوم مشخص میکند که این پاراگراف در مورد فرایند نیتروژندهی.برای پاراگراف اول باشد
 زیرا بازگشت نیتروژن به هوا مربوط به فرایند نیتروژندهی، نادرست استC  گزینۀ.( استdenitrification)
 زیرا در متن اشارهای، نیز نادرست استD  گزینۀ.است و این تنها در پاراگراف دوم موردبحث قرار گرفته است
 است؛ دو فرایند نیتروژنیB  بهترین پاسخ گزینۀ.( نشده استplant life) به تأثیر نیتروژن بر زندگی گیاهی
 (در پاراگراف اول) وnitrogen fixation ( داریم که شاملthe two nitrogen processes)
. (در پاراگراف دوم) استdenitrification
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Passage 3:
Although “lie detectors” are being used by governments, police departments,
and businesses that all want guaranteed ways of detecting the truth, the results are
not always accurate. Lie detectors are properly called emotion detectors, for their
aim is to measure bodily changes that contradict what a person says. The
polygraph machine records changes in heart rate, breathing, blood pressure, and
the electrical activity of the skin (galvanic skin response, or GSR). In the first part
of the polygraph test, you are electronically connected to the machine and asked
a few neutral questions (“What is your name?” “Where do you live?”). Your
physical reactions serve as the standard (baseline) for evaluating what comes next.
Then you are asked a few critical questions among the neutral ones (“When did
you rob the bank?”). The assumption is that you are guilty, your body will reveal
the truth, even if you try to deny it. Your heart rate, respiration, and GSR will
change abruptly as you respond to the incriminating questions.
That is the theory, but psychologists have found that lie detectors are simply
not reliable. Since most physical changes are the same across the emotions,
machines cannot tell whether you are feeling guilty, angry, nervous, thrilled, or
revved up from an exciting day. Innocent people may be tense and nervous about
the whole procedure. They may react physiologically to a certain word (“bank”)
not because they robbed it, but because they recently bounced a check. In either
case the machine will record a “lie.” The reverse mistake is also common. Some
practiced liars can lie without flinching, and others learn to beat the machine by
tensing muscles or thinking about an exciting experience during neutral questions.
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لغات سخت متن:
اتهامبرانگیز
بسیار هیجانزده
[چک] برگشت خوردن

 incriminatingدروغسنج
 revved upتضمینشده
 bounceکشف کردن ،پی بردن به

lie detector
guaranteed
detect

سر باز زدن؛ لرزیدن

 flinchبیطرف

neutral

منقبض کردن

 tenseانتقادی

critical

اتکاپذیری

 reliabilityتنفس

respiration

?Q: What is the main idea of the passage
(A) physical reactions reveal guilt.
(B) how lie detectors are used and their reliability.
(C) lie detectors distinguish different emotions.
(D) lie detectors make innocent people nervous.
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گزینۀ  Aنادرست است زیرا خیلی کلی است و هیچ ارتباطی با « lie detectorsدروغسنجها» ندارد .گزینۀ C
نادرست است ،زیرا دروغسنجها تنها تغییرات فیزیکی بدن را ثبت میکنند ،نه تغییرات عاطفی آن را .گزینۀ D

نادرست است ،زیرا دروغسنجها افراد بیگناه را مضطرب میکنند ،ولی این نکته تنها یکی از جزئیات متن است
نه ایدۀ اصلی آن .بهترین پاسخ گزینۀ  Bاست ،زیرا ترکیبی از ایدۀ اصلی پاراگراف اول (که در مورد استفادۀ از
دروغسنجهاست) و مفهوم اصلی پاراگراف دوم (اتکاپذیری دروغسنجها) میباشد.
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در آزمون
الف .سؤاالت مربوط به ایدۀ اصلی متن به شکلهای مختلفی پرسیده میشوند؛ مانند:

?the passage

.

(main) topic of
subject of
main idea of
(A) What is the main idea expressed in
author’s main point in
main theme in
main/primary purpose
of
(B) The passage deals mainly with
is mainly about

?(C) With what topic is the passage/author mainly concerned
?What does the passage mainly discuss
The passage provides sufficient information to answer which of the following
?questions
?Which of the following would be the best title

9

ب .نحوۀ پاسخ به سؤاالت مربوط به ایدۀ اصلی متن بصورت زیر است:
۴

 .۱جملۀ اول هر پاراگراف را بخوانید.
 .۰به دنبال یک موضوع یا ایدۀ مشترک بین جمالت اول پاراگرافها باشید.
 .۱مابقی متن را بهسرعت از نظر بگذرانید تا مطمئن شوید که جمله (های) موضوع را بهدرستی پیدا
کردهاید.
 .۲پاسخهای نادرست را حذف کرده و از میان گزینههای باقیمانده بهترین پاسخ را انتخاب کنید.
ج .گزینههای نادرست در سؤاالت مربوط به ایدۀ اصلی متن اغلب به شکلهای کلی زیر دیده میشوند:
 .۱گزینۀ نادرست ممکن است خیلی کلی باشد.
 .۰گزینۀ نادرست ممکن است صحیح بنظر برسد ،ولی خیلی جزئی و ناقص باشد و تنها دربردارندۀ ایدۀ اصلی
یکی از پاراگرافها باشد.
 .۱گزینۀ نادرست ممکن است سوءبرداشت ناصحیحی از ایدۀ اصلی متن باشد.
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 سازماندهی مفاهیم در متن.۲
. ممکن است از شما سؤاالتی دربارۀ سازماندهی و ساختمان مفاهیم متن پرسیده شود،در بخش درک مطلب
چنین سؤاالتی اغلب ارتباط بین مفاهیم یک یا چند پاراگراف با مفاهیم یک یا چند پاراگراف دیگر را از شما
.میپرسند
Passage 4:
If asked who invented the game of baseball, most Americans would probably
reply that it was their belief that Abner Doubleday did. They believe this because
the story about Doubleday is part of the tradition of baseball.
Doubleday was given credit for this invention early in the twentieth century
when sporting-goods manufacturer Spaulding inaugurated a commission to
research the question of who invented baseball. In 1908, a report was published
by the commission in which Abner Doubleday, a U.S. Army officer from
Cooperstown, New York, was given credit for the invention of the game. The
National Baseball Hall of Fame was established in Cooperstown in honor of
Doubleday.
Today, most sports historians are in agreement that Doubleday really did not
have much to do with the development of baseball. Instead, baseball seems to be
a close relative of the English game of rounders and probably has English rather
than American roots.

:لغات سخت متن
give credit

 ستودنinaugurate

افتتاح کردن؛ آغاز کردن
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Q: In this passage ...
(A) an idea is presented and then refuted
(B) a concept is followed by examples
(C) a cause is followed by an effect
(D) a belief is supported with reasons

 بایستی به ایدۀ اصلی هر، برای پاسخ به این سؤال.این سؤال در ارتباط با سازماندهی اطالعات در متن است
: ایدۀ اصلی پاراگراف اول در جملۀ اول آن قرار دارد.یک از پاراگرافها توجه کنید
if asked who invented the game of baseball, most Americans would probably reply
that it was their belief that Abner Doubleday did.

:ایدۀ اصلی پاراگراف دوم نیز در جملۀ اول آن قرار دارد
Doubleday was given credit for this invention.

:و ایدۀ اصلی پاراگراف سوم نیز در جملۀ اول آن قرار دارد
most sports historians are in agreement that Doubleday really did not have much
to do with the development of baseball.
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بخش دوم

Fast Reading

با بررسی جملۀ اول پاراگرافها متوجه میشویم که پاراگراف سوم اطالعات دو پاراگراف اول را نقض میکند
. استA  بهترین پاسخ گزینۀ، بنابراین.(refute)
Passage 5:
IQ, or intelligence quotient, is defined as the ratio of a person’s mental age to
chronological age, with the ratio multiplied by 100 to remove the decimal.
Chronological age is easily determined; mental age is generally measured by some
kind of standard test and is not so simple to define.
In theory, a standardized IQ test is set up to measure an individual’s ability to
perform intellectual operations such as reasoning and problem solving. These
intellectual operations are considered to represent intelligence.
In practice, it has been impossible to arrive at consensus as to which types of
intellectual operations demonstrate intelligence. Furthermore, it has been
impossible to devise a test without cultural bias, which is to say that any IQ tests
so far proposed have been shown to reflect the culture of the test makers. Test
takers from that culture would, it follows, score higher on such a test than test
takers from a different culture with equal intelligence.

:لغات سخت متن
11

quotient
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 [ریاضی] خارجقسمتconsensus

multiplied by

 ضربدرbias

decimal

دهگان

اتفاقنظر
 غرضمندی،تبعیض

Q: What type of information is included in the first paragraph?
(A) an argument
(B) a definition
(C) an opinion
(D) a theory

. دقت کنیدis defined as  به. استB پاسخ گزینۀ
در آزمون
: اشکال مختلف سؤاالتی که مربوط به سازماندهی و ساختمان مفاهیم متن میشوند عبارتند از.الف
How is the information in the passage organized?
How is the information in the second paragraph related to the information in the
first paragraph?

: نحوۀ پاسخدهی به این نوع سؤاالت.ب
: بنابراین.پاسخ این نوع سؤاالت معموالً با بررسی جملۀ اول پاراگرافهای موردنظر مشخص میشود
. جملۀ اول هر پاراگراف را بخوانید.۱
. به دنبال کلماتی باشید که روابط بین پاراگرافها را نشان میدهند؛ و گزینۀ صحیح را انتخاب کنید.۰
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سؤاالت مربوط به مفاهیم و ایدههای متن

Sample Test 1 (Unit 2)
Vaccines are prepared from harmful viruses or bacteria and administered to
patients to provide immunity to specific diseases. The various types of vaccines
are classified according to the method by which they are derived.
The most basic class of vaccines actually contains disease-causing
microorganisms that have been killed with a solution containing formaldehyde. In
this type of vaccine, the microorganisms are dead and therefore cannot cause
disease; however, the antigens found in and on the microorganisms can still
stimulate the formation of antibodies. Examples of this type of vaccine are the
ones that fight influenza, typhoid fever, and cholera.
A second type of vaccine contains the toxins produced by the microorganisms
rather than the microorganisms themselves. This type of vaccine is prepared when
the microorganism itself does little damage but the toxin within the
microorganism is extremely harmful. For example, the bacteria that cause
diphtheria can thrive in the throat without much harm, but when toxins are
released from the bacteria, muscles can become paralyzed and death can ensue.
A final type of vaccine contains living microorganisms that have been rendered
harmless. With this type of vaccine, a large number of antigen molecules are
produced and the immunity that results is generally longer lasting than the
immunity from other types of vaccines. The Sabin oral antipolio vaccine and the
BCG vaccine against tuberculosis are examples of this type of vaccine.
1. Which of the following expresses the main idea of the passage?
(A) vaccines provide immunity to specific diseases
(B) vaccines contain disease-causing microorganisms
(C) vaccines are derived in different ways
(D) new approaches in administering vaccines are being developed
2. How many types of vaccines are presented in the passage?
(A) two
(B) three
(C) four

(D) five

3. Which paragraph discusses the vaccines made from dead organisms?
(B) paragraph 2
(A) paragraph 1
(C) paragraph 3
(D) paragraph 4
4. Which paragraph discusses the vaccines that do not contain the diseasecausing microorganism?
(A) paragraph 1
(B) paragraph 2
(C) paragraph 3
(D) paragraph 4
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ویژگیهای کتاب  Fast Grammarتألیف مهرداد زنگیهوندی:
☑ آموزش کامل نکات به زبان ساده در  ۶۱بخش:
در قسمت درسنامۀ هر بخش نکات آموزشی به زبان بسیار ساده توضیح داده شدهاند .در این
قسمت تالش شده مهمترین نکات هر بخش با ذکر مثال و نکات تستی و سؤاالت ادوار گذشتۀ
آزمونها با پاسخ تشریحی ارائه گردد.
☑ قسمت در آزمون:
در قسمت در آزمون انتهای هر بخش ،نحوۀ ارزیابی از مباحث هر بخش در آزمونها توضیح
داده شده است .در این قسمت انواع سؤاالتی که از هر بخش در آزمونها مطرح میشود و شکل
کلی گزینههای نادرست در سؤاالت برای رد گزینهها توضیح داده شده است.
☑ قسمت :Sample Test
در انتهای هر بخش ،یک آزمون نمونه با پاسخ تشریحی قرار داده که شامل سؤاالتی است که
در آزمونها از آن مبحث بطور مکرر مطرح شده است.
☑ آزمونهای جامع ،تستهای واقعی ادوار گذشتۀ آزمونها و تستهای
کنکورهای سراسری تا اردیبهشت :۶۱
در انتهای کتاب ،سؤاالت آزمونهای ادوار گذشتۀ  ... ،EPT ،MSRTو تستهای کنکور
رشتههای مختلف تا سال  69با پاسخ تشریحی قرار داده شده است .برای این سؤاالت (حدود
 044تست) ،پاسخهای کامالً تشریحی به همراه تحلیل همۀ گزینهها و دلیل درستی یا نادرستی
هر گزینه ارائه گردیده است.
☑ تستهای منتخب از مباحث پرتکرار ادوار گذشتۀ آزمونهای ،EPT
 MHLE ،MSRTو  ...تا اردیبهشت ۶۱
☑ نکات تستزنی سریع بصورت ابداعی و انحصاری

از همین مؤلف:
کتاب Reading

( Fastراهنمای جامع درک مطلب آزمونهای زبان) (چاپ جدید)

کتاب  Fast Readingتالشی است برای آماده ساختن داوطلبان برای بخش درک مطلب کنکور کارشناسی
ارشد و دکتری رشتههای مختلف MHLE ،EPT ،MSRT ،و تافل.
قسمتهای مختلف کتاب Fast Reading
این کتاب اﺯ  1بخش تشکیل شده که هر یک اﺯ آنها بر روی یکی اﺯ مهارتهای الﺯم برای پاسخ به انواع
مختلف سؤاالت آﺯمون تمرکز میکند .هر یک اﺯ بخشهای کتاب بصورت یک درسنامه ارائه گردیده است.
 بخشهای مختلف کتاب به شرح ﺯیر هستند:
 .1توضیح و آموﺯش نکات هر بخش به ﺯبان ساده :در این قسمت سعی شده تا مباحث درسی به ﺯبان ساده با
مثال توضیح داده شوند.
 .0در آﺯمون :در این قسمت نحوۀ ارﺯیابی اﺯ مباحث هر درس در آﺯمونهای مختلف و چگونگی پاسخدهی به
آنها با ذکر نکات تستی ارائه شده است.
 .1قسمت  :Sample Testدر انتهای هر بخش ،یک آﺯمون نمونه قرار داده شده که شامل نمونه سؤاالتی
است که در آﺯمونها اﺯ مباحث آن بخش مطرح شدهاند.
 .2آﺯمون جامع و تستهای آﺯمونهای مختلف :در انتها نیز یک آﺯمون جامع ( 52تست) و  05متن ( 121تست)
اﺯ سؤاالت آﺯمونهای مختلف قرار داده شده است.
 .2لغتنامۀ واژگان مهم :در این بخش واژگان مهم آﺯمونهای ﺯبان با ترجمۀ آنها آورده شده است .توصیه
میشود این لغات را بهدقت مطالعه کرده و به ذهن بسپارید.
برای تهیۀ این کتاب و دریافت نمونه سؤاالت آﺯمونها و ویدئوهای آموﺯشی میتوانید به وبگاه اینترنتی ما به
نشانی ) (www.FastZaban.comمراجعه کنید.

از همین مؤلف:

شامل:
ـ همۀ سؤاالت  12دورۀ اخیر آﺯمون ( EPTاﺯ اسفند  12تا خرداد  )15با پاسخ کامـالً تشریحی (جمعاً 1211
تست)
ـ تحلیل آﺯمونها و مشخص کردن مباحث پرتکرار آﺯمون
ـ آموﺯش نکات تستی
ـ لیست لغات مهم و پرتکرار آﺯمون
قابل استفادۀ داوطلبان آزمونهای  ،MHLE ،MSRT ،EPTتولیمو و کنکور
کارشناسی ارشد رشتههای مختلف
برای تهیۀ این کتاب و دریافت نمونه سؤاالت آﺯمونها و ویدئوهای آموﺯشی میتوانید به وبگاه اینترنتی ما به
نشانی ) (www.FastZaban.comمراجعه کنید.

برای دریافت سؤاالت آﺯمونها با پاسخ کامـالً تشریحی و تحلیل آﺯمون،
به وبسایت  www.FastZaban.comیا
کانال تلگرامی ما
 t.me/FastZabanمراجعه نمائید.
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Chapter 1 1 Reatlln1 for

32.
33.

Details

35. A

Introducing Details

36.

Exercise 1

37.

1.

The passage is about hai!'lityles In ancient
limes.
2. the Middle East
3. cut In neat geometric layers
4. position. employment
5. fake beards
6. The early Grttks
7. The Romans
8. tines 7-8
9. Unc 1S-16
10. tines 21-22
11. women
12. blond
13. Greeks
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1.
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B
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B
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11.

A
A

12.

c

13. 8

Chapter 21 Reaclln1 for
Reference anti
Vocaltulary
Introducing Reference and

Voca~ulary
Excrdsc 1

The pas.'\age is about the causes. or
creation. of weather.
Winds arc causc:d by air moving from a
high-pressure area to a low-pressure area.
3. High- and low-pressure air ma.s.'iCS travel
the globe and cause major weather
changes.
4. When rising warm air meets cool air.
clouds and rain arc created.
5. Weather forecasters watch the movement
of warm and cold air mas.ocs and try to
predict how they will behave.
1.

21. c
22. B
23. D
24. c
25. A
26. c
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Exercise 2
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D
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Exercises on Details
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

8
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29. A
30. c
31. c
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TOEFL READING FLASH

...

6. toa
7.
I.

blizzard
SUI'S

9. "lr · In line 4 rri:rs to the r1s1r11 alt.
10.

"Them" In line 7 refers to the pre5SW'C
centers.

11. " Theic" In line 16 refers to clouds.

Exercises on Reference and
Vocabulary

3.

c
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8
8

s.

6. 8
7. D
8. A

c
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Exercbe 2
1. 0
2. A
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0
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3. D
4. A
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·~·
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25. 8
26. D
27. c
28. 0
29. 8
30. 0

Chapter 3: a-tlln• fer
Malnltl•••
Introducing Main Ideas

ab
an
.

12. The word "Intense" In line 11 means
extremely lat~e an4 strong. The word
severe In line ll Is limilar In IIIClUlina13. In line 14, when air condenses, It forms
water droplets. As used In the pa.ssqe,
condenses means to condensate, to
~come heavier and more: compact, thU5
forming a liquid from vapor.
1~. In Uncs IS-16, when clouds reach a
saturation point, or the point at which
!hey can no Jon&er cont11n their molsturc. the droplets Call to Earth as rain or
snow.
IS. Sophisticated instruments are advanced,
often complicated machines. Some
examples of aopltisllcated lnsuuments
we now use In everyday Ilk are comput·
ers, watches with dlgital readouts, VCRs,
and ceUubr phones.

c

15. c
16. II
17. a
18. D
19. 8
20. c
21. D
22. 8
23. c

co
m

1"

Exerdse 1
1. The main Idea of the passaae IS bow to
lead a healthy Ufe.
2. fat, supr, salt

~-

••

tltcdncss, irritability, poor seneral health
(any two) runnin&. bicycle rkfin&,
swiJnnllng

s. carbohydrates
6. vtwnJns
7. ~
8. ~
9. "Their" In line 17 refers to people.
10. "Nutrition" In Une 4 means the food we
eat.
11. The best subsdtwe for the word "limit"
In Unc 9 Is restrict.
12. "Coostandy" In Unc 17 means continually, or always.

Exerciws on Main ltleas
Excrdse 2
1. 8
2. A

3. c
4. 0
5. 0

..

c
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c
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7. 8
0
9. A

B
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D
0
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Chapter 4s R-tllag for
llifere11ce
liHrocluci~ Inference
Exercise 1
1. 1bc pasaac Is mainly about how the
contributions ot filmmakers and invmtors from aU over the world led to tlfe
development of modOn pk:'t\ub.

11.
ll.

13.

1.t.

movetilcn~
patented ~ison)
''If' in line: 6 refers to the zoc:uopc:.
"lbc:y" in line: 7 refers to !he: rotating
pictures.
In Unc: 7, !he: word mc:rgod means
combined, oc came: togc:dlc:r.
1bc word conlribulloas in line 27 means
olfertnas.
We can Infer that Lc: Prince was a
talented Inventor wbo would have made
a significant contributiOn to flbnrn2Jdng
had he lived longer.
We can· Infer that !he: modoa picture
camera was a complicated machine !hal
required !he: Invention, apc:rimc:ntatlon,
and cn:advity of mmy pc:op1c: to devdop.

Ekercises on Inference
be lnfem:d
•• Cannot
Cannot be Inferred
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human movements
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Can be lnfc:m:d
Can be inlc:rrc:d

Cann()( be lnfc:rmt
6. Can be Inferred
7. Can be inlc:rrc:d
8. Can be inlc:rrc:d
9. Can be Inferred
10. CaMot be lnfc:n'c:d
11. Can be lnfc:rrc:d
12. Cannot be lnfc:rrc:d
13. <:mnbt be lnfc:rrc:d
Carmot be lnfc:m:d
IS. Can be lnferTCd
16. Cannot be lnfem:d
17. Can be inferTCd
18. Cannot be lnfc:rrc:d
19. Cannot be lnfc:rrc:d
20. Can be lnfc:m:d

....
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Chapter Ss Atltlltlonal
Re•tllag Skills

Introducing Additional Reading
Sldlls
Exercise 1
1. The passage Is mainly about the n:asons
wby sldlna Is a popular sport.
8c:ing abk to dc5ccnd a hill, to tum at
will, and enjoy nature at Its lovc:lic:st arc
lhrills for aU age groups.
3. Snow conditions change as the tempera·
run: and weather conditions change
throughout the day.
Siders today wear wann, light, downfillc:d clothes.
s. Modem materi:ds have made today's slcis
lighter, more ftc:xlble, and suited to
people: of aU ages and abilities.
6. Snow-making equipment Is used In areas
with little snowfaU.
7 . p laces to ski
8. modem materials
9. In line 2, the word "thaw" means !he:
mclllng of snow In spring.
10. In line 10, the w ord " trail" refers to the
areas, or runs, that people ski.
l.

••
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11.

12.

Ski areas arc more availabl~ today thanks
to snow-maldns ~quipment in warmer
climates. Mountains that one~ could not
accommoda~ sld~rs now proVide
cxceUcnt sld slopes and COCHUtions.
This passag~ would most lik~Iy be found
in a sld or sport magazin~.

13. (A)
14.
15.

16.

17.

&vorabl~

ski morts around the world
To inform
(C)
More ~opk: enjoy siding today ttwl a~
before. Slc:iing today Is c:ask:r and in som~
Wllys more ~njoyablc ttwl in the pa.st.
Skiing will continue to gain in popularity.
(C) The author explains~ popularity
of skiing and gives reasons.

(D)

Exercises on Additional
Reading Skills
Exercise 2
B
0

3. c
4. c
5. 0
6.
7.
8.

A

c
0

c
c

IS.

A

16.

A

17.
18.

0

c
c

Fa

19.

st
Z

B

13. A
14. c

20.

21.
22.
23.
24.

0
B

c

B
A

25. c
26. B
27.

A

28.

A

29.

0

30. B
31.
32.

A
A

33.
34.
35.
36.

B

37.

B

c

«.

D

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

c

B
0

B

0

SO. D

Practice Test I
The correct answer is indicated with
an asterisk ~.
1.

(A)

Although the passage does discus5
the cxtrcmdy high tempcmurc of
a su~mova, that Is only one fact
about supernovas. Th~ passage Is
mainly about how su~ovas an:
formed and how powctful they

arc.
The many &cts glvm In the
passag~ mainly explain how
su~vas arc tormN and bow
powctful they arc.
(C) Shock waves arc only one ca\151: of
supc::movas. Shock waves arc not
the main subject of the passage.
dc:nsity of a nculron star is
The
(D)
one fact about a su~ova, but It
is not what the passag~ is mainly
about.
2. "(A) " It" ref~ to the shock wav.: that
is movin3 outvnrd. The shock
wav~ me~ the star's collapsln@
ou~ Ia~. wbJch causes a
catastrophic ~xplosion.
"It" Is th~ shock wav~ wltbln the
(B)
nculron star that mccu the
collapsing out layus and causes a
catastrophic explosion.
The catastrophic explosion occurs
(C)
when the shock wave moves
outwllrd and mccu the mataial
Calling Inward.
(D) "It" ref~ to the shock wav~ that
m«rs the star's collapsing Ia~
and causes a cawcrophlc apJo.
"(B)

9. A
10.
11.
12.

0

41.
42.

43. c

ab
an
.

1.
2.

-60. A
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sion.

0

0
B

38. 0
39. c
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ANSWERS
3. (A)

(B)

<(C)

The passage states that the 1987
supernova was ''in the l.atJe
Cloud of Magcllao." This statement Is true.
The passage states that the 1987
supernova W25 17o;ooo llsht-ycars
away. This swcmcnt Is also true.
The passage states that the 1987
supernova "shone as a sur
between magnitudes 2 and 3,"
NOT 3 and 4. Statement C is NOT

6. (A)
(B)

147

A botanist studies plants and
therefore would not be the most
Ukcly author of this passage.
An economist is an expert in
economics, the management of
money, or other material rcsources. An economist would
probably not be an expert on
SUpcrnov:l5.

(C)

true.

(D)

7.

co
m

<(D)

(A)

n.

The passage docs state that the
1987 supem<lY2 "bad a low peak
luminosity by supernova stan<lards."
Assumed means supposed to be
~ (A)
true. It is not similar in meaning to
detectable, which means able to
be seen or dctennlncd as being
present.
(B) Known refers to infonnation about
something in one's mind. However, thinp arc detectable with
the scnscs, such as taste, hearing,
sight, and smell.
<(C) Perceptible IIIC2Il5 becotning
aware of something through the
senses. This word is closest in
meaning to detectable, which also
refers to the senses.
(D) AudlbJc tllC:lliS bavin& used only
one of the senses, bearing. This
word Is related to but not closest
In meaning to dct\:ctablc.
(A) A characteristic is a quality, trait,
or feature of something. It cannot
take the place of remnant, which
means a rcmainln8 pan of
somcthillg.
(B)
A rdic Is something old that
n:mlnds us of the past. It is not
similar in meaning to remnant.
(C) A -specter Is a ghOSl or the spirit of
M>lllCtbins that ooce cslstcd. It is
Dot the same as rannant, which is
a small part of something that was
once whole.
<(D) 8oth remnant and remainder mean
a small rcmalnlng part or trace of
somcthlog. Either word can be
used without changing the
meaning of th!= sentence.

A mathematician deals with
nlmlbas and would not be the
likely author of this passage.
An astronomer stuctics the sues,
planets, and other heavenly
bodies. Therefore, an astronomer
would be the most likely person
to write about a supernova, which
is "due to the collapse of a
massive star."
Magnitude refers to the brightness
of a star. It is not similar in
meaning to multitudes, which
refers to a great number or
quantity.
Groups refers to associations, but
do not Indicate a large number.
Therefore, (B) is Incorrect.
Many is closest in meaning to
multitudes.
Temperatures refer to a measurement of heat; the passage is not
concerned with the temperature
of the neutrons.
Violent is a tenn used to describe
something that is sudden and
occurs with great force. This word
is closest in meaning to catastrophic.
Colorful refers to something that
·. contains or gives off many colors.
This Is not an aspect of supcmc>vas that is mentioned in the
passage and is not similar in
meaning to catastrophic.
Thc study of supernovas is a
scientific type of study, but does
not express the sudden and
forceful nature of a star exploding.
Luminous means bright, and
although brightness Is certainly a
factor of a supernova, It is not
dose in meaning to catastrophic.
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<(C)

(D)

8.

<(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
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13. (A)

(II)

1bc: passage Indicates -that Pippin
started paintintl and drawing after
he was wounded in the war, not
during World War I.
1bc: passage swes that Pippin was
not tniocd. 'Jbcre(orc, (B) is not
COfKCt.

(C)

...

1bc: passage indicates that Pippin
had artistic sensitivity, but it docs
not mention anything about
someone discussing this with
Pippin.
"(D) 1bc: passage sutcs that Pippin
"discovered ... that by keeping
his rilht wrist steady with his left
hand, he could paint and draw."
(A)
Pippin's hotnctowo is not mentioned in line 6.
"(8) Pippin's hometown of West
Chester, Pennsylvania, is mentioned in line 10.
(C) 1Jnc 4 docs not mention the name
of Pippin's hometown.
(D) 1Jnc 9 discusses the scenes of
people and places that Pippin
painted, but it docs not give the
name: of Pippin's hometown.
"(A) 1bc: passage sutcs that Pippin
painted "sccucs of the people and
piM!cs of his hometown of West
Chescer, Pmnsytvaoia," and that
his Domino Players Is a scene of
"four women pthcrcd around a
woodca table in a simple kitchen
sc:tdn&-" From this k can be
.-.cd thM Pippin's life in rural
West <llestcr was also simple and
basic.
(B) 1bc: second paraaraph discusses
the fact that Pippin did a series of
paindnp on the abolitionist John
Brown, but It also ~ that "he
shied away from sodallssucs for
the most part." Pippin may ha~
been Interested.in the subject of
abolidon, but there Is DOthintJ to
lodicalC he was obsessed with it.
(C) Althou3h the artidc
that
Pippin was wounded dllrin& World
War I, it does not cll8cuss how he
fdt about his expcdcuccs.
(D) B«auac Pippin "lldlicftd his
area- success wtth IICCDCS of the
people and places of his ~town," it can be ~ that
Pippin Wtcd to thiRk about and
draw scenes from Ills past.

m

1bc: passage suu:s that a super·
n<w.1 remnant may be detectable
as a pulsar. Supernovas do not
happen to pulsars; pulsars an:
somcthl.ng that may be detected
after a supernova haS occUrn:d.
(B) The sun is obviously 1ti11 shlolng,
and therefore has not collapscd,
nor has it used up its fuel.
(C) 1bc: passage docs not mention
anything about stars colliding.
"(D) The first paragraph of the passage
ends with a reference to a black
hole. In extreme cases, a supernova remnant may be a neutron
sur or a black hole.
10. (A)
The passage docs mention that a
Type U supernova occurs when a
massive star collapses, but docs
nor say that the size is the cause
of the explosion. Therefore, (A) is
not correct.
(B) The birth of stars is nor discussed
in the passage.
(C)
A -neutron star is fonnc:d when a
star collapses. This is a stage of
the supernova, but not the
bqinniog.
"(D) When its main nuclear -fuel has
been used up, a massive star
collapses. This is how supernovas
begin.
11. (A) In line 5, the process of a supc:rnova is about to begin.
(B) l.lnc 8 dc:scribcs the most active
part of a supernova, what is left
has not occurred at this point.
"(C) Unc 12 states that after most of a
sur!s material is blown away, an
Incredibly dense neutron sur or
black hole remains.
(D) Line 20 discusses the bri&htncss of
a particular supc:mova, not what Is
left of a sur.
IZ. (A) 1bc: pass&8e sutcs that Pippin, a
prinUtive artist, had a "feel for
two-dimensional dcsip." Therefore, this sutcmcnt is true.
(B) The passage states that Pippin's
feel for "the arranacmcnt of colors
and paacms made him one of the
finest primitive artbts." Starcmcnt
(B) is true.
(C) It is indicated in the pasage that
"Pippin was not trained." Statement (C) is also true.
"(D) The passage docs not mention
portraits as a form of prlmiuvc art.
Statement (D) Is the only sutcmcnt that is NOT true.
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15.

-es

ANSWERS
The putp<~~e-it the·reason·wby

IOIIlCtbintttakc5 place. It cannot

(B)

lake the place of amngcment,
which means the placement or
onkr· of somedliag.
A fixture is somedUag that stays in .

meDt (A).

Fa

"(C)

Since the authol' writes about
Plppln's•Btal success as a
prtmiCive artist, It can be infem:d
that the authol' would not qrc:e
with the swcmcnt that primitive
art·is an c:XCIIIC fot' lack of tninlns
and talent.
The passaae states that Pippin was
"one of the finest primitive artists
America has produced." Therefore, the author would most Ukely
qree with the statement that
Pippin made a ~t contrtbudon to American art.
The pusaae swes that Pippin
"shied away from $OCial lss.ues."
Therefore, the author would not
llptt with IUtcment (D).

st
Z

(B)

(D)

ab
an
.

one place·and ·nevcr ch2naes. It
doa ·not·the same as
arranacment, which involves the
placanent of thinp.
"(C) Amngemcnt Is the placement or
onkr of somc:thlng. Therefore,
composition can be used In place
of arnosement without chanaing
the meanina of· the sentence.
(D) A blend of thinp is a mixture or
combinadon of them. It doa not
mean the same as -arrangement.
17. (A,) Tbe·author doa state that Pippin
DOt tnined; however, the
author· also declares that Pippin
was "one of the finest primitive
lltbls·America has produced ...
Tberd'otc:, It is not likely that the
auchoc would qza: with swe-

Anthropology i.~ the study of
cultures. An is· pan of culture, and
it is possible that this might be
patt of a required reading In
anthropology. However, It is not
the best answer because it is
much more· lilcdy that this passage
would be required reading in an
art course.
(B) A drama course would most lilcdy
require the readif18 of plays.
{C)
A sociology course may include
some srudy of anists and how they
relate to the society in which they
live. However, this is not the best
answer, because: the passage is
much more likely to be part of
required rcadina in an an course.
"(D) 1bis passage on an anist who
lived long ago would most likely
be required reading in an an
histoty Course.
19. {A) Educated refers to trainina, as in
an an school, and line 4 has
already stated that Pippin was not
trained.
(B) Artl5tlc can mean natunll}' skilled,
but it most dittctly refers to a
rdlried procc:ss, and is nut the
same as intuitive.
{C) Intense is similar to passionate, or
dnmatic, but is not similar in
meanina to intuitive.
"(D) lnstlnctive describes something
that comes without guidance,
somethina done by reflex. This is
the same as Intuitive, which
describes something inborn.
:ZO. (A) To postpone something means to
set. it aside to be used later. Pippin
did not intend to use social issues
later In his paintings, so (A) is

18. (A)

co
m

16. (A,)
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incorrect.
"(B)

(C)
(D)

Avoided is closest in meanina to
sbied away from . Both describe
not wantina anything to do with
an issue. Pippin had no desire to
ponray social issues in his
paintif185.
Shied away from is not a term
specific to the field of painting.
Fear is a strona emotional reaction
to somethina: Pippin simply chose
not to deal with social issues in his
paintings. He was not afraid of
them.
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22. (A)

(B)
-(C)

(D)

23.

(A)

Fa

(B)

-(C)

(D)

m

25.

n.

(D)

The passage only provides one
swcmcnt about Navajo folklore;
therefore, that Is not what the
passage Is mostly about.
(B) wcathcr Is discussed In the
passage, but only as it rdatcs to
the spaddoot toad. Most of the
Information In the passage is about
the toad.
-(C) The passage discusses the living
and matJna habits of the spadcfoot
toad. 1lw is what the article is
mainly about.
(D) The matJna rituals of the male
spadcfoot ace only a small part of
the discussion of the Ufe of the
spadcfoot toad.
-(A) The passage states that the
spadcfoot toad "remains dormant
beneath the S<moran Desert of
AriZona . . . for as long as eight or
nine months."
(B) The first paragraph says that "with
the onset of swnmcr thunderstorms" the toads emerge "to
begin their brief and frantic
mating season.''
(C) At the end of the second paragraph, the author states that the
toads gorJC themscl~ on insects.
The author docs not say anything
about the frogs catin& lea~ and
grasses.
(D) Line 13 states that the young
"mature with remarkable speed."
1bis means they develop very
qulcldy.
(A)
The passage states that the
spadcfoot toad lies dormant for as
long as eight or nine months. That
means It is active only three to
four months a year. Stattmcnt (A)
Is true.
(B) The passage states that !he female
spadcfoot lays "as many as 1,000
eggs in a small pool ot Ufesustaining rainwater."
-(C) The sccood paragraph mentions
that spadcfoot toads ace also
thi'Clltcncd by "devouring Insects
and animals." Therefore, the
desert sun In not the spadcfoot's
only enemy. Statement (C) is
NOT true.
(D) The author writes that "those
lucky enough to sur\'ive develop
through each tadpole stage ... h
can be Inferred from this that
many tadpoles die before they
I'CllCh maturity.
(A)

24.

ba

(C)

st
Za

(B)

it is used In llnc 11 of the passage.
It Is implied In the passage that
the four women ace sitting around
the table, talldng, oc perhaps
I'Clldying for a meal.
Scattered means positioned
randomly In relation to an object
or place, some close, some far
away. The women In Pippin's
painting Domino Players ace
galhcrcd together at the table.
Therefore, (8) Is not correct.
Collected is more often used to
describe something done to
objects and would not be used to
describe a group of people.
Domcstic2tcd refers to someone or
something grown used to spendlng most of its time In the home.
Primitive is the name of !he art
movement that Pippin was a part
of. 1bis is unrelated to the
meaning of rural.
Urban refers to a quaUty of city
Ufe, which is the oppositt of rural.
Country means the same as rural,
describing a likstylc particular to
those living away from cities, such
as farmers.
Beautiful means something
pleasant to behold, and is not
similar In meaning to rural.
Violence was not a major theme In
Pippin's paintings, because the
passage states that he shied away
from social issues.
A rural domestic scene would be a
tnothcr doing laundry or feeding
chickens. Getting wounded In
World War I cannot be described
as a rural domestic scene.
The author includes the fact that
Pippin was wounded to show that
he succccdcd In spite of a
handicap. It is hard to succeed as
an artist even wilhout being
wounded.
Unes 4-6 statt that Pippins
sensitivity and sldJI at visual
arrangement were the things that
classtfted him as a primitive artist.

co

21. -(A) Seated is the same as gathered, as

26.

ANSWERS
(A)

Since the weather of the Sononn
Desert Is only a smaU part of this
article on the spadefoot toad, it is
unlikely that the passage foUowing
this would be about weather.
(B)
1be article is about how the
spadefoot adapts to Its environ·
ment. Reproduction is only one
aspect of the story. It Is not likely
that the reproductive habits of
insects would foUow this article.
(C)
Since there Is no mention of the
dwellings of the Navajo people, it
Is ·unlikely the passage would be
foUowed by a discussion of Navajo
dweUings.
"(D) Since the main subject of the
article Is how the spadefoot toad
adapts to Its desert envirorunent,
the article is very likely to be
foUowed by a discussion on other
desert animals and their abilities to
adapt to their envirorunent.
30. (A) Une 7 states that the mating
season Is brief, therefore lengthy Is
incorrect.
"(B) Exdted Is the same as fnntic,
indicating a sense of urgency and
much activity done In very tittle
time.
(C)
Froglike means resembling a frog,
and is not close in meaning to
frantic .
(D) Things done In a frantic way can
involve danger, but danger is not
implied simply by describing
something as frantic .
31. (A) Weather is only one of the
elements, or conditions, affecting
the survival of the toad.
(B) Time cannot be used in place of
elements, which means the natural
conditions, or envirorunent, in
which the young toads hatch and
mature.
"(C) Elements, as used in this passage,
refers to the physical conditions,
or envirorunent, in which the
toads fight for survival.
(D) The elements mentioned in the
passage are heat and devouring
Insects and animals. Thunder·
storms are not mentioned as one
of the elements affecting the
survival of the spadefoot toad.

m

Z9.

co

Although the spaddoot remains
dormant during the desert's eight
or nine dry months, the: passage
gives no further Information
regarding bow long the: spaddoot
could survive WithOut rain.
(B) The Navajo 1cgcnd about toads
falling from the: sky was based
upon what appeared to occur
rather than on what the Navajo
actually observed.
"(C) 1be spadefoot has certain habits
that allow It to survive the heat
and drought of the: Sononn
Desert. lberefore, It can be
concluded that spadefoot toads are
weD adapted to their environment.
(D) 1be statement "those luclcy
enough to survive develop
through each tadpole stage" leads
the: reader to conclude that the
cbanccs of a tadpole's becoming
an adult are not very great.
Z8. (A)
A botanist studies plants and
would therefore not liltely be the
.author of this passage.
"(B) Since a biologist studies plant and
animal Ufe, a b1ologlst would
probably be the: autbor of this
article.
(C) A chemist Is trained In the study
of the composition and chemical
propcrtlcs of substances. A
chemist ~ not be the liltely
author or this passage.
(D) Since a geographer is an expert on
the earth's physical features, it Is
not Utely that a JCOBDpher would
be writing about Crop.
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32. {A)
(B)

l!WiP& rdcrs to ~~

36. {A)

ls .not silnllar to,~.
lhc. s~ tQl.ds 4jg a hqle to
. live.in ~~ the ~t. fiut no

~ occurs. at. ~~ time
1be toads gGQle on ~. to
build up CneiBr for their time
UDderground. This Is not thC supe
as·en)oyillg.
"(D) Devouring something means to
consume it, or Use 'it as food. This
Is the word most similar to

early to mJd.l700s."" lberdore,
they l{'pcarcd before, not after.

(C)

"(C)

(D)

34.

"(A)

Jt&phlcally.
1Jnes 3-4 refer to ~ Sonoran
Desert of Arizona, which Is the
~location of the
spaddOot toads.
Unes 16-17 ~no locations.
IJQes 4-7 define joint-scod::

"(C)

~as c;ompanles

around 1750.

(D)

IJ!peataDCe In the early to

companies In lines 10-12.
IJQes 13-16 dO not discuss
joint-stoclt companies.
(D) There Is no mention of joint-stock
companks In lines Z0-24.
35. (A) 1be second paraaraph states dW
"America's first private COGIIIlCr·
dal bank . . . was chartered by
Congress on December 31, 1781. ••
(B)
1be passage states dW the early
banks wac "local and limited."
"(C) 1be first paragraph mendons that
the origin of banklns ''was not an
ovcr-nlaht phenomenon." Therefore, It Is NOT true that bankins
dcvcloped rapidly In the United
SWes.
(D) Unes 18-19 state dW "the first

(C)

st
Z

Fa

office In Philadelphia...

1he third ~h discusses the
~

" ln

national bank .. . opened Its main

1be year 1791 Is the late 17005.
1be passaae ~ ~ commet·
dal corporadoos made their
lll!d-1700s.

37. (A)

(B)

(B)

~e before the 1600s.
Because tbe ~ says dW

commercial cocporadons appeared
In the early to mld·l700s, !hey
Y(Ould have appeared aomet1me

wblch each member was responslble foe the obllplions ot the
mutual enterprise."
There Is no mentJoa of joint«ock

(C)

WIG·

lf.~. ~ . made
~, appcarapjX In the early to
~ 1700s, they wac not In

.c
om

(B)

Jorglng.
LUie I mendo!ls the Nava#O
people. but nothing about location
Is stated.
Une 9 describes the spadQ'oot
sitting ill'a muddy pool; ·!his does
not state where they are seo-

(B)

ab
an

33. (A)

~says dW
"~ ~ns didn't
~e their app;arance unlil the

Tbc Ar:Jl

of rallroa4s. utilities, and

fa!;torie$, but ll was the Invest·
~ ba,nldn8 houses dW pro-

,qaotcd tbae meJBCtS and allo
"provided-the capkal for apan-

t,lc?n."
~ ~t of the Federal
~ s~ 11 oo1y one: tact
presented In the ank;Je. It Is not
"~(bat the article II mosdy 8bout.
1he article does djlcuiS how early
,IQi,nt«ock compalliel were

''prindpally JlOIIp,ofit corpcxabut !his Is abo not the

~...

'(D)

~ topic ol tbe pasuge.
~ Wee pmaraphs In !his

p;uaae pment facts about how
barlks .and corpontJoos developed
In the United SWes. That Is what
the passage Is mainly abour.

ANSWERS

(C)

(D)

39. (A}
'(B)

banks.

(C)

Line 20 provides additional
in{O((llation about banks. It does
marl< the point at which the
author's focus changes from
corwrations to banks.
Une 2 5 disci,IS,SCS the establishmcnt of the Fcdc:ral Reserve
System.
Phenomenon in this passage refers
to the origin, or beginning, of
banking and capital markets.
Factor would not be a good
substitute for 'phenomenon.
An occurrence Is something that
happens or takes place. It could
tq)lacc phenomenon, which refers
to the appearance of banking and
capital markets that took place in
the United Slates.
Dc:vdoprncnt has to do with
chaqaes that occur over time. It
would not be a good substitute for
phenomaton, which refers to the

(D)

Fa

40. (A)

st
Z

not

'(B)

(C)

~. or~~e . ofbanking

(D)

41. (A)
(B)

'(C)

and capital mar1cets.
An QWillnation Is a very close

look at or inspeq,ion of something. lt_could not replace
phenomenon in this passage.

Building m:uerials an: not similar
in meaning to capital. Building

materials. an: boiJ8ht. with capital.
A word that sounds the same as
capital, capirol, rden to a large
cicy. This Is the wrong kind of
capital.
Capital.and.~ resources

mean the same thing. Other ICnnS
that an: slrnilac in meanil)8 an:
assets and funds.
(D) 1lle C<lq)OQlc: Structure is not the
~e as capital. Capital is very
Important to the corporate
strueture, however.
42. (A) The passage IIICIItions the contri·
bution the telegtaph.made to
joumalism, but it does not discuss
the biitory of joumalism.
(B)
Details about the origin of the
national telegraph llC(Work an:
provided in the passage, but that
is not wbat the pasuge Is mostly
about.
(C) The fact that the tdgvaph
contributed to the ~n of
railroads is 4iscussed in the article.
However, that Is also not wbat the
article Is mainly about.
'(D) The ~ Is mainly concerned
with the devdopment of the
national telqjraph network and
the contributions It made to the
commW\icatioos Industry.
(A)
1lle passaae states that San
43.
Francisco w.as .added to the
network, but docs not discuss
how this enhanced the business of
news gathering.
'(B) Uncs 14-15 mentions that the
telegraph anowed for more timely
reporting and expanded the
amount of information a ncwspa·
per could supply.
(C) The expansion of the railroads is
discussed earlier in the passage.
How this Is related to news
gathering Is not explored.
(D) The telegraph provided an
efficient means to monitor
schedules and routes for the
railroads, but the effect of this on
the business of news gathering Is
not stated.

ab
an

(B)

banks'' refers to the
three private commucial banks
mentioned in lines 1S-17, the
Bank of North ~rica. the Bank
of New York, and the Bank of
Massachusetts.
Natiollal. ~ is mentioned in
line 18. "All these bapks" refers to
the private COip.lllercial banks
mentioned in lines 15-17.
Investment banld!Jg houses are
mentioned in the t!Urd paragraph.
"All,these banks" refers to the
printe commertial banks discussed in the second paragr:a.ph.
Nonprofit corporations an:
mcnciOnc.d in the first paragr:a.ph.
"All these banks" refers to the
private commercial banks di~
cussed in the second paragraph.
Unes 7- 8 continue ~g the
subject of corporations.
Une 15 nwb the point at which
the author moves from the subject
of corporations to the subject of

.c
om

38. '(A) "All lhc:sc
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«.

(A)

Tbe author menlions that the
combination of the extension of
the telegraph and the Invention of
the rowy prinlin& press revolutionlzcd the wodd ol joumallsm.
Tbe author's purpose ls 10 show
how the conununications IDdusuy
was affected by these Inventions.
Tbe author docs not compare the

46. (A)

Morse, made a si&nlficant contribudon.
"(B)

Inventions.
(B)

Tbe author gives details about the

DO

(C)

(D}

company names

47. (A)

mentioned In the passage.
lbcrctorc, (A) Is not correct.
(B) Tbe West Coast rcfcrs 10 the
Western part ol the Unit¢ States,
such as Callfomla.
<(C) Tbe Rocldcs Is a mountain range
that atends from the North lniO
New Mexico. Tbe aUihor uses the
mountains 10 show that the
tdqp'aph rcacbcd not only across
latJc disUnccs, but othcr types of
obstacles.
(D) 1bcrc arc DO railroad companies
mentioned.

(8}

Tbe passagc states that '"the
lnventlon ol the dcctric telcgtaph
pvc birth 10 the communlcatlons
Industry.''
Although revolution Indicates the
praeoce ol coasidcr.lblc chaDgc
10 50IIIdhloa. It Is usually associatcd with positive chan&c.
Dcstroyal is not appropriate.

Revolution can mean to rcvolw·
around IIOIDCthlna. but as used In
the .,-.c. It refers 10 nvecplng
c~w~aes.

Gathc:rcd means brou8ht IOICther.
wldch is not dose In mcanJna 10
revolutlonlzcd
<(D} Transformed means chan&cd from
a former state In an extreme way,
and Is lllmllar In IDC2Iling to
revolutionized. (D) Is correct.
(A) Tbe pusaac states that Monc
Invented the tclcaraph In 1837.

(C)

st
Z

Fa

coostructcd.'" It can be inferred
from this that It took some time
before the telegraph.achieved Its
tun potcntlal.
Had the tdegnpb not been
Invented, It could never have been
cxtcndcd. lbcrdorc, It cannot be
inCetftd that ooc Is more lmportint than the other.

ab
an
.

1bcrc arc

Tbe passage states that although
Samuel B. Morse succccdcd In
making the tdegnph useful in
1837, it was not until six years
later, In 1843, that '"the first
telegraph llnc of corucquence was

co
m

origins of the communications
IDdusuy. Tbe passage is conccmcd
with the past, not the present or
furore .
<(C) Tbe author uses details to support
the main topic, wbJch is how the
clcctric telcgtaph gave blnh to
and revolutionized the conununications Industry.
(D) Tbe author stateS that '"Samuel B.
Morse succecdcd In making the
.lnvcntlon useful" Tbe aUlhor is
praising, not criliclzln& Morse.

45. (A)

Because the c1ectdc tdegnph
'"gave birth 10 the communications
IDdustty,"' Its Inventor, Samuel B.

48.

(A) Is true.

(8)

<(C)

Uncs 5-6 states that In the year
after 1860, people could usc the
telegraph In San francisco. 1bis

statement Is true.
Uncs 9-12 states that the telc·
graph combiDcd with the prinlln&
prcss revolutionized the world of
journalism. It docs not state that
the tdqraph lead to the prinlin&

press.
(D)

Tbe passage discusses how the
tclqraph fottiftcd the tics
between East and West.

ANSWERS

Pradlce Test 2
1.
2.
3.
4.

c
D
A

c

s.

A

6.

B

7. D
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

A

c

A
A
D

13. B
14.
15.
16.

D
B
B

17. A

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

B

c

D
A

c
B

A

Fa

st

Za

ba

so.

In line 13, gathering refers to the
prec~ word. news. It refers to
Information, not people.
"(B) Journalism Is the businesS of news
gatherin8. Gathering refers to
news or information.
(C) Journalists are In the business of
gathcrin8 news, or information. In
this passage, gatherin8 does not
refer to objects.
(D) In line 13. gatherinB refers to the
preceding word, news, which
refers to information. It does not
refer to any substances.
"(A) 'The passage provides historical
bcu about the effects of the
electric telegraph on communicadon and tranSpOrtation in nineteenth<entury America. The
passage would most likely appear
In a boolr. on U.S. history.
(B) Although the article does mention
how the electric telegraph
contributed to the rapid expansion
of the railroads, it Is only one
detail In a passage concerned with
the historical contributions of the
electric telegraph. That detail
might appear in a book on trains,
but It Is not likely that the entire
passage would be found there.
(C) A science textbook would be
more likely to discuss how Samuel
Morse Invented the telegraph than
how the telegraph contributed to
the birth of the communications
industry.
(D) It Is not very likely that a computer magazine would contain a
passage on the development of the
telegraph.
(A)

n.
co
m

49.

D
B

c

A

c

B

A

c

D
B

A
B
D

c

44.

B
D
B
B
B
D

45.

A

46.

B

47.
48.
49.

D
D
B

so. c
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Pftlcllc• 'led 4

Pra&tlce1eat3

1. D

1. B
2. c
3. c
4. D

l.

s.

s. c

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
lS.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

6. D
7. A
8. c
9. c
10. c
11. D

c
13. c

14. D
B

c
D
D
B
B

D

ba

B

D

c

B

34. c
3S. A

D

Fa

37. D
38. A
39. B

Za

A

c

~-

A

41. c
42. D

43. c
44. A

4S. c
46. B
47. D
48. A
49. c

so.

D

c
D

c
c

B
A

D
D

c

A

B
B
A

c

B

D

22. c
23. D
24. c
2S. A
26. D

A

3031. B
32. A
33. c

36.

ll.

A

c

st

29.

B

n.
co
m

ll.

IS.
16.
17.
18.
19.
lO.
21.
22.
23.
24.
2S.
26.
27.
28.

A

3. c
4. A

27.
28.

B

29.

B

D

30. A
31. B
32. c
33. c

34.

B

3S. A

36.
37.
38.
3940.
41.
42.
43.

44.

A

D
B
B
B

D
A

c
B

4S. D

46. c

47. c
48. 8
49. 8

so.

D

ANSWERS
26. B

Practice Test 5

27. 8

1. 8

28.

2. A
J. c
4. 8
s. 8

6. 8

7. 8
D

u. c

B

15.

A

14. D

0

4S.

c

46.

D

47. 8

B
D
B

48.

c

n.

23.
24.

B

44.

18. A

19. c
20. A

u.

40.

41. A
42. A
43. 8

16. c
17. B

22.

8

m

11. D

u.

34.

35. c
36. A
37. D
38. c
39. c

9. B
10. c

co

8.

D

29. B
30. D
31. c
32. A
33. 8

49. 8

so.

c

D

Fa

st
Za

ba

zs. c
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ویژگیهای کتاب  Fast Grammarتألیف مهرداد زنگیهوندی:
☑ آموزش کامل نکات به زبان ساده در  ۶۱بخش:
در قسمت درسنامۀ هر بخش نکات آموزشی به زبان بسیار ساده توضیح داده شدهاند .در این
قسمت تالش شده مهمترین نکات هر بخش با ذکر مثال و نکات تستی و سؤاالت ادوار گذشتۀ
آزمونها با پاسخ تشریحی ارائه گردد.
☑ قسمت در آزمون:
در قسمت در آزمون انتهای هر بخش ،نحوۀ ارزیابی از مباحث هر بخش در آزمونها توضیح
داده شده است .در این قسمت انواع سؤاالتی که از هر بخش در آزمونها مطرح میشود و شکل
کلی گزینههای نادرست در سؤاالت برای رد گزینهها توضیح داده شده است.
☑ قسمت :Sample Test
در انتهای هر بخش ،یک آزمون نمونه با پاسخ تشریحی قرار داده که شامل سؤاالتی است که
در آزمونها از آن مبحث بطور مکرر مطرح شده است.
☑ آزمونهای جامع ،تستهای واقعی ادوار گذشتۀ آزمونها و تستهای
کنکورهای سراسری تا اردیبهشت :۶۱
در انتهای کتاب ،سؤاالت آزمونهای ادوار گذشتۀ  ... ،EPT ،MSRTو تستهای کنکور
رشتههای مختلف تا سال  69با پاسخ تشریحی قرار داده شده است .برای این سؤاالت (حدود
 044تست) ،پاسخهای کامالً تشریحی به همراه تحلیل همۀ گزینهها و دلیل درستی یا نادرستی
هر گزینه ارائه گردیده است.
☑ تستهای منتخب از مباحث پرتکرار ادوار گذشتۀ آزمونهای ،EPT
 MHLE ،MSRTو  ...تا اردیبهشت ۶۱
☑ نکات تستزنی سریع بصورت ابداعی و انحصاری

از همین مؤلف:
کتاب Reading

( Fastراهنمای جامع درک مطلب آزمونهای زبان) (چاپ جدید)

کتاب  Fast Readingتالشی است برای آماده ساختن داوطلبان برای بخش درک مطلب کنکور کارشناسی
ارشد و دکتری رشتههای مختلف MHLE ،EPT ،MSRT ،و تافل.
قسمتهای مختلف کتاب Fast Reading
این کتاب اﺯ  1بخش تشکیل شده که هر یک اﺯ آنها بر روی یکی اﺯ مهارتهای الﺯم برای پاسخ به انواع
مختلف سؤاالت آﺯمون تمرکز میکند .هر یک اﺯ بخشهای کتاب بصورت یک درسنامه ارائه گردیده است.
 بخشهای مختلف کتاب به شرح ﺯیر هستند:
 .1توضیح و آموﺯش نکات هر بخش به ﺯبان ساده :در این قسمت سعی شده تا مباحث درسی به ﺯبان ساده با
مثال توضیح داده شوند.
 .0در آﺯمون :در این قسمت نحوۀ ارﺯیابی اﺯ مباحث هر درس در آﺯمونهای مختلف و چگونگی پاسخدهی به
آنها با ذکر نکات تستی ارائه شده است.
 .1قسمت  :Sample Testدر انتهای هر بخش ،یک آﺯمون نمونه قرار داده شده که شامل نمونه سؤاالتی
است که در آﺯمونها اﺯ مباحث آن بخش مطرح شدهاند.
 .2آﺯمون جامع و تستهای آﺯمونهای مختلف :در انتها نیز یک آﺯمون جامع ( 52تست) و  05متن ( 121تست)
اﺯ سؤاالت آﺯمونهای مختلف قرار داده شده است.
 .2لغتنامۀ واژگان مهم :در این بخش واژگان مهم آﺯمونهای ﺯبان با ترجمۀ آنها آورده شده است .توصیه
میشود این لغات را بهدقت مطالعه کرده و به ذهن بسپارید.
برای تهیۀ این کتاب و دریافت نمونه سؤاالت آﺯمونها و ویدئوهای آموﺯشی میتوانید به وبگاه اینترنتی ما به
نشانی ) (www.FastZaban.comمراجعه کنید.

⏪ پس از استقبال گرم زبان آموزان عزیز ،ویرایش دوم کتاب

Grammar

( Fastگرامر جامع آزمونهای زبان) تألیف استاد

مهرداد زنگیهوندی

(باکیفیتترین برند تحصیالت تکمیلی)

در دو رنگ به بازار آمد...
کاملترین منبع آزمونهای زبان
✔ با بیش از  057تست و سؤاالت واقعی آزمونهای  ،MHLE ،EPT ،MSRTارشد و
دکتری همۀ رشتهها تا اردیبهشت  69با پاسخ کامـــلا تشریحـی و تحلیل همۀ گزینهها ...

شامل:

Fast Grammar

☑ آموزش کامل نکات به زبان ساده در  ۶۱بخش

کالس درس همراه

☑ مباحث و تستهای کتابهای تافل النگمن ،تافل بارونز و  Kitبا
پاسخهای کاملا تشریحی و تحلیل همۀ گزینهها

☑ آموزش گرامر از طریق کالبدشکافی اجزا جمله مانند فاعل ،فعل ،مفعول ،صفت،
قید ... ،و نشانههای تشخیص سادۀ آنها در جمله و جایگاه و ترتیب قرار گرفتن آنها
در جمله
☑ تستهای مبحثی و جامع هدفمند

☑ مشخص کردن مباحث مهم آزمون

چاپ انتشارات جنگل

☑ نکات تست زنی سریعتر بصورت ابداعی و انحصاری که در کتابهای مشابه
نخواهید دید...
☑ تستهای منتخب از مباحث پرتکرار آزمونها

☑ قرار دادن مباحث به ترتیبی که یک سیر آموزشی منسجم ،هدفمند و آکادمیک
دنبال میشود

☑ آموزش پسوندهای کلمه و نحوۀ استفاده از آنها برای پاسخ صحیح به سؤاالت و...

بسم اهلل الرحمن الرحیم

Fast Reading
درک مطلب جامع آزمونهای زبان
(ویرایش دوم)

تألیف :مهرداد زنگیهوندی

انتشارات جنگل

فهرست مطالب
بخش اول :نکاتی کلی دربارۀ درک مطلب ۱ .......................................................................
بخش دوم :سؤاالت مربوط به مفاهیم و ایدههای متن ۵ ..........................................................
بخش سوم :سؤاالت مربوط به جزئیات صریح متن ۱۱ .............................................................
بخش چهارم :سؤاالت مربوط به مرجع ضمیر۰۲ ...................................................................
بخش پنجم :سؤاالتی که پاسخ آنها بطور مستقیم در متن ارائه نشده است۰۲ ....................................
بخش ششم :سؤاالت واژگان ۱۰ ....................................................................................
بخش هفتم :سؤاالت کلی از متن ۲۴ ...............................................................................
پاسخ تستهای پایان هر بخش ۵۵ .................................................................................
آزمون جامع ۵۵ ......................................................................................................
پاسخ تشریحی آزمون جامع ۵۵ .....................................................................................
تستهای آزمونهای  ۴۱تا ۵۱ ................................................................................. ۴۵
پاسخ آزمونهای  ۴۱تا ۱۲۱ .................................................................................... ۴۵
واژگان مهم آزمونهای زبان ۱۲۵ ..................................................................................
منابع ۱۰۴ ............................................................................................................

مقدمه

حتماً مطالعه نمایید

زبان انگلیسی پرکاربردترین زبان دنیاست و با توجه به اینکه این زبان ،زبان نشر علم در دانشگاههاست ،لزوم
یادگیری آن به یک امر مبرهن و حیاتی تبدیل شده است .با علم به اینکه بیش از یکسوم سؤاالت مطرحشده
در آزمونهای زبان به مبحث درک مطلب مربوط میشود ،آمادگی مناسب برای این بخش از آزمون ،یکی از
دغدغههای همیشگی شرکتکنندگان در آزمونهای مختلف است .از اینرو ،تالش نمودم تا در پی یافتن پاسخی
مناسب به این نیاز برآمده و کتاب حاضر را تألیف نمایم .کتابهای متعددی در زمینۀ درک مطلب و با هدف
آمادهسازی داوطلبان برای شرکت در آزمونهای زبان به رشتۀ تحریر درآمدهاند؛ ولی بسیاری از این کتابها تنها
به گنجاندن تستها و سؤاالت سنوات گذشته اکتفا کرده و اغلب از آموزش نکات یاریرسان در مواجه با سؤاالت
فروگذاری نمودهاند .در این اثر ،پس از تجزیهوتحلیل سؤاالت ادوار گذشتۀ آزمونها ،انواع سؤاالت به چند دستۀ
کلی تقسیم شده و نکات و آموزشهای مفید در مورد چگونگی مواجه و پاسخ به انواع سؤاالت بطور کامل و با
ذکر مثال توضیح داده شده است .در تألیف این کتاب از منابع مختلفی استفاده شده و عمدهترین منابع ،کتابهای
تافل النگمن و کتاب  TOEFL Reading Flashبودهاند که تالش نمودم تا با تشریح کامل مهارتهای
مطرحشده در دو کتاب فوق و افزودن توضیحات و نکات تکمیلی و ارایۀ پاسخ تشریحی تستها به زبانی بسیار
ساده بتوانم داوطلبان گرامی را در راه رسیدن به هدفشان یاری رسانم.
کتاب حاضر ،با هدف آمادهسازی داوطلبان برای بخش درک مطلب آزمونهای ،MHLE ،EPT ،MSRT
تولیمو ،تافل و کنکور کارشناسی ارشد و دکتری رشتههای مختلف نگاشته شده است .این کتاب هم برای مطالعۀ
خودخوان و هم برای تدریس در کالس توسط مدرس طراحی شده است.
قسمتهای این کتاب
این کتاب از  ۵بخش تشکیل شده که هر یک از آنها بر روی یکی از مهارتهای الزم برای پاسخ به سؤاالت
آزمون تمرکز میکند و هر بخش بصورت یک درسنامه ارائه گردیده است.
قسمتهای مختلف کتاب به شرح زیر هستند:
 .۱توضیح و آموزش نکات هر بخش به زبان ساده :در این قسمت سعی شده تا مباحث درسی به زبان ساده
توضیح داده شوند.
 .۰در آزمون :در این قسمت نحوۀ ارزیابی از مباحث هر درس در آزمونهای مختلف و چگونگی پاسخدهی به
آنها با ذکر نکات ارائه شده است.
 .۱قسمت  :Sample Testدر انتهای هر بخش یک آزمون نمونه قرار داده شده که شامل نمونه سؤاالتی است
که در آزمونها از مباحث آن بخش مطرح شده است.
 .۲آزمون جامع و تستهای آزمونهای  ۴۱تا  :۴۵در انتها نیز یک آزمون جامع ( ۵۱تست) و  ۰۲متن (۱۰۵
تست) از سؤاالت آزمونهای مختلف قرار داده شده است .برای آزمون جامع پاسخ تشریحی و برای تستهای
آزمونهای ادوار گذشته پاسخ کلیدی ارائه گردیده است.

 .۵واژگان مهم آزمونهای زبان :بخش «واژگان مهم آزمونهای زبان» انتهای کتاب ،گزیدۀ کتابهایی چون
 ۵۲۲واژه ۲۲۲ ،لغت ضروری تافل،Vocabulary for IELTS ،Essential Words for the TOEFL ،
 ۱۱۲۲واژه ،واژگان ضروری  GREو  Hot Words for the SATاست که با استفاده از روش ابداعی ارایۀ
لغات در کنار مترادفهای آنها به ترتیب ساده به دشوار ،برای شما عزیزان فراهم شده است .در این قسمت ،تلفظ
« IPAالفبای فونتیک بینالمللی» لغات و ترجمۀ فارسی روان آنها ارائه شده است .توصیه میشود این لغات را
بهدقت مطالعه کرده و به ذهن بسپارید .در قسمت مترادفها ،ابتدا کلماتی که زیر آنها خط کشیده نشده و سپس
کلماتی که زیر آنها خط کشیده شده را مطالعه کنید ،زیرا کلمات به ترتیب ساده به دشوار از چپ به راست مرتب
شدهاند .مترادفهایی که زیر آنها خط کشیده شده عمدتاً مترادفهای دشوارتر و برگزیده از کتابهایی چون
 ۱۱۲۲واژه ،واژگان ضروری  GREو  SATهستند که بیشتر برای کسانی که خود را برای کسب نمرۀ باال از
آزمونهای مختلف آماده میکنند ،مناسب هستند .بنابراین ،مطالعۀ این لغات را در اولویت دوم خود قرار دهید .با
دانستن لغات این بخش از کتاب ،میتوانید یقین داشته باشید که تا بیش از  ۴۲درصد از واژگان مورد نیاز
آزمونهای زبان را فراگرفتهاید .همچنین الزم است یادآور شوم که این بخش از کتاب چکیدهای از کتاب در
دست تألیف ما تحت عنوان  Fast Vocabularyواژگان جامع آزمونهای زبان است که بهزودی با ویژگیهای
منحصربفرد و با بهترین کیفیت تقدیم حضور شما عالقمندان خواهد شد.
ارتباط با ما از طریق وبسایت www.FastZaban.com
با مراجعه به سایت تخصصی آزمونهای زبان ) ،(FastZaban.comشما عزیزان میتوانید به نمونه سؤاالت
آزمونهای مختلف بههمراه پاسخ تشریحی ،آزمونهای آنالین نظاممند ،فایلهای آموزشی و  ...دسترسی پیدا
کنید .همچنین ،در وبسایت  FastZaban.comو کانال تلگرام  Telegram.me/FastZabanمیتوانید از
امکانات دیگری نظیر مشاوره و ارایۀ برنامۀ مطالعاتی هدفمند و امکان خرید پستی سری کتابهای ما نظیر
 Fast Vocabulary ،Fast Bank (EPT) ،Fast Grammarو  ...بهرهمند شوید.
در پایان ،خداوند را سپاس میگویم که توفیق تألیف این اثر را به بنده عنایت نمود و امیدوارم با این کار
توانسته باشم خدمتی هر چند کوچک به هموطنان گرامی کرده باشم .همچنین ،الزم میدانم خالصانه از تمامی
همکاران گرامی در انتشارات جنگل که با جدیت و دقت در آمادهسازی و چاپ هر چه شایستهتر این اثر به من
کمک کردند ،تشکر کنم .ضمن آرزوی موفقیت و بهروزی یکایک داوطلبان ،دانشجویان و مدرسین گرامی ،از
شما تقاضا دارم هرگونه پیشنهاد و انتقادی که میتواند در جهت بهبود این اثر مفید باشد را از طریق راههای
ارتباطی زیر با من در میان بگذارید.
www.FastZaban.com
e-mail: mehrdad@fastzaban.com
مهرداد زنگیهوندی ـ اردیبهشت 9۶
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نکاتی کلی دربارۀ درک مطلب

Fast Reading

انواع رایج سؤاالت درک مطلب در آزمونهای زبان
انواع سؤاالت بخش درک مطلب آزمونها شامل شش دستۀ کلی میشوند که عبارتند از:
 .۱سؤاالت مربوط به مفاهیم و ایدههای متن
 .۰سؤاالت مربوط به جزئیات صریح و بیانشده در متن
 .۱سؤاالت مربوط به مرجع ضمیر
 .۲سؤاالتی که پاسخ آنها بطور مستقیم در متن ارائه نشده است
 .۵سؤاالت واژگان
 .۵سؤاالت کلی از متن
در بخشهای بعد ،هر یک از این انواع را بههمراه آموزش نکات و مثال توضیح خواهم داد.
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بخش دوم :سؤاالت مربوط به مفاهیم و ایدههای متن
یکی از انواع رایج سؤاالت در بخش درک مطلب آزمونهای زبان ،سؤاالت مربوط به ایدۀ کلی متن است که
سؤاالت مربوط به ایدۀ اصلی ) ،(main ideaموضوع ) (topic/subjectو عنوان ) (titleرایجترین
زیرشاخههای آن هستند .همچنین ،ممکن است دربارۀ چگونگی سازماندهی اطالعات در متن نیز از شما سؤال
پرسیده شود.

 .۱سؤاالت مربوط به ایدۀ اصلی متن
ایدۀ اصلی متن مهمترین ایدۀ یک متن است که کل متن عمدتاً در ارتباط با آن است .تقریباً همۀ متنها دارای
یک سؤال مرتبط با ایدۀ اصلی متن هستند .ایدۀ اصلی متن معموالً در جملۀ اول متن قرار دارد؛ البته در برخی
موارد ممکن است در میانه و یا در اواخر متن قرار گیرد.
پیدا کردن ایدۀ اصلی متن از طریق مطالعه و بررسی جمالت موضوع (topic sentences) ۱میسر میشود.
جمالت موضوع اغلب در ابتدای هر پاراگراف قرار میگیرند و کل پاراگراف در ارتباط با آنهاست .اگر متنی تنها
از یک پاراگراف تشکیل شده باشد ،بایستی تنها ابتدای متن را برای پیدا کردن ایدۀ اصلی مطالعه کنید .به مثال
زیر توجه کنید:
Passage 1:
In the philosophy of John Dewey, a sharp distinction is made between
intelligence and reasoning. According to Dewey, intelligence is the only absolute
way to achieve a balance between realism and idealism, between practicality and
wisdom of life. Intelligence involves “interacting with other things and knowing
them,” while reasoning is merely the act of an observer, “... a mind that beholds
or grasps objects outside the world of things ... .” With reasoning, a level of mental
certainty can be achieved, but it is through intelligence that control is taken of
events that shape one’s life.
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لغات سخت متن:
برهمکنش داشتن

 interactتمایز ،فرق ،تفاوت

مشاهده کردن

 beholdهوش

درک کردن ،دریافتن
دست یافتن /رسیدن به

distinction
intelligence

 graspاستدالل

reasoning

 achieveانجامپذیری

practicality

 ۱به جملۀ اصلی هر پاراگراف که معموالً در ابتدای آن قرار گرفته و موضوع آن را بیان میکند ،جملۀ موضوع میگویند.
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سؤاالت مربوط به مفاهیم و ایدههای متن

Fast Reading

?Q: What is the topic of this passage
(A) The intelligence of John Dewey
(B) Distinctions made by John Dewey
(C) Dewey’s ideas on the ability to reason
(D) How intelligence differs from reasoning in Dewey’s works

این سؤال در مورد موضوع متن است .بدلیل اینکه متن تنها از یک پاراگراف تشکیل شده است ،برای یافتن
پاسخ بایستی تنها به جملۀ اول متن توجه کنیم .جملۀ اول متن تمایز ) (distinctionبین هوش
) (intelligenceو استدالل ) (reasoningدر فلسفۀ  John Deweyرا موردبحث قرار میدهد و احتماالً
موضوع متن است .نگاهی اجمالی به بقیۀ جمالت متن تأیید میکند که موضوع متن تفاوت بین هوش
) (intelligenceو استدالل ) (reasoningاست .حال بایستی گزینهها را بررسی کنیم و نزدیکترین گزینه
به موضوعی که مشخص کردهایم را انتخاب کنیم .گزینۀ  Aتنها به  intelligenceاشاره میکند و نمیتواند
«موضوع» متن باشد .گزینۀ  Bبه تمایزهای ارائهشده توسط  John Deweyاشاره میکند ،ولی نوع تمایز را
بطور خاص بیان نمیکند .گزینـۀ  Cتنهـا به « reasoningاستدالل» اشـاره میکنـد و ناقص است .بهتـرین
پاسـخ گزینـۀ  Dاست .ایـدۀ  how intelligence differs from reasoning...از جملۀ اول متـن گرفتـه
شـده که مـیگویـد .a sharp distinction… between intelligence and reasoning
6
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اگر متنی از بیش از یک پاراگراف تشکیل شده باشد ،برای پیدا کردن ایدۀ اصلی بایستی ابتدای همه پاراگرافها
را مطالعه کنید .اگر هر پاراگراف دارای موضوع متفاوتی باشد ،بایستی مفاهیم و موضوعات همۀ پاراگرافها را
خالصه یا ترکیب کنیم .در این حالت ،ایدۀ اصلی بایستی به کل متن ارتباط داشته باشد ،نه فقط به یکی از
پاراگرافها.
Passage 2:
Nitrogen fixation is a process by which nitrogen is continuously fed into
biological circulation. In this process, certain algae and bacteria convert nitrogen
into ammonia (NH3). This newly-created ammonia is then for the most part
absorbed by plants.
The opposite process of denitrification returns nitrogen to the air. During the
process of denitrification, bacteria cause some of the nitrates from the soil to
convert into gaseous nitrogen or nitrous oxide (N2O). In this gaseous form, the
nitrogen returns to the atmosphere.
لغات سخت متن:
تبدیل کردن
جذب کردن
نیتروژنزدایی
خاک
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 convertتثبیت نیتروژن
 absorbفرایند
 denitrificationرساندن به
 soilچرخه ،گردش ،سِیر
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nitrogen fixation
process
feed into
circulation
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بخش دوم

Fast Reading

Q: Which of the following would be the best title for this passage?
(A) The Process of Nitrogen Fixation
(B) Two Nitrogen Processes
(C) The Return of Nitrogen to the Air
(D) The Effect of Nitrogen on Plant Life

 در متنهای با بیش از یک پاراگراف بایستی.این تست بهترین عنوان برای متن را مورد پرسش قرار داده است
 جملۀ اول پاراگراف، در این مثال. جملۀ اول پاراگرافها را بخوانیم، عنوان یا ایدۀ اصلی،برای پیدا کردن موضوع
 اگر تنها.( استnitrogen fixation) اول مشخص میکند که پاراگراف اول در مورد فرایند تثبیت نیتروژن
 را انتخاب کنید که میتواند تنها عنوانی مناسبA  ممکن است گزینۀ نادرست،پاراگراف اول را بررسی کنید
 جملۀ اول پاراگراف دوم مشخص میکند که این پاراگراف در مورد فرایند نیتروژندهی.برای پاراگراف اول باشد
 زیرا بازگشت نیتروژن به هوا مربوط به فرایند نیتروژندهی، نادرست استC  گزینۀ.( استdenitrification)
 زیرا در متن اشارهای، نیز نادرست استD  گزینۀ.است و این تنها در پاراگراف دوم موردبحث قرار گرفته است
 است؛ دو فرایند نیتروژنیB  بهترین پاسخ گزینۀ.( نشده استplant life) به تأثیر نیتروژن بر زندگی گیاهی
 (در پاراگراف اول) وnitrogen fixation ( داریم که شاملthe two nitrogen processes)
. (در پاراگراف دوم) استdenitrification
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Passage 3:
Although “lie detectors” are being used by governments, police departments,
and businesses that all want guaranteed ways of detecting the truth, the results are
not always accurate. Lie detectors are properly called emotion detectors, for their
aim is to measure bodily changes that contradict what a person says. The
polygraph machine records changes in heart rate, breathing, blood pressure, and
the electrical activity of the skin (galvanic skin response, or GSR). In the first part
of the polygraph test, you are electronically connected to the machine and asked
a few neutral questions (“What is your name?” “Where do you live?”). Your
physical reactions serve as the standard (baseline) for evaluating what comes next.
Then you are asked a few critical questions among the neutral ones (“When did
you rob the bank?”). The assumption is that you are guilty, your body will reveal
the truth, even if you try to deny it. Your heart rate, respiration, and GSR will
change abruptly as you respond to the incriminating questions.
That is the theory, but psychologists have found that lie detectors are simply
not reliable. Since most physical changes are the same across the emotions,
machines cannot tell whether you are feeling guilty, angry, nervous, thrilled, or
revved up from an exciting day. Innocent people may be tense and nervous about
the whole procedure. They may react physiologically to a certain word (“bank”)
not because they robbed it, but because they recently bounced a check. In either
case the machine will record a “lie.” The reverse mistake is also common. Some
practiced liars can lie without flinching, and others learn to beat the machine by
tensing muscles or thinking about an exciting experience during neutral questions.
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لغات سخت متن:
اتهامبرانگیز
بسیار هیجانزده
[چک] برگشت خوردن

 incriminatingدروغسنج
 revved upتضمینشده
 bounceکشف کردن ،پی بردن به

lie detector
guaranteed
detect

سر باز زدن؛ لرزیدن

 flinchبیطرف

neutral

منقبض کردن

 tenseانتقادی

critical

اتکاپذیری

 reliabilityتنفس

respiration

?Q: What is the main idea of the passage
(A) physical reactions reveal guilt.
(B) how lie detectors are used and their reliability.
(C) lie detectors distinguish different emotions.
(D) lie detectors make innocent people nervous.

8
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گزینۀ  Aنادرست است زیرا خیلی کلی است و هیچ ارتباطی با « lie detectorsدروغسنجها» ندارد .گزینۀ C
نادرست است ،زیرا دروغسنجها تنها تغییرات فیزیکی بدن را ثبت میکنند ،نه تغییرات عاطفی آن را .گزینۀ D

نادرست است ،زیرا دروغسنجها افراد بیگناه را مضطرب میکنند ،ولی این نکته تنها یکی از جزئیات متن است
نه ایدۀ اصلی آن .بهترین پاسخ گزینۀ  Bاست ،زیرا ترکیبی از ایدۀ اصلی پاراگراف اول (که در مورد استفادۀ از
دروغسنجهاست) و مفهوم اصلی پاراگراف دوم (اتکاپذیری دروغسنجها) میباشد.
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در آزمون
الف .سؤاالت مربوط به ایدۀ اصلی متن به شکلهای مختلفی پرسیده میشوند؛ مانند:

?the passage

.

(main) topic of
subject of
main idea of
(A) What is the main idea expressed in
author’s main point in
main theme in
main/primary purpose
of
(B) The passage deals mainly with
is mainly about

?(C) With what topic is the passage/author mainly concerned
?What does the passage mainly discuss
The passage provides sufficient information to answer which of the following
?questions
?Which of the following would be the best title

9

ب .نحوۀ پاسخ به سؤاالت مربوط به ایدۀ اصلی متن بصورت زیر است:
۴

 .۱جملۀ اول هر پاراگراف را بخوانید.
 .۰به دنبال یک موضوع یا ایدۀ مشترک بین جمالت اول پاراگرافها باشید.
 .۱مابقی متن را بهسرعت از نظر بگذرانید تا مطمئن شوید که جمله (های) موضوع را بهدرستی پیدا
کردهاید.
 .۲پاسخهای نادرست را حذف کرده و از میان گزینههای باقیمانده بهترین پاسخ را انتخاب کنید.
ج .گزینههای نادرست در سؤاالت مربوط به ایدۀ اصلی متن اغلب به شکلهای کلی زیر دیده میشوند:
 .۱گزینۀ نادرست ممکن است خیلی کلی باشد.
 .۰گزینۀ نادرست ممکن است صحیح بنظر برسد ،ولی خیلی جزئی و ناقص باشد و تنها دربردارندۀ ایدۀ اصلی
یکی از پاراگرافها باشد.
 .۱گزینۀ نادرست ممکن است سوءبرداشت ناصحیحی از ایدۀ اصلی متن باشد.
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 سازماندهی مفاهیم در متن.۲
. ممکن است از شما سؤاالتی دربارۀ سازماندهی و ساختمان مفاهیم متن پرسیده شود،در بخش درک مطلب
چنین سؤاالتی اغلب ارتباط بین مفاهیم یک یا چند پاراگراف با مفاهیم یک یا چند پاراگراف دیگر را از شما
.میپرسند
Passage 4:
If asked who invented the game of baseball, most Americans would probably
reply that it was their belief that Abner Doubleday did. They believe this because
the story about Doubleday is part of the tradition of baseball.
Doubleday was given credit for this invention early in the twentieth century
when sporting-goods manufacturer Spaulding inaugurated a commission to
research the question of who invented baseball. In 1908, a report was published
by the commission in which Abner Doubleday, a U.S. Army officer from
Cooperstown, New York, was given credit for the invention of the game. The
National Baseball Hall of Fame was established in Cooperstown in honor of
Doubleday.
Today, most sports historians are in agreement that Doubleday really did not
have much to do with the development of baseball. Instead, baseball seems to be
a close relative of the English game of rounders and probably has English rather
than American roots.

:لغات سخت متن
give credit

 ستودنinaugurate

افتتاح کردن؛ آغاز کردن
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Q: In this passage ...
(A) an idea is presented and then refuted
(B) a concept is followed by examples
(C) a cause is followed by an effect
(D) a belief is supported with reasons

 بایستی به ایدۀ اصلی هر، برای پاسخ به این سؤال.این سؤال در ارتباط با سازماندهی اطالعات در متن است
: ایدۀ اصلی پاراگراف اول در جملۀ اول آن قرار دارد.یک از پاراگرافها توجه کنید
if asked who invented the game of baseball, most Americans would probably reply
that it was their belief that Abner Doubleday did.

:ایدۀ اصلی پاراگراف دوم نیز در جملۀ اول آن قرار دارد
Doubleday was given credit for this invention.

:و ایدۀ اصلی پاراگراف سوم نیز در جملۀ اول آن قرار دارد
most sports historians are in agreement that Doubleday really did not have much
to do with the development of baseball.
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با بررسی جملۀ اول پاراگرافها متوجه میشویم که پاراگراف سوم اطالعات دو پاراگراف اول را نقض میکند
. استA  بهترین پاسخ گزینۀ، بنابراین.(refute)
Passage 5:
IQ, or intelligence quotient, is defined as the ratio of a person’s mental age to
chronological age, with the ratio multiplied by 100 to remove the decimal.
Chronological age is easily determined; mental age is generally measured by some
kind of standard test and is not so simple to define.
In theory, a standardized IQ test is set up to measure an individual’s ability to
perform intellectual operations such as reasoning and problem solving. These
intellectual operations are considered to represent intelligence.
In practice, it has been impossible to arrive at consensus as to which types of
intellectual operations demonstrate intelligence. Furthermore, it has been
impossible to devise a test without cultural bias, which is to say that any IQ tests
so far proposed have been shown to reflect the culture of the test makers. Test
takers from that culture would, it follows, score higher on such a test than test
takers from a different culture with equal intelligence.

:لغات سخت متن
11

quotient

۱۱

 [ریاضی] خارجقسمتconsensus

multiplied by

 ضربدرbias

decimal

دهگان

اتفاقنظر
 غرضمندی،تبعیض

Q: What type of information is included in the first paragraph?
(A) an argument
(B) a definition
(C) an opinion
(D) a theory

. دقت کنیدis defined as  به. استB پاسخ گزینۀ
در آزمون
: اشکال مختلف سؤاالتی که مربوط به سازماندهی و ساختمان مفاهیم متن میشوند عبارتند از.الف
How is the information in the passage organized?
How is the information in the second paragraph related to the information in the
first paragraph?

: نحوۀ پاسخدهی به این نوع سؤاالت.ب
: بنابراین.پاسخ این نوع سؤاالت معموالً با بررسی جملۀ اول پاراگرافهای موردنظر مشخص میشود
. جملۀ اول هر پاراگراف را بخوانید.۱
. به دنبال کلماتی باشید که روابط بین پاراگرافها را نشان میدهند؛ و گزینۀ صحیح را انتخاب کنید.۰
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سؤاالت مربوط به مفاهیم و ایدههای متن

Sample Test 1 (Unit 2)
Vaccines are prepared from harmful viruses or bacteria and administered to
patients to provide immunity to specific diseases. The various types of vaccines
are classified according to the method by which they are derived.
The most basic class of vaccines actually contains disease-causing
microorganisms that have been killed with a solution containing formaldehyde. In
this type of vaccine, the microorganisms are dead and therefore cannot cause
disease; however, the antigens found in and on the microorganisms can still
stimulate the formation of antibodies. Examples of this type of vaccine are the
ones that fight influenza, typhoid fever, and cholera.
A second type of vaccine contains the toxins produced by the microorganisms
rather than the microorganisms themselves. This type of vaccine is prepared when
the microorganism itself does little damage but the toxin within the
microorganism is extremely harmful. For example, the bacteria that cause
diphtheria can thrive in the throat without much harm, but when toxins are
released from the bacteria, muscles can become paralyzed and death can ensue.
A final type of vaccine contains living microorganisms that have been rendered
harmless. With this type of vaccine, a large number of antigen molecules are
produced and the immunity that results is generally longer lasting than the
immunity from other types of vaccines. The Sabin oral antipolio vaccine and the
BCG vaccine against tuberculosis are examples of this type of vaccine.
1. Which of the following expresses the main idea of the passage?
(A) vaccines provide immunity to specific diseases
(B) vaccines contain disease-causing microorganisms
(C) vaccines are derived in different ways
(D) new approaches in administering vaccines are being developed
2. How many types of vaccines are presented in the passage?
(A) two
(B) three
(C) four

(D) five

3. Which paragraph discusses the vaccines made from dead organisms?
(B) paragraph 2
(A) paragraph 1
(C) paragraph 3
(D) paragraph 4
4. Which paragraph discusses the vaccines that do not contain the diseasecausing microorganism?
(A) paragraph 1
(B) paragraph 2
(C) paragraph 3
(D) paragraph 4
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ویژگیهای کتاب  Fast Grammarتألیف مهرداد زنگیهوندی:
☑ آموزش کامل نکات به زبان ساده در  ۶۱بخش:
در قسمت درسنامۀ هر بخش نکات آموزشی به زبان بسیار ساده توضیح داده شدهاند .در این
قسمت تالش شده مهمترین نکات هر بخش با ذکر مثال و نکات تستی و سؤاالت ادوار گذشتۀ
آزمونها با پاسخ تشریحی ارائه گردد.
☑ قسمت در آزمون:
در قسمت در آزمون انتهای هر بخش ،نحوۀ ارزیابی از مباحث هر بخش در آزمونها توضیح
داده شده است .در این قسمت انواع سؤاالتی که از هر بخش در آزمونها مطرح میشود و شکل
کلی گزینههای نادرست در سؤاالت برای رد گزینهها توضیح داده شده است.
☑ قسمت :Sample Test
در انتهای هر بخش ،یک آزمون نمونه با پاسخ تشریحی قرار داده که شامل سؤاالتی است که
در آزمونها از آن مبحث بطور مکرر مطرح شده است.
☑ آزمونهای جامع ،تستهای واقعی ادوار گذشتۀ آزمونها و تستهای
کنکورهای سراسری تا اردیبهشت :۶۱
در انتهای کتاب ،سؤاالت آزمونهای ادوار گذشتۀ  ... ،EPT ،MSRTو تستهای کنکور
رشتههای مختلف تا سال  69با پاسخ تشریحی قرار داده شده است .برای این سؤاالت (حدود
 044تست) ،پاسخهای کامالً تشریحی به همراه تحلیل همۀ گزینهها و دلیل درستی یا نادرستی
هر گزینه ارائه گردیده است.
☑ تستهای منتخب از مباحث پرتکرار ادوار گذشتۀ آزمونهای ،EPT
 MHLE ،MSRTو  ...تا اردیبهشت ۶۱
☑ نکات تستزنی سریع بصورت ابداعی و انحصاری

از همین مؤلف:
کتاب Reading

( Fastراهنمای جامع درک مطلب آزمونهای زبان) (چاپ جدید)

کتاب  Fast Readingتالشی است برای آماده ساختن داوطلبان برای بخش درک مطلب کنکور کارشناسی
ارشد و دکتری رشتههای مختلف MHLE ،EPT ،MSRT ،و تافل.
قسمتهای مختلف کتاب Fast Reading
این کتاب اﺯ  1بخش تشکیل شده که هر یک اﺯ آنها بر روی یکی اﺯ مهارتهای الﺯم برای پاسخ به انواع
مختلف سؤاالت آﺯمون تمرکز میکند .هر یک اﺯ بخشهای کتاب بصورت یک درسنامه ارائه گردیده است.
 بخشهای مختلف کتاب به شرح ﺯیر هستند:
 .1توضیح و آموﺯش نکات هر بخش به ﺯبان ساده :در این قسمت سعی شده تا مباحث درسی به ﺯبان ساده با
مثال توضیح داده شوند.
 .0در آﺯمون :در این قسمت نحوۀ ارﺯیابی اﺯ مباحث هر درس در آﺯمونهای مختلف و چگونگی پاسخدهی به
آنها با ذکر نکات تستی ارائه شده است.
 .1قسمت  :Sample Testدر انتهای هر بخش ،یک آﺯمون نمونه قرار داده شده که شامل نمونه سؤاالتی
است که در آﺯمونها اﺯ مباحث آن بخش مطرح شدهاند.
 .2آﺯمون جامع و تستهای آﺯمونهای مختلف :در انتها نیز یک آﺯمون جامع ( 52تست) و  05متن ( 121تست)
اﺯ سؤاالت آﺯمونهای مختلف قرار داده شده است.
 .2لغتنامۀ واژگان مهم :در این بخش واژگان مهم آﺯمونهای ﺯبان با ترجمۀ آنها آورده شده است .توصیه
میشود این لغات را بهدقت مطالعه کرده و به ذهن بسپارید.
برای تهیۀ این کتاب و دریافت نمونه سؤاالت آﺯمونها و ویدئوهای آموﺯشی میتوانید به وبگاه اینترنتی ما به
نشانی ) (www.FastZaban.comمراجعه کنید.

از همین مؤلف:

شامل:
ـ همۀ سؤاالت  12دورۀ اخیر آﺯمون ( EPTاﺯ اسفند  12تا خرداد  )15با پاسخ کامـالً تشریحی (جمعاً 1211
تست)
ـ تحلیل آﺯمونها و مشخص کردن مباحث پرتکرار آﺯمون
ـ آموﺯش نکات تستی
ـ لیست لغات مهم و پرتکرار آﺯمون
قابل استفادۀ داوطلبان آزمونهای  ،MHLE ،MSRT ،EPTتولیمو و کنکور
کارشناسی ارشد رشتههای مختلف
برای تهیۀ این کتاب و دریافت نمونه سؤاالت آﺯمونها و ویدئوهای آموﺯشی میتوانید به وبگاه اینترنتی ما به
نشانی ) (www.FastZaban.comمراجعه کنید.

برای دریافت سؤاالت آﺯمونها با پاسخ کامـالً تشریحی و تحلیل آﺯمون،
به وبسایت  www.FastZaban.comیا
کانال تلگرامی ما
 t.me/FastZabanمراجعه نمائید.

ﺑﺮﺧﯽ از ﻣﺮاﮐﺰ ﻓﺮوش ﮐﺘﺎبﻫﺎي ﺗﺄﻟﯿﻔﯽ

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

ﺗﻬﺮان
ﻓﺮوﺷﮕﺎه اﻧﺘﺸﺎرات ﺟﻨﮕﻞ1

ﺗﻬﺮان
ﻓﺮوﺷﮕﺎه اﻧﺘﺸﺎرات ﺟﻨﮕﻞ2

ﺗﻬﺮان
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ راه رﺷﺪ

ﺗﻬﺮان

اﺻﻔﻬﺎن
ﻓﺮوﺷﮕﺎه اﻧﺘﺸﺎرات ﺟﻨﮕﻞ1

اﺻﻔﻬﺎن
ﻓﺮوﺷﮕﺎه اﻧﺘﺸﺎرات ﺟﻨﮕﻞ2

اﺻﻔﻬﺎن
ﻓﺮوﺷﮕﺎه اﻧﺘﺸﺎرات ﺟﻨﮕﻞ3

ﻗﻢ
ﻓﺮوﺷﮕﺎه اﻧﺘﺨﺎب

رﺷﺖ
ﻓﺮوﺷﮕﺎه اﻧﺘﺸﺎرات ﺟﻨﮕﻞ

ﺗﺒﺮﯾﺰ
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ آﻓﺘﺎب

ﺗﺒﺮﯾﺰ
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﻓﺮوزش

ﺗﺒﺮﯾﺰ
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ زﺑﺎن آﮐﺎدﻣﯿﮏ

ﻣﺸﻬﺪ
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﻓﺮزاﻧﻪ

ﻣﺸﻬﺪ
زﺑﺎنﮐﺪه آﻓﺎق

ﻣﺸﻬﺪ
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﭘﺮدﯾﺲ

در ﺳﺮاﺳﺮ ﮐﺸﻮر

ﻣﯿﺪان اﻧﻘﻼب ،ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن اﻧﻘﻼب ،ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن  12ﻓﺮوردﯾﻦ ،ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن
ﻟﺒﺎﻓﯽﻧﮋاد ،ﻧﺮﺳﯿﺪه ﺑﻪ ﻣﻨﯿﺮي ﺟﺎوﯾﺪ
ﻣﯿﺪان اﻧﻘﻼب ،خ اﻧﻘﻼب ،خ  12ﻓﺮوردﯾﻦ ،ﺟﻨﺐ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻤﺎن ﺗﻌﺰﯾﺮات
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن اﻧﻘﻼب ،ﺑﯿﻦ ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن  12ﻓﺮوردﯾﻦ و اردﯾﺒﻬﺸﺖ

ﮐﻠﯿﮥ ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽﻫﺎي زﺑﺎن ﻣﯿﺪان اﻧﻘﻼب
ﺧﺎﻧﻪ اﺻﻔﻬﺎن ،ﻓﻠﮑﻪ ﻧﮕﻬﺒﺎﻧﯽ ،ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﺧﻠﯿﻔﻪ ﺳﻠﻄﺎﻧﯽ ،ﮔﺎز ﺳﺎﺑﻖ،
روﺑﺮوي ﺗﻘﺎﻃﻊ دوم
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﭼﻬﺎرﺑﺎغ ﺑﺎﻻ ،ﭼﻬﺎرراه ﻧﻈﺮ
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن آﻣﺎدﮔﺎه ،روﺑﺮوي ﻫﺘﻞ ﻋﺒﺎﺳﯽ
ﭼﻬﺎرراه ﺷﻬﺪا ،ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﻣﻌﻠﻢ ﻏﺮﺑﯽ ،اﻧﺘﻬﺎي ﮐﻮي  ،20ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻤﺎن ﻣﻬﺮ
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﺳﻌﺪي ،ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻞ ﺑﺎزار روز ،ﻧﺒﺶ ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﺷﻬﯿﺪ ﻧﻮري
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﺷﺮﯾﻌﺘﯽ ﺟﻨﻮﺑﯽ ،ﺟﻨﺐ ﺑﺎﻧﮏ ﻣﻠﯽ ،زﯾﺮزﻣﯿﻦ
خ اﻣﺎم ،ﻧﺮﺳﯿﺪه ﺑﻪ ﭼﻬﺎرراه آﺑﺮﺳﺎن ،روﺑﺮوي ﮐﻮي ﺑﺰرﮔﻤﻬﺮ
ﻓﻠﮑﻪ داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ،ﺑﺮج ﺑﻠﻮر
خ ﺳﻌﺪي ،ﭘﺎﺳﺎژ ﻣﻬﺘﺎب ،ط ﻫﻤﮑﻒ ،پ 28
اﺣﻤﺪآﺑﺎد ،اول ﻣﻼﺻﺪرا ،ﭘﺎﺳﺎژ ﭘﺮدﯾﺲ
ﻣﯿﺪان آزادي ،داﻧﺸﮕﺎه ﻓﺮدوﺳﯽ ،ﺟﻨﺐ داﻧﺸﮑﺪه ﻋﻠﻮم اداري و
اﻗﺘﺼﺎد

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

اﻫﻮاز
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ رﺷﺪ

اﻫﻮاز
ﺧﺎﻧﻪ ﮐﺘﺎب زﺑﺎن

اﻫﻮاز
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﺷﺮق

ﺷﯿﺮاز
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﻣﺪرن

ﺷﯿﺮاز
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﻣﺤﻤﺪي

ﮐﺮﻣﺎﻧﺸﺎه
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﺳﺮوش

ﮐﺮﻣﺎﻧﺸﺎه
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ اﻧﺪﯾﺸﻪ

ﮐﺮﻣﺎﻧﺸﺎه
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﺳﺮوش ﻧﻮ

ﮐﺮﻣﺎﻧﺸﺎه
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﺷﻬﺮ زﺑﺎن

ﮐﺮج
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﺑﻬﻤﻦ

ﮔﺮﮔﺎن
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﺟﻨﮕﻞ

ﮔﺮﮔﺎن
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﻓﺮﻫﻨﮓ

ﮐﺮﻣﺎن
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﺷﻬﺮ زﺑﺎن

ﮐﺮﻣﺎن
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﮐﺘﺎبرﺳﺎن

ﺧﺮم آﺑﺎد
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ دﻧﯿﺎي زﺑﺎن

خ ﺣﺎﻓﻆ ،ﺑﯿﻦ ﺳﯿﺮوس و ﻧﺎدري
ﮔﻠﺴﺘﺎن ،ﮐﻮي ﺳﻌﺪي ،ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن اﺻﻠﯽ ،ﺑﯿﻦ ﺗﺮﺑﺖ و ﮐﺎﺷﺎن
خ ﺣﺎﻓﻆ ﺷﻤﺎﻟﯽ ،ﺑﯿﻦ ﻧﺎدري و ﺳﯿﺮوس ،پ 333
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﻣﻼﺻﺪرا ،ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻤﺎن آﻧﺎﻫﯿﺘﺎ
ﻣﯿﺪان ﻧﻤﺎزي ،اﺑﺘﺪاي ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﻣﻼﺻﺪرا ،روﺑﺮوي ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن اردﯾﺒﻬﺸﺖ
ﻣﯿﺪان آزادي ،خ ﭘﺴﺖ ﺷﻬﯿﺪ ﻗﻨﺪي
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن دﺑﯿﺮ اﻋﻈﻢ ،ﭘﺎﺳﺎژ ﺳﺮوش ،ﻃﺒﻘﮥ ﻫﻤﮑﻒ
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن دﺑﯿﺮ اﻋﻈﻢ ،ﭘﺎﺳﺎژ ﺳﺮوش ،ﻃﺒﻘﻪ دوم ،دﺳﺖ راﺳﺖ
ﭼﻬﺎرراه ﺳﻨﮕﺮ ،ﺑﻪﻃﺮف اﻟﻬﯿﻪ ،ﺳﻤﺖ ﭼﭗ
ﭼﻬﺎر راه ﻃﺎﻟﻘﺎﻧﯽ ،ﻣﯿﺪان ﺣﺼﺎرك ،ﻓﻠﮑﻪ اول ﮔﻮﻫﺮدﺷﺖ ،ﻣﯿﺪان
آزادﮔﺎن
ﻣﯿﺪان ﺷﻬﺮداري ،ﭘﺎﺳﺎژ ﺷﯿﺮﻧﮕﯽ
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﺧﻤﯿﻨﯽ ،آﻓﺘﺎب 20
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﺷﻬﯿﺪ ﺑﻬﺸﺘﯽ ،ﻧﺮﺳﯿﺪه ﺑﻪ ﭼﻬﺎرراه ﻃﻬﻤﺎﺳﺐ آﺑﺎد ،ﻗﺒﻞ از
ﻓﺮوﺷﮕﺎه ﺧﺎﻧﻪ و ﮐﺎﺷﺎﻧﻪ ،ﻣﺠﺘﻤﻊ ارﻏﻮان
ﺳﻪراه اﺣﻤﺪي ،ﻧﺒﺶ ﮐﻮﭼﻪ 33
ﭼﻬﺎرراه ﻓﺮﻫﻨﮓ ،ﺑﻪﺳﻤﺖ ﻣﯿﺪان ﺗﺨﺘﯽ

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

ﻫﻤﺪان
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﺟﻬﺎن داﻧﺶ

ﺑﺎﺑﻞ
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﮔﻮﯾﺶ

اروﻣﯿﻪ
آﻣﻮزﺷﮕﺎه زﺑﺎن آواﺗﺎك

ﺳﻤﻨﺎن
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ اﺷﺮاق

ﺷﺎﻫﺮود
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﻣﻌﯿﻦ

ﯾﺰد
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﻓﺪك

ﺑﻨﺪرﻋﺒﺎس
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﭘﻨﺞ اﺳﺘﺎد

ﺳﻨﻨﺪج
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﮐﻤﺒﺮﯾﺞ

ﻣﺮﯾﻮان
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ اﻧﺪﯾﺸﻪ

اﯾﻼم
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ رﺷﺪ

ﺑﺠﻨﻮرد
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﻓﺮزﯾﻦ

ﺑﯿﺮﺟﻨﺪ
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﺧﻮارزﻣﯽ

ﻧﯽرﯾﺰ
ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽ ﮐﺎﻟﺞ

ﻣﯿﺪان اﻣﺎم ،اﺑﺘﺪاي ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﺷﺮﯾﻌﺘﯽ
خ ﻫﻔﺪه ﺷﻬﺮﯾﻮر ،ﺟﻨﺐ ﺳﯿﻨﻤﺎ اﻧﻘﻼب
اروﻣﯿﻪ ،ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن اﻣﺎﻣﺖ ،اﺑﺘﺪاي ﮐﻮي ﻣﻬﻨﺪﺳﯿﻦ
ﺑﻠﻮار وﻟﯽﻋﺼﺮ ،ﺟﻨﺐ ﻣﺴﺠﺪ وﻟﯽﻋﺼﺮ
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن 22ﺑﻬﻤﻦ ،ﺟﻨﺐ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻤﺎن ﭘﺰﺷﮑﯽ ﺑﺎﺑﺎﯾﯽ
ﻣﯿﺪان ﺑﺎغ ﻣﻠﯽ ،اﺑﺘﺪاي ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﻓﺮﺧﯽ
ﺑﻠﻮار داﻧﺸﮕﺎه
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﭘﺎﺳﺪاران ،ﻣﺠﺘﻤﻊ ﺗﺠﺎري ﮐﺮدﺳﺘﺎن
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﺟﻤﻬﻮري ،ﭘﺎﺳﺎژ ﻋﺪاﻟﺖ ،ﻃﺒﻘﻪ دوم
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن وﻻﯾﺖ ،ﺑﺎﻻﺗﺮ از ﻣﺴﺠﺪ واﻟﯽ
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﻃﺎﻟﻘﺎﻧﯽ ﺷﺮﻗﯽ ،ﭘﺎﺳﺎژ ﺗﺎﺟﻔﺮ
ﻣﯿﺪان اﺑﻮذر ،ﺑﻠﻮار ﻣﺪرس ،ﻣﺪرس  ،2ﭘﻼك  ،100ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻤﺎن
ﺧﻮارزﻣﯽ
ﺧﯿﺎﺑﺎن ﻗﺪس ،ﭘﺎﺳﺎژ زﺣﻠﯽ ،ﻃﺒﻘﻪ دوم

 ﻫﻤﭽﻨﯿﻦ ،ﺷﻤﺎ ﻋﺰﯾﺰان ﻣﯽﺗﻮاﻧﯿﺪ ﮐﺘﺎبﻫﺎي ﭘﺮﻓﺮوش  ،Fast Reading ،Fast Grammarﺑﺎﻧﮏ
ﺳﺆاﻻت  Fast Vocab ،EPTو  ...را از ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻔﺮوﺷﯽﻫﺎي ﻣﻌﺘﺒﺮ ﯾﺎ از وبﺳﺎﯾﺖ
 www.FastZaban.comﺗﻬﯿﻪ ﻧﻤﺎﺋﯿﺪ.
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Petersons.com
Search English language programs
and practice with sample TOEFL questions at The Education Supersite.SM

m

Guide to English
Language programs
Choose from more than 650 highquality programs based all over the
world that strengthen your English
language ability.

TOEFL Grammar/
Word Flash

an
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Master the techniques
and strategies you
need for great scores.
you 'II learn to identify
topic sentences,
understand the difference between reference and inference,
and more with:

co

Test Prep
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• 5 sample reading comprehension sections
• Easy-to-follow skill sets
and exercises
• Expert test-taking tips

st

and advice

PETERSON'S
THOMSON LEARNING
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TOEFL Practice Tests
Get extra practice for mastering the
English language proficiency exam.
lndudes 5 full-length practice TOEFLs
and 3 TWEs.
publications available at fine
bookstores near you. To order online,
visit www.petersons.com and
head for the bookstore!
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Brush up on English grammar
and vocabulary with these two
companion volumes in the Flash
series. Each features 5 sample tests.
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